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INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Historical account 

There are two distinct phases in the fish processing 

industry in India. One is the saturated growth in the age 

old traditional curing upto 1953 and the second phase is 

the application of modern preservation methods and the 

export of frozen and canned fishery products to other 

countries (Govindan, 1969). 

During the first phase, the sea food industry in 

India was mainly confined to the production and export 

of cured fish. Dried fish and salted fish have been 

conventionaL items in India from even the prehistoric 

times (Devidas Menon, 1976). For more than hundred years, 

India exported cured fishery products to the neighbouring 



countries. This item occuJPied an ift1RC,')rtant place in the 

world market tlll the early fiftees. ceylon, Burma, 

Singapore, Mauritius, Hong Kong etc. had been the 

traditiona~ markets for cured fish from India. Later I 

India lost some of the markets owing to the poll t1cal and 

administrative changes in these countries.. Restrictions 

were imposed by importing countries llke Ceylon,. Burma 

stopped off-take of dry fish from India on the basis of 

a bilateral trade agreement with Paldstan involvinq 

exc"hange of rice for fishery prord\lCts on account of 

foreign exchange difficulties. An internal market for 

the local products for providing impetus to the developnent 

of local fisheries was made in Singapore and Hong Konq •. 

On the basis of a trade agreement between India 

and Ceylon, 95% of the total export of dried fish fran 

India was taken by Ceylon. The products were Shipped from 

Tuticorin. The import of dried fish by' individual 

importers in Ceylon was banned after the formation of a 

Co-operative Whole sale Establishment in· 1961. The Indian 

shi~rs supplied the materials in accordance with the 

terms and conditions set forth in the price list issued 

by C.li .E. from time to time. The price list was common 

for several countries such as India, Pakistan and Aden 

supplying dried fish to Ceylon. The primary financier 
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in this trade waS the Indian Overseas Bank. Ltd. which 

qave 5crfo advance against the shipping documents with out 

any inspection of the_ goods. This provision led to the 

eXRQrt of goods of inferior quality and C.W.E. im:gosed 

arbitrary cut in the value of goods. The inordinate 

delay in receiving remittance caused hardships to the 

exporters. To solve these problems and to help. the 

exporters of cured fish from India, the State TradinCJ 

corpo~ation came into the picture. S'IC qave 65% of the 

f.o.b. value as advance against the shipping documents 

after conducting inspection of the products through the 

approved agency. The final accoun ts were settled after 

S'IC received remittance from CWE. 

C.W.E. published a list of 10 exporters who alone 

were permitted to export dried fish to Ceylon. This was 

done to maintain quality and to avoid clerical labour 

involved in dealing with too many small parties. As the 

result of this" a large number of traditional exporters 

were thrown out of the business. As requested by them, 

Government of India issued in 1967 a notification 

canalizing the export of dried fish (excluding prawns, 

fish maws, shark. fins, beach~e-mer and Bombay duck) 

from India to Ceylon. The exports were then subjected 

to vigorous inspection and quality control by the Export 

Inspection Agency. 
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In the past l the surp1.us fish that could not be 

marketed in fresh condition were cured. The State 

Governments provided curing yards and salt at subsidised 

rates to encourage fish curing. Later, in many states 

subsidy of salt was abolished and the Government curing 

yards were closed down as the em~asis became nore and 

more for alternate methods of fish preservation (George" 

1969) • 

The decline in fish curing was mainly due to the 

tremendous increase in the consumption of fresh fish. 

This is attributed to the fast developnent of our fishing 

centres which are connected directly with major consumer 

markets with motorab~e roads. Also there has been 

substantial_ increase in facilities for icing fresh fish. 

Mechanised fishing and scientific methods of handling and . 
preservation of fish were practically unknown to our 

country before the second world war (Govindan~ 1975). 

Decline of fish curing was partly due to lack of demand 

of cured fish products in foreign markets and also, to 

some extent, due to the establishment of the freezing and 

canning industry. The Table 1 shows the trend of 

disposition of fish catch and the RQsition of fish curing 

industry in India. 
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Table 1. Percentage disposition of fish catch in India 

-----~-----------------------------~----------------------Year Market- Curinq Freez- Canning Reduction Misce-
1ng as ing llane-
fresh ous -----------------------------------------~------

1953 42.73 50.74 6,.60 

1954 42.7.0 50.710 6.30 

1955 42.7,0 50.70 6.50 

1956 42.7,0 50.70 6.60 

1957 42.710 50.70 6.60 

1958 42.76 50.71 6.58 

1959 42.66. 50.70 6.60 

1960 47,.90 43.80 8.40 

1961 47.96 43.6'9 8 .• 40 

1962 47.90 46.7.7: 8.41 

1963 67.40 27.10 0.40 Q.10 5-.00 

1964 70.00 21.70 1.20 0.20 5.90 0.9Q 

1965- 68.30 25.6:0 1.30 0.40 4.10 0.20 

196faJ 70.40 21.90 1.90 0.60 3.90 0.80 

196:7 68.80 19.70 3.40 0.80 5.50 1.80 

1968 69.10 19.30 4.10 0.70 5.20 1.60 
• 

196.9 67.90 21.50 3.50 0.60 4.40 2.10 

1970 6J7,.OO 20.3Q 4.60 0.7() 5.50 2.80 

1971 6.6.-.00 19.30 5.30 0.70 5.60 2.90 

1972 00.20 17.50 5.00 O.7() 4.90 3.20 

1973 65.30 19.40 5.40 0.80 5.33 3.78 

1974 63.70 23.20 4.50 0.40 4.94 3.18 

1975 6-9.64 1a.96 2.80 0.21 6.01 2.38 

1976- 6:9.30 17.88 5.02 0.30 5.00 2.50 

Source: FAO year bookS for different periods 
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Till. 1959, about 500,<, of the total catch was processed 

by curing alone. This figure was lowered to about 25% 

in 196.5 and from 1966 onwards, it was retained in the 

range 18-22% (FAO year book from 1953-76). 

'Ib some extent, the decline could be attributed to 

the low quali tty of cured fish produc ts produced in the 

country. Very little attempt has been made to improve Wle 

quality of dried and salted fish. Processing of cured 

fish was in the hands of the illl terate peo~le belonging. to 

a ~r sector of the comnunity. Industrial principles and 

concept heD never been applied to this tradit1Ol1a~ industry. 

As a result of all these, the fish curing industry in 

India remained as quite primdtive. 

In sRi te of the developnent of the sophisticated 

methods like freezing and canning, fish curing is still 

the largest single method of preservation of fish in 

India. Sal.t1ng and drying remain to be the largest 

single meth::>d of fish preservation in the world because 

of its cheapness and easiness (Govindan, 1971). Fish 

curing is a labour intensive industry and it does not 

require nruch skill and technical expertise. Due to the 

low cost and easy availability, cured fish has become an 

ideal protein food to the people of the low income c;p=-oug. 



Naturally the fish curing industry could not be taken to 

modern lines. 

The low priced fish is normally taken for curing. 

Bombay duck, sardines, mackerels, catfish, anchovies, 

scianids, ribbon fish, silver belly, red mullet and other 

miscellaneous varieties are used for curing. There is a 

~ast scope for modernising this industry which may even 

capture foreign markets for such products besides combating 

the protein deficiency in our country to a large extent. 

Transformation of tradi lien al curing of fish into modern 

lines wou!ld benefit the fishermen" trade and the consumer. 

1.2. Marine fish catch in India 

India has a coast line of 6100 km. 1800 marine 

fishing villages are situated along this coast line with 

a fishermen po~lation of about 3 million. One third of 

this population is .. actively engaged in small scale 

fisheries. About 2.19 lakhs of indigenous non mechanised 

craft and 16,000 mechanised fishing boats of various 

sizes are operated in this country. An annual marine 

catch of 14 lakhs tonnes is produced in India by usinq 

about 25 lakhs of different types of fishing grear 

(Govindan, 1982). 
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1.3. Marine products export from India 

Till 1953 the handling and processing of fish were 

carried out by traditional methods in India. During this 

period, the market for Indian marine products were largely 

confined to under-developed or developing countries like 

Srilanka, Burma, Singapore etc. (Chidambaram, 1975). 

Dry prawn ~lJP;~ sal ted and cured fish, R.1ckled or Colombo 

cured fish, dried shark f.1ns, fish maws and fish body 

oil. constituted the list of exported fishery products 

from India. Export figures from 1953-54 to 1982 are given 

in Table 2. Foreign exchange on account of marine 

products export increased from ~.44.033 million in 1953-54 

to Rs.3422.429 million in 1982. This increase in exROrt 

was probably due to the introduction of freezing and 

canning, world wide scarcity of food and the inflation 

after the second world war. 

The exQOrt figures show tha t our fish processing 

industry depends mainly on a single item namely prawns 

which constitutes only 10 to 12% of our total marine 

Landings. All our fisheries activities are centered 

round this corrrnodity. In the course of this race for 

specialisation, our traditional fishery products, namely I' 

dried fish# dry prawn :QUlp', shark fins and fish maws 
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Table 2. Growth in export of marine produ:: ts from India 

--~~-------------...... ---~----------~--.--- ... ---~----
Year Quantity 

( Tonnes) 
Value 

(Rs.· oooj 

--------------------------------------------------------
1953-54 30,851 44,033 

1954-55 28,6-41 46,675 

1955-5:6 23,972 39,219 

1956- (April.. to December) 18,,140 37,201 

1957 22,778 45-,861 

1958 30,683 58,647 

1959 33,716 62,,342 

1960 16,337. 40,216 

1961 17,297 41,318 

1962 11,,619 37,475 

1963 17,908. 58,646 

1964 21,458 68,,489 

1965 1~,4S,~ 69,237, 

1966 19,153 1,35,246 

196-7 21,7.6.4 1,99,286 

1968, 241 810 2,20 .• 846 

1969 30,584 3,30,731 

1970 37,175 3,55,359 

197.1 34,032 3,91,725 

1972 38;,271 5,81,317 

1973 48.,785 7,9S,,763 

1974 46,629 7;,63,127 

1975 53,412 10,49,Q63 

1976 62,151 17,98,6:20 

1977 6~964 17,97,374 

1978 7;7,,946 21,21,574 

197.9 92,184 26,20,292 

1980 74,542 21,88/ 756 

1981 75,374 28,67,128 

1982 75,136 34,22,429 

Source: Statistics of marine products, MPE~. 
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which once constituted the back bone of our fishery 

industry were neglected. 

1.4. General methods of fish curinq 

Fish curing comprises of the traditional methods 

of preserving fish by drying, salting and smoking. 

1.4.1. Sun drying: 

Small and lean species of fish are usually sun 

dried without salting. Fishes like white bait, silver 

belly, small.. ribbon fish, Bombay duck etc. are sun dried. 

The fish is iust washed and dried in the sun by spreading 

the material either on a mat, hard ground or even on a 

sandy beach. Bombay duck is usually dried on scaffolds. 

The material is usually dried for 3 days. The advantage 

of drying fish is that no nutrient is lost during 

processing. However I conrnercial sun dried fish will have 

a high con tent of sand. 

The natural method of drying by solar evaporation 

is usually adopted for drying fish allover India. As 

solar energy is available in plenty in tro~ical countries 

like India, solar drying has got great economic advantage. 

Artificial drying of fish is tried only in some isolated 

cases in India. Due to the high cost involved in the 
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artificia~ drying, this method is not widely used in 

commerce at present. 

1.4.2. Dry curing: 

In this method, the fish is split open, gutted, 

washed and salted in a specific proportion depending on 

the size and species of fish. Sa~ting is done in cement 

tanks or in any other sui table containers. When the salt 

penetrates into the fish muscle by osrootic pressure, water 

is pressed out from the muscle thus forming the self-brine. 

During the salting process, the fish muscle changes from 

a translucent to an opaque stage and becomes roore fibrous 

in texture. The saltEd fish is kept without dis'burbance 

for one day or roore to get the fish properly ripened or 

matured. The salted fish is then taken out and rinsed in 

self brine, sea water or fresh water and dried in sun for 

2 or 3 days. If there is rain, the salted fish is allowed 

to remain in the salting tank for some more days till sun 

drying is possible. Drying is done on mat, concreted 

~ound, on ropes or directly on the sandy beach. Dried 

fish is packed in different indigenous containers like 

bamboo basket, palmirah mat, coconut leaf mat# gunny 

bag etc. and despatc:hed to markets. 
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1.4&3. Mona cure: 

Mackerels, lactarius etc. are cured by this method 

in Maharashtra region. The fish is not split open. 

~nstead~ the viscera is pulled out through the buccal 

cavity of the fish. After washing, the salt is stuffed 

into the belly cavity through the mouth in a specific 

pro:gortion and stacked in the salting tank. After 

salting, the fish is dried as in the case of dry curing. 

1.4.4. Wet curing: 

This method is also known as the Ratnagiri method 

and it is almost similar to the "Kench cure" of Western 

countries. Split and gutted fish is salted and stacked 

in cement tanks and some weight is applied on t.l'lae top. 

The self~rine formed is allowed to drain out continuously. 

After 3 days, the salted fish is packed as such and sent 

to the market. Fish is not dried in this method. In some 

areas, the salted fish is directly packed in ~roboo 

baskets with salt and the self-brine flows out freeLy. 

After the curing is completed, the same baskets with fish 

are sent to markets. 

1.4.~. Pit curing: 

Pit curing is generally done in Tamil Nadu. The 
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s211 t and gutted fish is sal ted and stacked in a 60 cm 

deep pit in the sand with a lining of palmirah leaf mat. 

The top of the fish is also covered with a similar mat 

and then with sand. Salting and maturation take place 

under anaerobic conditions for about 36 to 48 hours. 

The fish is th~n taken out of the pit, packed and sent 

to markets without drying. 

1.4.6. Colombo curin<;i;': 

Fish cured in this way is solely intended for the 

Colombo market. Mackerel is usually taken for this type 

of curing. The gutted and split fish is mixed with salt 

in the required pro~rtion along with small :pieces of the 

Malabar tamarind (Garcinea carobogea) in the ratio 1:10 

and tightly packed in wooden drums. Self-brine is 

retained in the container along wi th the fish. The drum 

should be filled with extra brine to replace air from the 

top layer. The top lid is fixed and made water tight. 

As the fish is in the medium of coneentrated brine 

fortified with tamarind,the fish attains a 

characteristic flavour and also gets an added protection. 

The fish is out of contact with air. The salted fish is 

not dried. 
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1.4 .. 71. Smoke curing: 

Smoke curing is not usually practised in India. 

The fish is split, gutted and scored, washed and imnersed 

in brine for a specified period. The brined fish is taken 

out, drained and surface dried. The fish is then taken 

to a snoke-kiln. Fish is hung inside the smoke chamber 

and smoke is generated by burning saw dust, wood shavings, 

coconut hUSKS etc. Smoking period depends on the species 

and size of fish. Smoked fish mayor may not be dried 

for some more time to reduce the moisture content and 

then packed. 

At present, fish curinq in India consists mainly of 

salt curing and sun drying. Smoking is rarely pract.ised. 

Pickling is restricted to South Kanara and Malabar 

region and the method called "COlombo curing" is almost 

non-existent now. Pit curing is also almost discontinued 

(Durairaj, 1981). 

1.5. Spoilage in cured fish 

Rust is a COImlOn type of spoilage seen in salted 

fish. Fish affected by rust will have colour of rusted 

iron, unpleasant taste and rancid fat odour. Rust is 

caused by the oxidation of fat by atrrospheric oxygen. 

Salt present in the fish accelerates the process of 
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oxidation. The best method of controlling oxidation 1s 

by preventing contact wi th air. Fish should be kept 

covered with brine during salting and dried fish should 

be properly packed. 

IPinkt or Ired l is a serious type of spoilage seen 

in salt cured fish. Large quantities of cured fish ~t 

spoiled and become unfit for human consumption due to the 

I red l attac~(. This defect is caused by the microorganisms 

present in too sal t used for salting fish. Preventive 

measures consist of keeping the fish out of contact wi th 

air and storing at lower temperature. Chemical 

preservatives can also be used for arresting the 'red l 

attack in cured fish. 

Salted and dried fish are usually attacked by 

rooulds. Mould attack is not seen at rooisture levels 

below 15%. Chemical treatment can arrest mould growth. 

Maggots also attack sal ted fish. Cheese fly 

(Drosoph1:La casei) dep:>si ts its eggs on the salted fish 

or on the sides of the container. The maggots hatch in 

two to four days and infest the whole salted fish. The 

maggot metaroorphoses into a red W1pa from which a fully 

grown cheese fly emerqes a week later. Kee}2ing the 

premises clean, use of concrete floors and covering the 
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salted fish to avoid flies laying eggs are the normal 

preventive measures. 

1.6J. Approach to fisheries extension in India 

Even though extension is a well organised net work 

allover the country in a~iculture and animal busbandryl 

fisheries field lacks such an infrastructure for its 

developnent. Barring a few Central and State Fisheries 

Departments, many fisheries institutions do not have a 

separate extension wing. Fisheries extension work is 

carried out by the Cen tral and State Fisheries Departments 

and Agricultural Universities. The Fisheries Departments 

under the Ministry of Agriculture and Irrigation l 

Government of India is the planning and I;!01icy making 

body for fisheries development in India. The extension 

Directorate of the above Ministry has the responsibility 

of organising extension programmes in the agriculture 

sector. The Fisheries Faculties of Agricultural 

Universities have,in the recent years, taken up fisheries 

education at the graduate and postgraduate levels. The 

four ICAR Institutes, namely, Central Institute of 

Fisheries Technology, Cen tral Marine Fisheries Resea:cch 

Institute, Central Inland Fisheries Research Institute 

and Central Institute of Fisheries Education are the 
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premier organisations responsible for fisheries research 

and extension activities in India. 

Community Development Project and National Extension 

Services were started in India immediately after 
." 

independence. Unfortunately these Project and Servides 

did not include fisheries. Very often the Extension 

Officer for A~iculture or Animal Husbandry was considered 

to be responsible for giving extension advice to fishermen 

and fish farmers. In 1951 , the Balwant Rai Mehta 

Commission focussed the attention on the need for separate 

Extension Officers in fisheries to train the village level 

workers in this field. 

The working group of the Fifth Plan on Research, 

Training and Extension pointed out that extension is the 

weakest link in the development of fisheries (Mammen, 

1980). The group recommended the following. 

1. the establishment of extension training centres, 

one for inland fisheries and one for marine 

fi sheries. 

2. provision of equi~nt and extension literature 

support to the state level extension units. 

3. starting of Fish Farmers DevelopmentAgencies. 

4. starting of fishery data and information service 

and starting a Fishery Information Forecasting 

Bureau for marine fisheries. 
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1.7,. Extension Uni ts for fish culture 

The Central Inland Fisheries Research Insti. tue 

started the first organised extension service in fisheries 

in the early fiftees for organising fish fry trade. The 

success of this uni t led to the es tablishrnent of nine more 

extension units on a regional basis during the second Five 

Year Plan. The activities of these units included survey 

of cul tivable water areas, correction and improvement of 

p:>nds, collection of fish seeds from riverine sources, 

demonstration of induced breeding, nursery practices, weed 

control e~. These extension units functioned for about 

10 years and later most of them were transferred to the 

States. Two units were converted into Extension Training 

Cen tres. These two cen tres at Hyderahad and Agra are IlOW 

functioning under the Indian Council of Agricultural 

Research (Mammen,. 1980). 

1.S. Extension work in fresh water fisheries 

The formation of Fish Farmers Development Agency was 

an important step for extension work in fresh water 

fisheries. FFDA provides a package assi stance under the 

direct control of the District Collector. The functions 

of FFDA include long lease of water areas, training, 
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extension services, credit and incentives by way of sUbsidy .. 

1.9. Extension work in brackish water fisheries 

This fishery is alrros:t similar to inland fisheries. 

Many mari time stQtes having water areas like paddy fields# 

bheels etc. have al.ready practised shrimp cuI ture. 

Howeverl all these states have run inbo serious difficu1ties 

in the construction of brackish water farms. To solve this 

problem, Governrrent has proposed to survey, design and 

prepare project reports for large brackish water fish farms 

adopting an area development approach. Such large farms 

will work as "Collective farms' wi th the extension support 

in the matter of fry collection, rearing, harvesting etc. 

~ Central Inland Fisheries Resecuch Institute, Central 

Marine Fisheries Research Insti tllte, Central Institute of 

Fisheries Education, Marine Products Export Development 

Authority and State Fisheries Departments provide technical 

assistance to interested parties for brackish water 

fisheries (Mamnen, 1980). 

1.10. Extension work in marine fisheries 

Technical expertise and extension support are now 

available in the country for the cuI tllre of mussels". 

oysters, pearl oysters, sea weeds etc. I t is reported 

that the lagoons or coral islands, the Gulf of Manner, 
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Palk way I Gulf of Cambay, Gulf of Kutch, certain areas in 

the Andaman and Nicobar Islands etc. are suitable places 

for maricul ture. Extension support is necessary for 

fishery information and fishery forecasting. I mmed ia te 

extension work is also required for conservation, 

particularly in respect of shrimp resources and protecting 

j1.lveniles in the back waters .(Mammen, 1980). 

1.11. ~nsion work on fishing craft and gear 

The Fifth Five Year Plan gpve emQhasis on the 

introduction of mechanised fishing boats mainLy for 

trawling and gill netting. Other fishing methods such as 

purse seining, ~le and line fiShing and long lining were 

also introduced. However I very little work has been don e 

for the improvement of traditional fishing craft like 

catamaram, canoes and plank built boats. 

Substantial improvement has been made on fishing 

gear materialS. The vegetable yarn has been replaced by 

synthetic yarn, particularly for marine fishing. However, 

the design aspects of fishing gear have to be further 

improved which requires more research and extension. 

1.12. Extension work on handling and processing of fish 

Since the introduction of freezing and canning of 

fish. in India, considerable amount of extension work has 
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been carried out to maintain the hygienic condition of fish 

processing plantsand the quality of processed fish 

products. However, similar achievements could not be made 

in 0 ther aspects of fish processing. Processing techniques 

have been developed in handling, preservation and production 

of new fishery products from low priced fish and fish 

wastes. Many of these techniques are not yet adopted by 

the trade. 

1.13. organisation of fisheries extension by various 

fisheries establishments 

Extension activities in fisheries are carried aU,t by 

various Central and State agencies. A brief accoun t of 

the work done by these organisations is given below. 

1.13.1.Central InLand F.1sheries Research Institute: 

CIFRI has been disseminating technologies on modern 

aquaculture practices by training courses, dem:mstrations" 

Operational Research Projects and Lah to Land Programnes. 

The Institute is regularly organiSing Fish Farmers Days~ 

exhibitions, film sh0WS etc. for transfering the improved 

practices of fish farming. Comnunicat.ion is also conveyed 

to fish famers through radio, 'IV, newspapers and 

extension publications. Representatives of the Institute 

participate in farmer's meetings, diSCUSSions, 
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demonstrations etc. orgpnised by the village organisations 

and other departments. The Institute organises ad-hoc 

training programmes for the extension, scientific and 

technical personnel from State Fisheries Departments, fish 

farmers and bank officials. Trainin~ courses are also 

conducted for fish farmers at Krishi Vigyan Kendras. 

An advisory service is maintained for Qeople who 

visit the Institute for technical advice. Technical 

queries are replied regularly on v.arious aspects of fish 

cul ture. CIFRI has taken up Lab to Land Programmes for 

transfering the improved aquaculture technology to the 

fields. 

1.13.2. Central Marine Fisheries Research Institute~ 

Transfer of technology thzough training, demonstration 

and other extension programmes has been given priority in 

the pro~amrres of CMFRI. The lnsti tute has taken up 

Operational Research Projects on 'blending sea farming 

with traditional capture fisheries' to train the fishermen 

in the rneth::>dsof mariculture of fishes, prawns and 

molluscs so that these could be undertaken along with 

tradi tional capb..lre fisheries. The integrated approach 

to blend culture fisheries wi th capture fisheries for 

rural developrnen t is a new concept in the marine 
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fisheries sector in India. The a~propriate technologies 

in the culture of various species of fish are demonstrated 

to the interested fish farmers and en~epreneurs. The 

Institllte is giving technical assistance to State 

Governnent Departments on fish culture. The Institllte 

participated in the Co-operative Intensive Prawn Farming 

Project jointly sponsored by Kerala Government, MPE~ and 

CMFRI.. This project was intended to demonstrat.e the 

economic viability of intensive prawn culture to the 

industry and fish farmers. 

Under the Lab to Land prograrnrre of the Insti tute, 

CMFRI gives training in scientific farming rrethods and 

respective technologies in a phased manner. The Inst.itute 

also conducts training courses in marine prawn culture, 

pearl culture, oyster cultllre, under water diving by SCUBA, 

fishery resource assessment, ~pulation dynamics etc. 

A Krishi Vigyan Kendra is also nln by CMFRI to i~art need 

based and skill-oriented vocational training to fish 

farmers who intend to go for self eIl'lgloyment. Consultancy 

service and :gublication of extension literature are other 

methods followed by CMFRI for technology transfer. 

1.13.3. Central Institute of Fisheries Technology: 

This Institute has been in constant contact with 
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the fishing and fish processing industry and maintaining 

proper feed back on technological problems of the industry. 

The Institute conducts frequent training courses on 

various aspects of fishing, fish processing and allied 

subjects for the benefit of the personnel from the 

indus~ll Government Departments and new entrepreneurs. 

In addition to this, ad-hoc training courses are conducted 

on improved methods of fishing and fish processing in 

response to specific requests from the parties. CIFT has 

got a consultancy service to provide technical information 

and guidance for entreprE;neurs directly and through various 

other Departments. The Institute organises exhibitions, 

film shows, fishermen mela and open house discussions to 

project various technologies developed at the Institute. 

Demonstrations are organised in different states to show 

various methods, forImllae and recipes devel.oped. The 

Institute is having provision for replying technical 

queries pertaining to fishing and fish processing received 

from different parties. Design drawings of various 

equi:pnen ts and machirery developed at the Institute are 

supplied on specific requests from the parties. Cl:FT is 

having facilities to test and give certificate on the 

equipnents, materials and products related to fishery 

industry. Remedial measures for technical problems or 
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defects of such items, if any, are also suggested by the 

Institute. Scientists of CIFT are regularly visiting fish 

processing factories to give technical guidance on the 

maintenance of hygiene of fish processing plants and the 

quality of processed fishery products. 

Publication is another major item he~ng the 

teclmolagy transfer by this Institute. Extension 

publicat.ions on various technologies developed by the 

Institute are brought out and distributed to the interested 

parties. 

Lab to Land Programme is still another notable item 

of technology transfer. Various technologies are 

transferred under this programme by adopting fishermen 

families of coastal areas. 

The Institute conducts follow up action and studies 

the impact of various extension prograrmnes cond~ ted so as 

to identify and solve the problems in technology transfer. 

The feed back information from the field is used to 

formulate problem oriented research programmes of the 

Institute. 

1.13.4. Central Institute of Fisheries Education: 

This Institute has been organising short term 
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training pro~arrmes in various aspects of fresh water and 

brackish water fish farming for the nominees of State 

Fisheries Departments and Corporations, private 

entrepreneurs, the educated unemploy9d, fish farmers, 

fishermen, r.ural youth and candidates sent by fish farmers, 

industry and social organisations. 

1.13.5. Marine Produ:ts Export Development Authority: 

MPEDA is contributing significantly to the development 

of fisheries in India through several developmental 

programmes. Training prograrrmes on improved methods of 

fish culture, fishing and fish processing are organised by 

MPEDA in co11al::x::lration wi til other Fisheries Departments 

or agencies. Subsidies are provided hy MPEDi\ to different 

individual s and agencies who take up improved methods of 

fish culture, fishing and fish processing. Extension 

literature is pUblished extensively by this Department. 

Consultancy service on fisheries is also provided by 

MFEDA. 

1.13.6. Directorate of Extension: 

The Directorate of Extension under the MiniStry of 

Agriculture and Rural Deve102ment, Government of India is 

sgonsoring training programmes through the Extension 

Education Inst! tutes and o~r Departmen ts on various 
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aspects of agriculture including fisheries. 

1.13.7. Central Food Technological Research Institute: 

CFTRI, under the Council of Scientific and Industrial 

Research, conducts training programmes on preservation and 

processing of fish and fish products through its Meat and 

Fish Section. 

1.13.a. Other organisations: 

Central Institute of Fisheries Nautical and 

Engineering Training (CrFNET) is enga~d in educational 

activities. Regular academic courses on various disciplines 

of fisheries are conducted by this Insti tute for the State 

Fisheries Officials and educated fisheryouth. 

Integrated Fisheries Project (IFP) is also conducting 

different courses on fisheries for Departmental and private 

candidates. 

Fisheries Survey of India (FSI), though not conducting 

any academic courses or training prograrrIn€S, propagates 

the new information on fish resources through various 

mass media. 

1.14. Present status of fisheries extenSion 

As the general approach to fisheries extension 
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in India has already been explained in the previous pages, 

the status of fisheries extension in the three states 

covered under the present investigation is described here. 

1.14 .. 1. Kerala: 

The Extension wing of the Fisheries Department was 

started only in 1976 (Vasavan,1980). It was organised as 

a small unit with limited resources. The extension 

personnel were exclusively drawn from the cadres of the 

State Department and t.h3y were very few in number. 

The Department has started various programmes on 

mechanisa tion of small boats, pilot projects on pearl 

culture, mussel culture and fish culture, Fingerlings 

are produced and distributed to the fish culturists. 

Fisheries Technical Schools and Fishermen Training Centres , 

are run; by the Fisheries De:partment. A comprehensive 

programme for imparting specialised re-brientation course 

for the benefit of the technical personnel has been drawn 

u.p. It has been proposed to issue catamarams, dug~ut 

canoes and ~Ok built canoes to the traditional fishermen 

on subsidised basis availing institutional finance. 

Provision of necessary infra-structure facilities like 

roads, water supply, community halls, ice plants and 

workshops in selected villages has also been proposed. 
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Better housing facilities are provided to the fishermen. 

A fishermen Welfare fund for the paymen t of old age 

benefits and expenses connected wi th death and marriage 

ceremony has been included in the budget provision of the 

state. Several houses are constructed and handed over to 

fishermen under the housing and colonisation scheme. 

There is arrangement with All India Radio to broadcast 

special weather bulletin and cyclonic forecasts extensively 

for sea going fishermen. 

1.14.1.1.Kerala Agricultural University: 

The University, through its Fisheries College, is 

conducting training programmes on scientific methods of 

fish farming for officials from different departments. 

Techaical advice and guidance are also given to the fish 

farmers on fish farming. Technology on aqua-cul ture is 

transferred to fish farmers through Lah to Land Programme. 

Extension pamphlets are prepared on fresh water fish 

fiarming, brackish water fish farming etc. and distributed 

to the interested parties. Demonstration of fish processing 

methods is arranged in collaboration with other Fisheries 

Departments. 

1.14.2. Tamilnadu: 

The Fisheries Department of the erstwhile Madras 
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Presidency, started in 1907, was not only a pioneer in 

fisheries research and develoIPmen t but also a forerunnes:" 

in fisheries extension work (Chellappan, 1980). The fish 

curing yards with the salt subsidy scheme, the fisheries 

schools and too fishermen co-operatives in the coastal 

fishing villages are only a few examples of tlle paet 

fisheries extension activities of the devartment. 

The fish seeds of quality fish are stocked, cultured 

and harvested by the Department and demonstrated to the 

public on the profitability of fish culture in the inland 

water spreads. The major reservoirs are stocked with 

quality fish seeds. In order to encourage private fish 

farming and cOI11QOsite fish culture practices and to step 

up per hectare production in inland ponds and tanks, Fish 

Farmers Develoli?ffi€nt Agencies have been established. To 

find out new fishing grounds in inshore areaS and to 

popuLarise new and diversified fishing methods among 

fishermen, Inshore Fishing Stations have been established. 

To facilitate the fishermen to transport their catches 

from the landing centres to the nearby marketing centres, 

the Department has provided them with vans on nominal hire 

charges through the fishermen co-opera tive societies" 

marketing unioIils and federations. Fisheries training 
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centres are in operation to impart training to the fishermen 

boys in maintenance of mechanised vessels l fabrication and 

operation of nets etc. Primary Fishermen Co~:>:pera.tive 

Societies have been organised in fishing villages and 

District Co-operative Federations have been formed for 

improving the fishing industry and welfare of the fishermen 

through co""Operative enterprises. All types of loans are 

given to the fishermen through the co-operative societies 

for purchasing fishing equipments and to clear the debts 

and free them from the clutches of the middlemen. To 

replace cotton nets" to QO:pularise nylon nets and to 

increase the fish catches 41 the advantages of using nylon 

nets are explained and nylon yarn is distributed to 

fishermen through the Fisrermen Co-operative Societies 

on subsidy basis. The Department is constructing houses 

and allotting to fishermen. Suitable guide lights are 

being installed in needy fishing villages along the coast 

as an imIX>rtant sociQ~onomic measure. Mechanised fishing 

craft are introduced by the Department to make the 

tradi tional fishermen adopt modern fishing rneth:>ds. The 

inte~ated rural develo2ment and adult education are 

implemented in the state. Fisheries schools are run by 

the Fisheries Department in the coastal fishing villages. 
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'TIle extension units of the Departmen t are conducting 

derronstra tions of technologies of fish seed production, 

composite fish culture, prawn and juvenile collection, 

prawn culture, fish curing, drying of fish, icing of fish, 

transltOrt of iced fish etc. Films are screened in fishing 

villages and educational institutions. Various leaflets., 

hand outs, brc::chures., pal1l.Qhlets etc. on fisheries 

development are distributed among fishermen. Radio and 

Doordharshan talks and grou~ discussion on various schemes 

and achievements are given by the fiSheries officials. 

Fishery development projects and fishermen welfare 

prograrrrnes are telecast in TV. Frequently, articles of 

fisheries interests are also published in Tamil and 

English dailies. 

1.14.2.1. Tamilnadu Aqricultural University: 

The fisheries college functioning under the 

Tamilnadu Agricultural University is undertakin%various 

extension activities for the development of fisheries in 

the state. The Directorate of extension education is 

co-ordinating the extension work of all the agricultural 

fields including fisheries. The communication centre 

disseminates the new knowledge to fish farmers, fishermen 

and ~rocessors through AIR, television, news papers, 
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jpurnals, film shows etc. Technical assistance is given 

to the fishery industry hy experienced extension workers. 

The farmers training centre imparts training to interested 

parties on fresh water fish culture. The Krishi Vigyan 

Kendra is actively involved in extension education 

activities for rural uplift. The staff of Fisheries 

College assist the Farmers Training Centre to conduct 

monthl~ meeting at the Block level to enlighten villagers 

on modern methods of fisheries. Fish seeds are distributed 

to interested Qarties through seed sales depots. 

Technical queries received from different parties on 

fisheries are replied. Farmers' Day is celebrated to 

disseminate the information on all aspects of fisheries 

develo:gment. Exhibitions are conducted to dis:glay the 

findings of the Fisheries College. Lab to Land Pro~arrme 

is also organised by adopting fi'sh farm families and 

sup:glying fish seedsto t.."'em for modern fish farmtl'lg •. 

1.14.3. Karnataka: 

The extension work is carried out as an inte~ated 

part of fisheries develo~men tal activi ties (Rao, 1980). 

Fisheries wall ~stures, charts l display panels etc. are 

used in the extension work. Training in various aspects 

of fisheries is arranged for fisher boys. Fish Farmers 
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Developnent Ageocy is arranging training for the fish 

farmers and providing technical know- how and guidanc.e. Fish 

famine relief schemes" rehabil! tation and colonisation 

schemes, fishermen distress relief grant" subsidy and loan 

schemes for fishing etc. are some of the procy-armes of 

Fisheries Departrrent. Primary co-operatives and 

co-operative fish marketing federation are functioning in 

the state. Department is running fisheries schools and 

fishermen training centres. The Deparrment is producing 

fish seeds in the production farms and rearing them into 

fry and fingerling stages in 1he rearing farms and 

nurseries constructed at Taluk Headquarters and then 

transmorting to various places for stocking in suitable 

water areas. 

, 
1.14.3.1. University of Agricultural Sciences: 

The fisheries college under the University of 

A~icultural Sciences" Karnataka is undertaking various 

extension activities like agricultural production progp:-arrme, 

Lab to Land prog.ramme etc. through its staff and students. 

In addition to transferring the improved technologies to 

the field, the staff members of thE:: college prepare 

extension literature and give extension talk and radio 

talk. The field prograrrmes include demonstrations of 
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scientific rrethods of fish culture and fish processing. 

The fish products developed at the college are distributed 

to nutritionalLy weaker sections of the society through the 

Department of Social Welfare. Visits are made to the fish 

farms and fish processing factories and technical advice 

is given on improved methods of farming and processing. 

Under the Lab to Land Programme, families are adopted and 

technologies on fish culture and fish processing are 

transferred. 

1.15. Scope of the present study 

Curing is the oldest and cheapest method of 

~reservation of fish allover the world. Fish curing 

industry has not shown much improverrent from its primitive 

nature because this industry is mainly handled by 

illiterate and less educated fishermen/fisherwomen. They 

do not know much about,the importance of scientific 

methods of fish curing. The cured fish produced by them 

is unhygienic and poor in quality. Because of the 

negligen:::e and ignorance of the fish curers, a considerable 

quanti ty of this protein rich food is spoiled and lost 

every year. 

Cured fish is generally consumed by the poorer 

section of the society to whom standards, hygiene, 
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sanitation etc. have no meaning. The dealers ~ho ex:port 

or sell these products are usually not the producers, but 

only middle men. No. quality control will be effective 

from the stage of the dealers 

Inspite of all the deficiencies of fish curing, this 

is the most Imp::>rtant one among all the preservation 

methods in India. In view of the low per capita income of 

the peoQle in India and other develop! nq. countries~ cured 

fish suits most to the consumers (Saxena, 1973). Even 

though freezing and canning of fish have well advanced, 

these account only about 5% of the total fish catch in 

India while about 18-20>" wf the catch is processed into 

cured produc ts • Moreover I fish processed by freezing and 

canning are toa costly and far beyond the purchasing 

capacity of the COl11TlOn man. Cured fish is the cheapest 

i tern of processed fish available to him. This clearly 

shows the importaoce of fish curing in India. This 

si tuation demands urgent steps to be taken for rectifyin<,!l 

the defects of the fish curing industry and for adopting 

improved practices to avoid the wastage and enhaoce the 

qual! ty of cured fish. If the quail ty is improved, cured 

fish will have more demand in internal as well as external 

markets. High quality cured fish can be prepared by 
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following the improved rrethods. Therefore, the transfer 

of new technology to the fish curing industry is the 

sol.ution of the problems existing in this industry. Taking 

into consideration the importance of cured fish in India, 

Central and State Governments have invested considerable 

arroun t of rroney to inves Uqa te the technological problems 

in the production of cured fish and to suggest methods for 

solving the problems. Research has been conducted 

extensively in the Cen tral and State sectors and various 

remedial measures have been suggested :to improve the fish 

curing industry in India. Inspi te of the preJudioa 

against cured fish because of their existing low quality, 

research work in recent years have indicated that their 

quality can be greaUy improved and shelf-life prolon~d 

if the me thods are standardised. To achieve this aim, 

Cen tral and 5 tate Departments have already made 

considerable efforts to transfer the improved methods ~ 

the fish curing industry by way of traininq courses, 

demonstrations, Lab, to Land Prograrrmesi film shows, 

exhibitions, personal discussion etc. As the result of 

this, fish curers have started adopting the improved 

practices in fish curing. Still there seems to be a 

considerable qap between the techmology available and 
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the technology adopted in this field. A comprehensive 

study on the extent of adoption of improved practices in 

fish curing and the factors involved in low or non-adoption 

of certain aspects is lackin~ at present. This gap has to 

be filled up. The ROssihle methods for the effective 

transfer of technology for the production and distribution 

of high quali ty cured fish products and improvement of 

soclo-economic condition of fishermen engaqed in fish 

curing have to be identified. 

1.16. Ob jectives 

The main objectives of the present study are the 

following: 

1. To iden tify the technological gap in terms of 

the knowledge of fish curing technology among 

fish curers and fisheries extension workers. 

- 2. To identify the technological <laP in terms of 

adoption of fish curing technology among fish 

curers. 

3. To stUdy the reasons for partial adoption or 

non-adoption of improved fish curing practices 

by fish curer s. 

4. To evolve a strategy for effective transfer of 

technology related to fish curing. 
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1.17. Limitations 

The study had the limitations of timel personnel 

and languages. However, care was exercised to make the 

study as systematic as possible. The strategy suggested 

for technology transfer in fish curing industry may not be 

sui table as such for all the states. Bu t the main 

problems of fish curing industry being the same for all 

the states, the recol'Nt'lendations may be valid in <JI3neral 

wi th some modifications taking into considera tion the 

condi tions existing in each state. 
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CHAPTER '!WO 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

ON HANDLIOO AND CURIOO OF FISH 

Fish is a raRidly perishable food item which 

requires extreme care in its hand'~ng and preservation. 

The quality of fish reaching the consumer or the processing 

factories will greatly depend on how the fish is handled 

after the catch on board the vessels and how it is preserved, 

packed and transported before it reaches the user. 

Preservation of the catch from hauling till it is unloaded 

at the landing centres is the responsibility of personnel 

on board the vessels. The objective shall be to land the 

fish in as good a quality as at the time of catch wi thin 

the limits of pracUc.abiljity under good corrrnercial 

practice. The fish that 1s landed 1s marketed fresh or 

taken for various types of processing. I t is well known 
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that the quality of the end product will depend on how 

fresh the raw material was and therefore l in order to 

assure good quality for the prod~ts, it is necessary that 

extrema care soould be taken in preserving the catch by 

scientific handling on board the vessels. Various factors 

affec t the quality of the fish coming to the land, the 

main factors being the uncleanliness on the deck and fish 

holds I tempera ture at which the fish is kept, packing 

condi t.ions and mode of handling in general. Good handling 

of the fish at sea should ensure that the catch retrrlns 

its .natural freshness as far as possible untiL landing. 

'the imlPOrtant requirements are to clean the fish to make 

it free from dirt and extraneous matters and chill 

immediately, prevent its temperature from riSing and 

maintain a high standard of cleanliness during handlJng. 

Cleanliness, in other words sani ta lion, requires particular 

attention. The fi sh should not be allowed to get 

contaminated with objectionable microbes, chemicals used 

in cleaning and disinfection, metals, paints, oils etc. 

There are various types of fishing vessels and the main 

mode of preservation on board the vessels is by icinq. 

However, modern big size fishing vessels have facilities 

to preserve the catch by chilling wi til refrigerated sea 
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water or by freezing and storing in cold storages. At 

the same time, there are small fishing boats which have 

no facilities even for icing. In a~ case, the consumer 

or the processor is ready to pay a higher renunera tion 

for a raw material of better quail ty. Sihce the size 

and type of fishing craft vary very much, it is not 

possible to suggest uniform codes of handling the catch. 

2.1. Spoilage of fresh f;sh 

When a fish dies, it stiffens almost immediately, 

the flesh becoming rather firm and elastic. This is 

called rigor nortis. Chemically, an increase in the 

amount of lactic acid j,s noted. 

When fish is still in rigor mortis, or irrmediatel.y 

a,fter it passes off, the proteolytic enzymes begin to 

hydrolyse the highly complex protein of the fish muscle 

into sirngJ.er proteins, poly peptides and amino acids. 

This is called autolysis. 

The process usually accompanying autolysis is 

bacterial decomp:>sition. In addition to the bacteria 

naturally present in the fish, further additions take 

place as contaminants from utensils, water, ice etc. during 
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handling and processing. The ~esu~t of bacterial action 

on proteins is the forma tion of the same type of cOlTlJPOunds 

as are produced during autolysis, such as amino acids in 

the first stage. These are only intermediate products 

which are later decomQOsed into a wide Variety of 

substances including ammonia, amines, indole, hydrogen 

sulmhide etc. many of which have disagreeable odours. 

However, when bacterial decomposition occurs at low 

tempera ture, as in the case of iced fish, the princiQal 

products are intermediate ones i.e. amino acids. This is 

w~ fish is properly iced to control the sp::>ilage. The 

following methods are usually employed for reducing the 

bacterial spoilage of fish. 

2.2. Icing 

One of the ITOst effec ti ve and ITOst commonly used 

means to retard spoilage i:s to reduce the temperature of 

the fish and hence control the proliferation of 

microorganisms which cause deterioration. Sim12J..e chilling 

of fish with ice works well for short term preservation. 

Govindan (1962) observed the changes taking place 

in iced prawns. Under the influence of leaching of 

sohlb]e nitrogenous constituents from the muscle and 

absorption of water by the muscle from the melted ice, 
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the totaL.. nitrogen, water solubl.e nitrogen and non-protein 

nitrcgen contents of the prawn muscle showed very rapid 

fall l especially during; the first 8-10 days of storage. 

He also recommended (1966) immediate icing of fish in 

alternate :ayers just after catch. Unprotected sources of 

water for cleaning the raw materials resulted in 

contamina lion with heavy bacterial load. 

Gopalakrishna Iyer and Choudhuri (1966) pointed out 

the im:QOrtance of purity of ice and water to be used in 

fish processinq, for improving the bacterial quality. They 

have shown the sources of contamination of water and ice 

and suggested remedial measures. 

Govindan (1971) has also reQOr.ted tremendous loss 1n 

soLids and hence nutritive values during preservation of 

prawns in ice. He stressed that processors must reduce 

the pre-process storage period in ice to the mininrum so as 

to retain the ltl.;.1.Ximum nutrients and flavour bearing 

compounds and thereby to maintain high overall quality of 

the processed products. 

Vasantha Shemoy and James (1974) found that seer 

fish in the form of chunks held out of direct contact. with 

ice was acceptable upto 13 days bIased on organol.epUc 

evaluation. The chunks and fillets held in direct contact 
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wi th ice were acceptable only upto 10 days. Perc h kept in 

ice upto 9 days was found to be in acceptable condition 

(Solanki ~ .s!., 1977). Solanki and Venkataraman (1978) 

noted that urea content could be considerably redu::ed by 

icing shar~ flliets. 

2.3. ~hemical preservation of fresh fish 

The primary aim of preservation of fish is to 

maintain. the quality during storage for long :feriods. 

Chemical treatment in fish for preventing different types 

of spoilage has been suggested by many workers. 

Surendran and Iyer (1971) rep:>rted that C'IC when 

incorporated in ice at 5 p.p.m. level could prolotlJ the 

shelf-life of prawn by at least six days. They stated 

that use of higher levels of C'IC in ice was not advisable 

since it would result in higher amounts of absorbed C'IC 

in muscle which was not completely destroyed during 

cooking. They observed a dull colour to the shell of C'IC 

treated prawns. Since the effects of the antibiotic 

treatment become pronounced only after 8 days of storage, 

the use of C1C - ice would be restricted to fiShing trips 

where the vessels have to remain off shore for more than 

8 days. Later, the same authors (1973) again stated 

that 5 p.p.m. C'IC treatment considerably reduced hacterial 



load in sardines and qpve a better appearance to the fish. 

The high fat content in sardines resulted in rapid 

development of rancidity. Hence C'IC treatment of sardines 

was found to be of limited ad~antage in extending the 

storage life of sardines in ice. 

2.4. ~~~g and transportation of fresh iced £lsQ 

Large quantities of fresh fish are transported to 

distant and interior centres for rec;,'ular distribution. 

During this transit, fish ~et spoiled and lost due to 

lack of }troper Care in packing and transportation. A 

survey conducted at Howrah, a major fish consu~~ng centre, 

has revealed that abo~t 50~1o of the fish arriving in 

the markets was of substandard quality when the period of 

journey from production centre to Howrah varied from 24 

hours to 120 hours. This shows the tremendous economic 

loss incurred by the trade and fishe'rmen due to the 

improper methods of handling l icing, chilling, packing 

and transport. 

In tropical temperature conditions, ice melts at 

rapid rates necessitating re -icing at frequent intervals to 

keep the fish at low temperature. Moreover, rapid melting 

of ice affects the quality of fish adversely. The maximum 

period of ice storage of fish in the round form under the 
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above conditions is also limited. Certain varieties of fish 

like sardines pose special problems like belly bursting. 

Rao and Perigreen (1964) attempted to reduce the rate 

of melting of ice and to increase the storage life of iced 

£~sh by providing additional lining to the conventional 

bamboo baskets used for transport of fish. They reported 

that iced fish (1:1) could be preserved for a period of 

1n-1a hours by using bamboo baskets lined with gunny, 

QOlythene or kraft paper. 

Kamasastri ~~. (1967) reported that fresh iced 

I20mfrets transported in insulated holds from Glljarat to 

Bombay in mechanised boats were in better condition than 

those transported in non-insulated holds. 

Venkataraman ~~. (1976) reported that p::>lythene 

lined thermoco1e insulated p~ywood boxes (second hand 

tea-chests) could be successfully used for transport of 

fresh iced fish. They found that a maximum of 25 mm 

thermocole insulation was necessary during summer (April

June) and 15 mm during winter (November-March). By using 

these insulated boxes, the initial fish-to-ice ratio could 

be brought down to 1:0.75 and still further to 1:(l.50~t. the 

height of winter in January to February. 
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Rao ~~. (1978) conducted a comparative study of 

the insulation efficiencies of thermocole slabs and 

mul.ti-layer gunny fabric in long distance transportation of 

fresh iced fish and found that their insulation efficiencies 

were comparable in respect of bacterial counts, organoleptic 

qualities and TMA and TVN values of the transported fish. 

Govindan et ale (1978) conducted trials with a 

dismantlable insulated galvanised iron container for 

transportation of iced fish from Kakinada to Howrah, 

Kakinada to New Delhi and Paradeep to Howrah. The 

dismantlable container perforrred exceedingly "Tell. 

2.5. SaLting of fish 

Salting is the most imp:>rtant among the curing 

methods in India. Sa19ng is also done as a preliminary 

step in the drying and smoking operations. During salting 

of fish, common: salt exerts a high osmotic pressure and 

reduces the rroisture content of the flesh. 

During. salting, a soLution of salt is forrred in the 

water extracted from fish. The salt, as a result of its 

hygrosco~c ability and osmosis, absorbs Water from the 

fish and is then dissolved by it. Adequate quantity of 

salt is very essential for salting fish. 
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Kandoran ~~. (1964) studied the effect of calc~um, 

magnesium and sulPhate on penetration of sodium chloride 

in fish. They reported that the rate of penetration of 

salt had 09 re~ationship to the calcium and magnesium 

contents even at a level of 0.75%. The presence of 

calcium appeared to slight1.y retard the rate of drying of 

the salted fish. 

Kandoran ~ ale (1965) suggested desalting of 

heavily salted shark flesh in 5% brine for removing urea 

from the flesh. 

Ran~swami and Rao (1969) found that use of liberal 

amounts of salt kept the products free from insect 

infestation during storage. 

Govindan (196.9) studied the cmnges occurring in 

moisture, sodium chloride l extractable nitrogen, non-protein 

nitrogen and free amino acid nitrogen in dressed sardine 

and mackerel during heavy salting for short and prolonged 

periods an d subsequent drying as well as pickling in 

saturated brine. The weight loss due to loss of water 

during heavy salting of sardine and mackerel was about 

50''<' by the absorption of salt by the musc le • A certain 

amount; of proteolysis was also indicated as shown by the 

higher NPN and free amino nitrogen values. Loss in salt 
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extractabili ty was rapid during the drying stages of the 

heaviliy salted sardine. During pickling of heavily salted 

mackerel in saturated brinel moisture content of the muscle 

attained a steady value of 6~~ and drastic loss in salt 

extrac tablli ty of proteins took place. 

2.6. Quality of salt 

Quality of salt to be used in fish is very important. 

ISI (1962) has laid down standards for the common salt to 

be used for salting l but it is very difficult to get 

such salt. 

Solar salt contains higher amounts of calcium and 

magnesium in the form of chlorides and sul~ates when 

compared to rock salt. Their presence in considerable 

quantity affects the col.our l texture and taste of the 

fish. Fine salt has the advantage of dissolving ra~idly. 

Coarse salt is less soluble and the delay in salt 

penetration leads to some initial sp:>ilage. Yellow or 

brown discolouration of salt is due to the presence of 

iron. Salt containing copper induces rancidity of fat 

affecting the colour and appearance of fatty fish. The 

insoLuble matter present in salt leaves an unattractive 

crust on the cured fish (Rao and Sen, 1966). 
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Srinivasan ~,SLL. (19&.7) examined a total of 290 

sa~es of COImlOn sal t used for fish curing in Government 

curing yards, private fish curing yards etc. for their 

cremical analysis am compared the data with lSI standards. 

On1.y 4~ .8% of the samples drawn from Government fish curing 

yard[~,. about 25% of that collected from privat.e fish curing 

yards and 34.37'/0 of the sal t offered by salt: manufacturers 

confirmed to the lSI specifications of 1954 with regard to 

minimum sooium chloride content of 96%. However, according 

to the revised IS standards of 1962 prescribing a minimum 

of 98% sodium chl.oride, none of the priv,ate fish curing 

yard sal t sartlQles satisfied the specificationss. Only 1% 

of the Govemment yard samples and 10.4% of the salt 

samples offered by salt manufacturers confinned to the 

revised standards. 

2.71. Drying. 

Drying is the most imQOrtant step, in fish curing. 

Proper drying gives high quality fish. Fungal and 

bacterial. attack will be quick if the moisture content of 

cured fish is high. ISI has recommended moisture levels 

for different species of cured fish. During sun drying 

precaution should be taken to avoid contamination of fish 

wicth dust. This can be achieved by drying fish on raised 

platforms (Rao, 1967). 



Bhattachax:yya ~ ale (1982) reported that a better 

sun dried product of I Gudusia chapra r cou~d be obtained 

by blanching the material in ?~ brine for one minute 

prior to drying. 

2.B~ Dehydration of fish 

Sun dried fish invariably contains higher percentage 

of mois.ture which adversely affec ts its storage life. 

Sun dried fish may also be contaminated with pathogenic 

bacteria, flies, sand,. dirt e~. Cured products could 

be prepared with better quali bJ in all respects when 

processed under controlled conditions in the artif.icial 

dryers. MechaniCal drying with hot air avoids most of 

tr.s drawbacks of sun dryin<!.. Dryer wi 11 alsofacili ta t.e 

continuous drying of fish during night time and rainy 

season. Prabhu ~ A!. (1963) studied the drying 

characteristics of some important coninercial fishes of 

India in a laboratory tunnel dryer. SWaminath (.1964) 

re~rted that the optimum temperature for drying of 

commercial fish llke mackerel. sardines, white baits and 

silver bellies in a half tonne dehydrator was about 45°C 

at sa" R.H. Relative humidity appreciably influenced 
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the drying rate mainly during the first part of the drying 

operation. To avoid case hardening, 1 t was necessary to 

us~ low reiative humidity in th2 beginning and to increase 

it during the later part of the operation. 

Balachandran (1969) found that high temperature 

accelerated drying of fish considerably, but temperature 

above 50°C caused a certain amount of cooking of the 

muscle. The l.Dwer the R.H. , the higher the rate of rcoisture 

loss. But R.H. below a certain level resulted in case 

hardening. 

of drying. 

Undul.y high R.H. values increased the duration 

By increasing the temperature of drying after 

the constant rate period, the drying time could be 

considerably reduced without sacrificing the product 

quality. 

2.9. Chemical preservation of cured f..i§..h 

Several research investigations have been carried 

out in the field of chemical preservation of cured fish 

and new findings and recommendations on improved method 

of fish curing have been brought out. 

Pickling is one of the earliest known methods of 

presel:Vation of fish. Preservative action of salt coupled 

wi th the acidity of vinegar has been accounted for as a 

very effective principle in maintaining the quality of 
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pIJeserved fish. Rao and Valsan (1962) showed that the 

storage life of pi.ckled fish could be extended considerably 

by giving them a pre-dip treatment in propioni.c aci.d. The 

sane authors (.1962) also suggested dipping of fresh fish 

with 4% pro?ionic acid for prevention of mould and red 

halopl-:t1.1l1c at.t.ack on dry salted fish. They observed that 

the treated samples had a storage life of about 62 weeks 

while the control couLd be stored only for 15-20 weeks. 

Joseph (1962) reported that turmeric powder (5%) in 

curing salt enhanced the keeping quail ty of cured whi te

bait. 

Cured fish is largely attacked by fungus and bacteria 

causing huge national loss of processed fish. The mdin 

reason for this problem is the high moisture content of 

the cured fish. Easy remedy is to bring down the moisture 

content of the cured fish to 30-35%. But the fish curers 

are not prepared to dry the fish to that extent because the 

weight of the product is considerably reduced. Moreover, 

hard dried product i.s not reli.shed by many of the consumers. 

To preserve the cured fish with high moi.sture content for 

quite long tirre,some chemical preservatives can be used. 

Valsan (196B) suggested that by smearing a mi.xture 

of 3% sodi.um propionate, 0.5% BHA and 0.5% sodi.um sul~ate 
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in dry powdered salt over cured fish, the product could be 

kept for 9-12 months free from any visible sign of 

s~ilage, browning or rancidity. 

Conventional Colombo curing using t Goruxha Ruli' 

(Garcina ca~hogi~) as preservative had been extensively 

practiced for preservation of oil sardine, mackerel etc. 

especially along the west coast. This method affected 

the appearance and texture of the pickled fish. 

Dev:adasan ~.21. (1975) re~rted that treatmen t wi th 

tartaric acid in combination with garlic was effective 

for giving better appearance l texture I taste and shel£

life of pickled fish. B'alachandran and Muraleedharan 

(1975) suggested sodium benzoate along wi th salt and small 

arrount of • Gorukha pull 1 for better quality of the sal ted 

fish. 

Valsan (198 2) recommended calcium propionate, an 

indigenously available, cheap and effective chemical, in 

~e p.lace of 'sodium propionate to preserve cured fish. 

Unnikrishnan Nair ~ 2!. (1982) reported that the fun~s 

already present in cured fish could be removed and its 

re-infestation could be prevented by washing the affected 

samples and drying followed by smearing a mixture of 

refined Salt and scdium propionate. Kalaimani £!: ale 
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(1982) found that sardine dipPed in betel leaf extract 

immediately after salting followed by drying had better 

keeping qualities and lesser rancidity. 

2.10. Packing and storage of cured fish 

Method of packing and storage is imp:>rtant in the 

fish curing industry. At the same time" this is the most 

neglected aspect. The existing method of packing and 

storage of cured fish is very crude and unhygienic. 

Govindan (1966.-6.7) has shown specific area in the 

layout of fish curing shed for storage of cured fish. 

Sripatqy (1967) also suggested Layout for improved fish 

curing yard. Rao (1967) suggested I Cool storages' at 

60-70oF for storing cured fish. Kandoran and Valsan 

(1974) sugqested im~roved containers like ~ywood box~ 

gunny bag etc. lined with polytl1ene for bulk packinq. For 

retai~ marketingl packing of cured fish. can be made in 

poLythene ba<jJP. 

2.11. Quality Controll in cured fish 

Qual±ty con tro~ means maintenance of qual.iLty at 

levels and tolerance acceptable to the buyers while 

minimising the cost to the producer. Quality control 

may be viewed from two angles (1) to prevent spoilage and 
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(2) to protect food from contamination. The national 

standard specifications have been published by Indian 

Standards Institution. Many dried fish products are 

covered by these specifications and they are i~rtant 

both in the internal as well as exJ:lOrt trade. The 

specifications mainly relate to size, freedom from 

infestation with furlgus and mites, freedom from excessive 

sand and salt, absence of deterioration etc. Specifications 

relating to moisture, salt and acid insoluble ash for 

some dried fish are shown in Table 3. 

Maintenance of sani tation is an important step in 

the production of cured fish. Systematic application of 

deter~nts and disinfectants and proper cleaning of the 

curing yard and the utensils are essential to check the 

contamination of bacteria, mold, insects etc. 

Sen and Sripathy (1961) aliso reported that roost of 

the sun dried mackerel collected from the market showed 

40-5QDA. moisture whereas for the microbiological stabill. ty 

and proper storage fish should be dried to 30% noisture 

level. They also reported that the use of B~ and 

~oper drying and pa::king would minimise oxidation of 

dry salted fish. 

By maintaining. proper hygienic conditions with better 
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Table 3. Reguirerren~ ft:,~ dried~Q.~nd shellfish 

-----------------------------------------------------------
51. Moisture Sodium Acid 

No. Item '1" chloride insoluble 
( max) ~I ash % 

(rrln) ( max) 

-----------------------------------------------------------
1. ~Thi te baits 20 2.5 71.0 

2. Tuna (Surai) 35 25.0 1.5 
/ 

3. Prawn puJ..p 20 5eO r'.o 

4. Dried Bombay duck 15 7.5 1.0 

5,. Laminated Bombay duck lS Q.aO 1.,5; 

6,. Mackerel (dry salted) 35 25.0 1.5 

7,. Cat fish (dry salted) 35 25.0 1.5: 

a. Dara (dry salted) 45:. 25.0 1.5-

9. Ghol.. (dry salted) 40 20.0 1.5 

1Q. Leather jacket 40 25.0 1.5J 

11. Horse mackerel 40 25.0 1.5 

12. Shark 40 30.0 1.5 

13. Seer 45 30.0 1.5-

14. Shark fin 10 1.5 

Source: lSI Standards 
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saltl preservative chemicals, proper containers and 

packaging materials and storage conditions, the market 

for cured fish can be improved (Sen, 1969). 

Unnikrishnan Nair and Valsan (1971) stressed the 

importance of freshness of raw fish used for curing. They 

reported that the maximum permissible time lag between 

catching of mackerel and its curing should be 8 hours in 

room temperature or 3 days in ice. 

Sripa~y (1974) reported that cured fish products 

obtained from market had ~ery limited storage life and 

were subject to mould growth and attack by red halo~les, 

development of yellow or brown discolouration and rancid 

and off odour. The saItlQles were contaminated with sand 

and when cooked" they were tough in texture and were 

often bitter in taste. Sripathy suggested the p:)ssibility 

of preparing better products by salting and sun drying, 

than were being produced in commerce. Such prod'\.,¥::ts 

atitractively packed and advertised could improve the 

market and fetch better prices in the internal and export 

markets. A transformation of this traditional tI,'ade . -
into a modern industry would benefit the fishe~en, trade 

and the consumer. 

Mathen (1974) reported that the usually observed 
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quality defects in dried fish products are (1) inadequate 

drying limiting the shelf-life (2) heavy admixture wi th 

sand due to drying of the fish on the o:pen beach (3) low 

salt content and (4) attack by fungus and dun and porous 

apPearance of the product. 

Valsan (1974) suggested to discard the age old curing 

sheds and change over to well bUilt fish curing factories 

wi th provision for modern facilities for maintaining the 

quality of cured fish products. 

2.12. Adoption of technologY 

No systematic investigation seems to have been made 

in fisheries technology on various factors associated with 

the adoption of improved or new technology. Therefore a 

few relevant references to studies in the related fields 

are cited here. 

2.12.1. Age: 

Hoffer (1942), Ryand and Gross (19,50) Gross and 

Taves (1952) I. Wilkening (1952) I Hess and Miller (1954) and 

Lionberger (1952) have reported that the age of operators 

was negatively associated with the adoption of improved 

farm practices. 

Howeverl Colemann (1951) and Wilson (1953) did not 
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find any significant correlation between age and adoption. 

Sawhney (1961) also reported that there was no significant 

association between age and adoption of improved practices. 

2.12.2. Education: 

Hoffer (1942)1 Gross (1949)1 Ryan and Gross (1950)1 

Gross and Taves (1952) and Wilkening (1952) found that 

education of the farmers was :positively associated with 

adoQtion of improved practices. Dim1t (1954) re:ported 

that four or more completed 'years of sChooling by the farm 

operator was positively associated with the adoption of 

improved farm practices. Copp (1956) found that 

educational level of cattlemen was significantly 

ass<x:iated with the number of practices adopted. Copp 

(1958) again concluded that education was definitely 

associated with adoption behaviour. Indian studies toOl 

on the relation between education and adoption of 

improved practices revealed similar trends. Bose and 

Vishnoi (1960) concluded that education always played 

dominant role in the acceptance of the inncwations. Bose 

(1961) and Dube (1961) found that those who adopted more 

practices were literate. 

2.12.3. Social participation: 

Past studies have shown that there is a posi tive 
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association between extent of farmer's social participation 

and his level of adoption of improved farm practices. 

Hoffer (1942) observed that social participation of an 

individual farmer was positively associated with the 

acceptance of imQroved farm practices. Gross (1949) 

stated that acceptors reported higher social participation 

and participated mol!.e fully in co-operatives. Ryan and 

Gross (1950) in a study of differential acceptance of 

hybrid corn established that earlier adopters had higher 

social partiCipation and participated more frequentlly 

in co-operatives. Co1emann (1951), Gross and Taves 

(1952) and Wilkening (1953) observed positive association 

between formal social particiI;!ation and adoption of 

improved farm practices. Copp (1956) re:ported that formal 

social particiQation, members~ in £arm organisations arid 

churches were significantly associated with number of 

practices adopted. Reddy (1962) found high association 

between farmer1s social partiCipation and adoption of 

improved practices. Sinha (1963) found that the high 

formal social participation group was significantly 

superior to medium and low participation groups in all 

stages of t.b= adoption process. 

2.12.4. Contact with extension agency: 

Colemann (1951) observed a direct relationship between 
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extension contacts and the level of adoption of practices .. 

Gross (1949), Lionberger (1952) and Bose (1961) support 

the generalisation that contacts with formal and 

informal agencies are significantly related to the 

adoption of practices. Sawhney (1961) reported that 

comparatively larqer proportion of the responde!'lts who 

had contacts with extension a<]Jencies adopted more 

practices than those who did not have contacts with them. 

Dhaliwala and Sohal (1965) found that frequency of 

contact with extension agency was significantly related 

to the adoption of agricultural practices. Thus it can 

be concluded that other things being constant, the higher 

the contacts a person has with extension agency, more are 

the number of improved practices followed by him. 

2.12.5. Perception of profitability of technology: 

Griliches (1957) indicated that the perception of 

profi t from the innovation was highly related to the rate 

of adoption. Kivlin (1960) found that profitability 

measured by in1 tial cost, continuing cost and recovery 

cost, as perceived by a paneL of judges was not related 

to the rate of adoption. Per~ps the individual did not 

perceive that the innovation was profitable. Havens and 

Rogers (1961) pointed out that profitability like any 
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other items of information about an innovation must be 

diffused. It was their contention that what reall.y 

deterndned the rate of adoption of an innovation waS 

the adop-tor's perception of ~rofitability and not the 

objective profitability. 

2 .. 12.&;. Income: 

Gross (1949) observed that acceptors had higher 

income. Ryan and Gross (1950) found that farmers with 

higher income tended to adopt improved practices earlier 

than the farrrers with lower income. Dimit (1954) showed 

that economic status was positively associated with 

adoption. Sahay (1960) and Singh (1960) reported that 

low income of the farmers was one of the main handic.aps 

in their response to improved practices. Bose and 

Vishnoi (1960) concluded that economic condition always 

plays an important :co 1e in the acceptance of an inno~ation. 

2.12. P'. Debt: 

Dubey (1958) I Sahay I (,1960), Singh (1960) Bose and 

Vi'shnei (1960) and Reddy (1962) who carried out their 

research projects in different parts of India concluded 

that economic condition plays a dominant role in the 

acceptance of improved practices. 



2.13. Knowledge 

Hess and Miller (1954) reported that operators 

rating high on a knowledge test had higher producing herds 

than farm operators with low scores. Williams (1958) 

reported that lack of knowledge regprding fertilizer 

composition and use was an important factor which retarded 

the use of fertilizer. 

Hoffer and Stangland (1958) found that level of 

knowledge of farmers reqarding the improved practices was 

a significant factor affecting the adoption of improved 

practices. Sizer and Porter (1960) found a significan t 

and positive relationship between knowledge amout the 

recommended practices and their adoption. They reported 

that knowledge about innovations, social status, education 

and social participa lion of the farmers explained 2~-aaolo 

variance in the innovations. Reddy (1962) reported that 

41% of the respondents under study gave lack of information 

and knowledge about the prac tices as the reason for 

non-adoption of chemical control of weeds. 

2 .1~. Improved method of fish curing 

It has al~eady been explained in the previous pages 

about the existing methods of fish curing in different 

centres and it was also established that the cured fish 
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proci\lC ts brought out from these centres were poor in 

quality due to lack of a standard method of processing. 

To avoid these problems, improved methods of fi~h curing 

were worked out for different types of products on the 

basis of research investigations carried out by different 

workers and transferred to the fish curing industry. A 

standard method of fish curing for dry salted fish is 

given below. 

Select absolute1.y fresh fish for curing and wash well 

with chlorinated (10 p.p.m.) water to remove blood; Slime, 

dirt etc. Mix the fish with ice in the ratio 1:1 and 

store till proceSSing is started. ProceSSing should be 

started as ear ly as p::>ssible. However I if the delay of 

curing ~ unavoidable fish can be kept under iced condition 

upto 3 days. In such cases, iced fish should be properly 

stOred in the specific place in the yard allotted for fish 

storage. Icing smuld be done in thin alternate layers 

in such a way that there is intimate contact between ice 

and fish. Not rrore than 3 ft depth of the material (fish 

and ice) should be put in one container" as otherwise the 

bottom layers are liable to <jet squeezed and bruised. 

Thermocole insulated containers should be used for 

storing iced fish. 
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If ice is not available or icing is no1t. done, the 

fresh fish should be processed immediately within a 

maxirrn.un tine lag between catching and processing as 8 

hours. 

The fish is dressed on the processing table and the 

viscera is reIOC>ved irrmediately. Care should be taken to 

keep. the table always clean. In the case of small fishesl' 

evisceration and scaling are not practicable. In such 

cases, fish is salted directly after proper cleaning. 

The dressed fish is washed in chlorinated water and 

the water is allowed to drain completely. Draining of 

water can be convenientLy done in perforated plastic 

containers. After complete draining, the fish is taken 

out to the salting table where good, quality salt is 

applied to the fish uniformL.y by hand. Proportion of salt 

to fish can be 1:4 in case of large fish, 1:5 for medium 

fish and 1:~ for small fish. 

After saltingl the fish is stalked in carefully 

cleaned cement taliiks and kept for at least 24 hours in 

these tanks. After this, the fish is taken out and 

rinsed in freshly prepared brine to remove excess solid 

salt adhering to its surface. The salted fish 1s then 

dried on clean drying platform. This can be either 
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r-aised cement or bamboo :gla tform.- The ideal way is to 

dry the fish in a tunnel dryer. Fish shouLd be dried to 

a rroisture level as per the specification. The dried 

fish is then dusted with calCium :Qrogionate to prevent the 

attack of mould and red halo~les. One gram of calcium 

pro~onate is used for 1 kg fish. The treated fish is 

packed in ~lythene lined plywood boxes or gunny bags for 

bulk packing.. Retail quantity of 500 gm or 1 kg of the 

treated fish can be 2acked in polythene bags and stored. 

When the fish is soaked in water just before cooking 

to remove excess salt, c.alcium. pro¢ona te already added 

also will be removed. Calcium :QroQionate is even 

otherwise known to be a cornmletely safe, harmless and 

acceptable chemical preservative for food material. This 

chemical is widely used in food items like bread to 

prevent spoilage. The dried fish preserved in this method 

c an be kept in very good conci! tion for a minimum of eight 

months while the conventional cured fish can be kept in 

qood condition only for about two months. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

3.1. Se~ection of improved practices 

Se~ra~ steps are involved in the production of cured 

fish and proper care has to be taken to strictly fo~low 

each step. Each steP. is important in the resultant 

quality of the cured fish. First of all, the list of 

improved p.1:.actices in fish curing was prepared and then 

addition, deletion, correction and verification of the 

practices were made by the scientists working in the 

related fields. Six major practices with their 28 

sub-JPractices eo~ering the entire operation of fish curin<;l 

were finally selected for this study as given below: 

As the importance and description of these steps/ 

techniques have already been exp~ained in the review of 

literature" they are not described here again in detail.. 
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3.1.1. Construction of improved fish curing shed: 

1. Construction of shed. 

2. Provision of drainage facilities. 

3. Provision of tables/platforms for dressing fish. 

3.1.2. Cleaning and maintenance of hygiene in the fish 

curing shed: 

4. Use of potable water in the shed. 

S. Use of detergen ts and disinfec tants for.c leaniIl;1 • 

6.. Adoption of c leaning schedule. 

7. Reqular washing of mat used for drying fish. 

3.1.3. Handling and pre-processing of fish: 

8. Use of fresh fish. 

9. Proper washing of fresh fish. 

10. Proper dressing and evisceration of fish. 

11. Proper Washing of gutted fish. 

12. Use of ice for preserving fish. 

3.1.4. Salting of fish: 

13. Use of sufficient salt. 

14. Sa~ting of fish in cement tanks or other suitable 

containers. 

15. Allowance of sufficient salting period. 

16. Covering of salted fish to avoid flies. 
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17. Rinsing of salted fish in freshly prepared 

salt water. 

18. Removal of urea from shark by desalting. 

19. Removal of self~rine and addition of saturated 

brine in the case of Rickling of fish. 

20. Covering of fish wi til sufficient quantity of 

brine in the Case of p1cklinq. 

3.1.5. Dry~ng of salted fish: 

21. Allowance of sufficient drying of fish. 

22. Drying of fish on mat. 

23. Drying of fish on raised platform. 

24. Drying of fish in tunnel dryer. 

3.1.6. Packing and storage of cured fish: 

25:. Use of chemical preservatives in cured fish. 

26. RetaiL packing of cured fish in polythene bags. 

27. Butk peking of cured fish in improved containers. 

28. Proper storage of cured fish. 

3.1.7. Construction of shed: 

Curing of fish is usually done in sheds constructed 

on the beach near tre fish Landing centres. Sheds may be 

thatched or tiled, enclosed or open, electrified or 

non-electrified and with or without briCk walls. 
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Generally the fish curing sheds are not properly 

constructed to achieve safety and hygiene. This results 

in the production of very poor quality fish products having 

short shelf-life. Various research workers have studied 

the condition of fish curing sheds in India and ;ointed 

out the necessity of constructing better fish curing 

sheds with proper walls and safety measures. 

3.1.8. Provision of drainage facilities: 

The waste water# brine etc. from the curing shed 

usually get stagnated around. the curing shed. This would 

adversely affect the sanitary condition of the curing 

yard and the quality of the cured products. Proper 

suggestions have been made for providing drainage 

facilities during the construction of fish curing shed. 

The fish curers have been advised to provide drainage 

facilities even in the absence of an imgroved fish curing 

shed. 

3.1.9. Provision of tables/platforms for dressing fish: 

The main Cause of s}ilOilage of cured fish is lhacterial 

attack. Bacterial contamination takes place when fish 

come into contact with various dirty surfaces. The 

traoi tional way of dressing the fresh fish before sal ling 

is to cut it on the ground which is usually very dirty •. 
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This step part1..y contributes to the hac terial contamination 

and spoilage of cured fish. It has been recommended that 

dressing and cutting of fish should be done on clean table, 

cement platform etc. to avoid contamination with bacteria 

and other spoilage agents. 

3.1.10. Use of potable water in the shed: 

One of the IOClst important steps in handling fish is 

proper washing with potable water. Washing with dirty 

water bas been found to be a major cause of spoilage of 

cured fish. Provision should be made in the curing shed 

for the availability of sufficient quantity of potable 

water. 

3.1.11A Use of detergents and disinfectants for cleanin%: 

The ROor quall_ty of cured fish 2.vailable at presen t 

is partLy due to the unhygienic condition of the curing 

yards. Proper cleaning of curing yard is one of the most 

ill1p:)rtant steps in the produc tion of hygienically scund 

cured fish. Sanitary condition of the yard can be 

maintained by using detergents and disinfectants in the 

cleaning process. 

3.1.12. Adoption of cleaning schedule in the shed: 

Hygiene is an imgortant factor in any food processing 

establishment. Maintenance of sanitary condition is 
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essential for avoiding bacterial spoilage of cured fish. 

A schedule of cleaninq to maintain the hygienic condition 

in fish curing yard has been recommended after exhaustive 

survey and investigation on the curing yards and the 

env ironmen ts. 

3.1.13. Regular washing of mat used for drying fish: 

Due to continuous contact wi th fish , mat may become 

a favourable harbouring place for bacteri-a, fungus, 

maggots etc. The fresh lot of fish when put on such mat 

will get infected with these organisms and spoiled. To 

overcome these problems, the mat to be used for drying 

fish should be washed and cleaned regularly. 

3.1.14. Use of fresh fish: 

The quality of the finished product dep.;nds on the 

quality of raw ma.terial. In the past, fish was taken for 

curing only when it could not be sold as fresh. By that 

time fish would become spoiled. Natu:r-ally,. curing of 

this spoiled fish could produce only Roar quality finished 

product. The fish'curers had been convinced of this fact 

and advised to take only fresh fish for processing into 

cured produc ts. 

3.1.15. Proper initial washing of fresh fish: 

Fish taken out of sea water may contain dif£erent 



Fresh fish being thoroughly washed 



types of organisms and matters which adversely affect the 

quali ty of fish. Contamination must have occurred from 

fishing gear I fishing boat deck, containers e1::c. Fish 

should be properly washed to remove such contaminants and 

kept fresh out of contact with spoilage agents. Prot)l!c 

washing of fish is an essential step in its processing. 

Very often fish curers wash the fish with sea watt!r', from the 

shore area containing pathogenic organisms. Fish washed 

with such water get rrore contaminated with spoilage 

organisms. To avoid this, potable water should be used 

for washing fish. 

3.1.16. Proper dressing and evisceration of fish: 

The intestine, gills e1::c. of fish contain different 

types of bacteria and other spoilage agents. They should 

be removed before fish is salted. Fish cured without 

~moving intestine, gills etc. will spoil quickly by 

the action of the above s:goilage agents. To get a 

quality cured products, the raw fish should be dressed 

and eviscerated before curing. 

3.1.17. Proper washing of gutted fish: 

'TIle intestinal contents, blood etc. come out when 

fish is gutted. The spoilage agent present in these 

parts contaminate the fish flesh. 'TIle gutted fish should 

be cleaned well and properly washed before salting. 



Washed fish being gutted 



Cleaning and washing of gutted fish 
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3.1.18. Use of ice for preserving fresh fish: 

Fish spoilage starts quickly at room temperature 

just after few hours of catch. The usual procedure to 

prevent s};!Oilage is to keep the fish at extremely low 

temperablre or to follow heat processing. A cheap and 

easy way of temQOrary preservation of fresh fish is 

iCing to bring down the storage temperature of fish. 

Fish intended for curing should be stored in ice till 

it is cured. 

3.1.19. Use of sufficient salt: 

The effect of salt on fish has been alreody 

described. Salt content sh:Juld be in the required 18vel 

to reduce the s:goilage and extend the shelf-life of the 

cured product. Specific salt contents for cifferenu 

species of salted fish have been prescribed by the 

Indian Standards Institution. Sufficient salt shall be 

added to maintain this specific level. 

3.1.20. Salting of fish in cement tanks or other 

suitable containers: 

During salting the fish should be in thorough 

contact wi th salt. There should be provision to retain 

the self-brine in the salted fish or to allow it to 

flow out depending on the type of cured fish required. 



Salting of fish 



Another view of salting of fish 



~ltod rish boing stAcked 



Salted fish being kept in commercial 
salting tanks 
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In any case, suitable tanks or containers are necessary 

requisites for salting fish. The rrost convenient rrethod 

is to provide sufficient nurrber of cerrent tanks in the 

fish curing shed. 

3.1.21. Allowance of sufficient salting period: 

The period of salting is equally important as that 

of sufficient quantity of salt used. Salt penetration in 

fish continues for more than 24 hours. On several 

occasions it has been observed that sal ting period is 

considerably reduced because the fish curer is in 3. hurry 

to sell the salted fish. This seriously affects the 

quality of the cured fish. To avoid this defect, fish 

should be salted for sufficient period of rime. 

3.1.22. Coveri~g of sal~d fish to avoid flies: 

A ttack of maggots on sal ted fish is a usual 

occurrence in unhygienic fish curing sheds. The flies 

deposit their eggs on the salted fish or on the containers/ 

tanks and the eggs hatch out wi thin a few days. 

Salted fish and salting tanks/containers shall be 

properly covered to avoid the flies. 

3.1.23. Rinsing of salted fish in freshly prepared 

salt water: 

Salted fish is taken out from the self-brine for 
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drying. Such fish is usually rinsed in self~rinel sea 

water or even in fresh water. Inv.est;i.gation has shown 

that rinsing or washing of salted fish with sea water 

which is usually highly ]ilOlluted wil·l contaminate the fish. 

Washing salted fish with fresh water will cause leachinq 

of salt from the salted fish leading to the dull appearance 

of the fish on crying. Salt deposit mcy be observed Gn 

the surface of dried fish, if it is initially rinsed in 

self-brine. To avoid all these defect.s l salted f:t.sh 

shou~d be rinsed in freshly prepared br 3.ne. 

3.1.24. Removal of urea from shark by desalting: 

Dried shark is an irnp::>rtant it2m of cur~d f.:i..s~"19 

But many people do not relish shark flesh because of 

its peculiar ammoniacal odour evolved by the 

dec omJPOsi lion of urea present ip the fish. Removal of 

urea from shark flesh is essentiaL. to over come t..'Us 

defect. A simple method of desalting the heavily salted 

shark flesh has been suggested to remove urea from shark 

flesh. Desalted fish can be lightly selted again and 

dried for storage. 

3.1.2~. Removal of self-brine and addition of sa~~ated 

brine in the case of pickling of fish: 

In the case of pickling, the salted fish remains 

immersed in se1f-brine for many days. Self-brine may 
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contain various nutrients leached out from the fish which 

are ideal foods for bacteria. If fish remains in this 

medium, it will be spoiled quickly. To avoid this~ self

brine should be replaced with fresh saturated brine for 

storage of pickled fish. 

3.1.26, Covering of fish with sufficient quantity of 

brine in the case of pickling: 

It has been often observed that the top layer of 

fish pickled in brine is exposed to atrrosp~re. This 

layer of fish in contact wi th atmosphere gets spoiled 

quickly. Spoilage thus sets in and spreads to the bottom 

layers of fish. To avoid this defect in piCkling, fish 

should be co~letely imrersed in brine. Sufficient 

saturated brine should be added to fully imnerse the 

salted fish. 

3.1.27. Allowance 9f sufficient drying of fish: 

Bacteria grow and multify in fish when the moisture 

level is above a certain level. If the fish is dried to 

a moisture level below this point, bacterial spoilage can 

be controlled and shelf-life of the dried product Can be 

enhanced. Usually in commerce, fish is not dried to the 

required moisture level. Importance of sufficient drying 

of fish to bring down the moisture level has been brought 

to the notice of the fish curers. 
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3 • lie 28, 29 & 30. Drying of salted fish on mat, raised 

platform or in a dryer: 

Salted fish is usually dried unhygienically. Often 

fish is directly spread on the ground or sea shore for 

drying. This step causes the fish to be contaminated with 

sand and pathogenic organisms leading to the quick spoilage 

of dried fish. The best way to overCOIT¥3 this defect is , 

to dry the fish in artificial dryer. But this is a costly 

process which ordinary fish curer cannot afford. Under 

these circumstances, constrtCtion of a raised platform is 

suggested for drying fish under the sun. In the absence 

of a raised p~atform, fish should be dried eir~er on a 

cemented floor or on mat spread on the ground so as to 

avoid the contact of fish with sand and dirt. 

3.1.31. Use of chemical preservatives in cured fish: 

Salt cured fish is usually attacked by fungus and 

red haloph!les within a short period of storage, 

particularly under high humidity levels. Large quantities 

of cured fish get spoiled and wasted every year due to 

these defects. Treatment of cured fish with sodium 

pro~onate or calcium propdonate is suggested for 

preventing the fungal and red attack. 



Drying of fish on raised platform 



R<"i sod piR t.f'orm for drying 1'i sh 



Drying of fish in tunner dryer 



Dry salted fish attacked by fungus and 
red halophiles 



Calcium propionate being applied on 
dried fish 
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3.1.32. Retail packing of cured fish in ~lythene bags: 

Peo2Le belonging to medium and high income groups 

do not usually purchase salt cured fish. One reason for 

this is that cured fish is displayed for sale on the shop 

floor in an unhygienic manner. If too product is 

hygienically packed in consumer size polythene bags, 

there will be [tOre demand for this item. The fish curers 

have been informed about this trend. 

3.1.33. Bulk packing of cured fish in improved containers: 

P'lywood or deal~ood boxes, gunny bags, palmirah or 

screw pine leaf mats, card board boxes etc. are normally 

used for packing cured fish. As these materials are not 

moisture :groof, cured fish packed in such containers 

ei ther pick up moisture or dry up depending on the 'weatl)er 

ultimately leading to their s2Qilage. 

Even though technological advancement has taken 

place in the packaging of many food items, similar 

developmen ts have not occured in the fish curinq industry 

on account of the comparatively low price of th,~ cured 

fish and high cost of the packaging materials. Under 

these circumstances, cost~y packaging materials cannot 

be used for cured fish. Therefore an improved method 

of packing cured fish with the traditional packaging 



Dried fish packed in polythene bags 
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Dried fish being packed in polythene 
lined ply-wood box 



A view o£ commercial fish curing yard 



eommercial packing of dried fish 
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materials is suggested. Plywood box, deal wood box, 

gunny bags et:J:. lined with polythene has been found to be 

good for packing cured fish. 

3.1.34 .• Proper storage of cured fish: 

Storage <;;>f cured fish wi thoui;. proper protection will 

lead to the spoilag~ of the produot... Rats, cats, dogs, 

birds etc. may eat away the fish stored openly infecting 
'. 

the who1.e lot. RanCidity also may develop quiCkly when 

the cured fish, particul arly fatty fish. is kept open. 

Cured fish should be properly stored in well constrUcted 

and hygienically maintained rooms. 

3.2 Locale of study 

The coast line of India is more than 6100 km covering 

many states along the west and east coasts. It is not 

practically possible to conduct a study allover these 

coasts under a single research project. Therefore, only 

three im:gortant states in Sou;th India viz. Kerala and 

Kamataka in the west coast and Tamilnadu in the east 

coast were selected for the present study. Cons,;i.dering 

the importance with respect to the fish curing industry, 

the regions namely Calicut (Kerala), MalQe (Karnataka) 

and Tu tic orin (Tamilnadu) were iden tified for this study. 

For Callcut region, fish c~ring yards located in 
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Puthiyappal Vellayil and Beypore areaS were included. In 

Malpel curing yards which are concentrated in a single 

centre adjasc~nt to the fishing harbour were taken. The 

fish curing centre at Tu ticorin and the nearest important 

centre Punnakayal were taken together to represent the 

Tuticorin region. 

3.3. Sampling plan 

The total poillliation of fish curers was taken for 

the study in all the regions. Thus Calicut region has 

140 fish curers, Malpe region has 125 fish curers and 

Tut1corin. region has 40 fish curers actively enqaged in 

the fish curing. At present "Ooly·the officials from 

Cen tral and State Fisheries Departments are involved in 

the technology transfer in fish curing industry. The 

Scientists, Technologists, Assistant Directors, Research 

Assistants, Fisheries Extension Officers, Fisheries 

Inspectors etc. under Cen tral and State Fisheries 

Departments involved in extension activities were 

categorised as 'extension workers' for ~~e Qurpose of 

this study. All the fish curers have been taken as 

resgondents for this study. Table 4 shows the dist.ribution 

of respondents identified for the study. 
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Table 4. Distribution of respondents in different regions 

------------------------------~~----------~------~-~~-

State Oistri~t Region 
Fish curing 
centres 

Total. 
nurrber 
of res
I,'!onc1ents 
identi
fied for 
the 
study 

----------------------------~---~~--------------------
Kerala Calicut 

Karnataka South 
Kanara 

Tamil.nadu Trinel
vel! 

Calicut 

Malpe 

Tuticorin 

Puthiyappa, 
Vel1.ayil 
and Beypore 

Malpe 

Tuticorin and 
Punnakayal 

3.4. Selection of independent ~aria~ 

140 

125, 

40 

Selection of independent variables was made on the 

basis of discussion with the experts, a preliminary study 

in the areas of investigation and the review of the 

literature available pertaining to the subject. A .1.ist 

of eighteen variables considered to be important, based 

on the above programme, was sent to judges for their 

judgemen t with regard to their relevance to the dependent 

variables. The judges were drawn from the field of 

fisheries. Only seven independent variables judged to 
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be relevant were finally selected for detailed investigation. 

The selected variables are given below. 

( 1) Age of fish curer. 

( 2) Level of education. 

(3 ) Social participation. 

(4) Contact with extension ageocy. 

( 5,) Perception of profitability of the technology. 

(6) Income. 

(7) Debt. 

The conceptual frame work developed for the study 

showing the independent variables and the technological 

qap is given 1n figure 1. 

3.5. Methods used in measurement of variables 

No investiqation seems to have been made in fish 

curing or fish processing technoLogy to study the variables 

similar to those taken up in this pro ject. Therefore too 

general scales developed and followed in other fields for 

similar studies were used in this investi~tion after 

necessary modification wherever required. 

3.5.1. Knowledge: 

All the twenty eight fish curing practices selected 

for this study were considered to study the knowledge with 



FIG.I CONCEPTUAL FRAME WORK SHOWING THE 
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES AND TECHNOLOGICAL 
GAP. 
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resgect to fish curing technology. Knowledge of the 

fisheries extension workers (officialS en~ged in extending 

the improved practices) as well as fish curers (respondents) 

was tested. For each practice, the extension workers and 

the fish curers were asked whethE::r they IIhave ful.l 

know ledge II or 11 have partial knowledgell or II did not have 

knowledge ll
• If known, they were asked further about the 

practices to confirm the possession of the knowledge. 

Score 121 was given if they ~ssessed f.ull knowledge, 

score '1 1 for parttal knowledge and score 10
1 for no 

knowledge of each practice. Thus a respondent could get 

the maximum score 1'56 1 for full knowledge with respect to 

all the 28 practices and minimum score 10
1 for having no 

knowledge of any of the practices. The knowledge ~p up 

to 33% was categorised as 11 low", qap b,l=tween 33"/0 and 66% 

as 11 mediumll and above 66% as .. high" • 

3.5.2. Adoption: 

The term ado~tion is applied to acceptanc8 and use 

of improved practices. This im~lies that adopter is 

satisfied with the innovation. Adoption is defined as 

the overt behaviour of fish curers taking up the im~roved 

practices. Partial adoption in this study is referred 

to the adoption of a practice in part or irreg~lar~y. 
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Non-adoption refers to the non-practising of the improved 

practices. 

Questions related to each of the 28 practices 

selected for the study were posed separately to .the fish 

curers to know the specific adoption of the individual 

practices. Score '2' was given for full adoption of each 

practice. Score' l' was given for each practice adopted 

partly. Score '0' was given for non-adoption of the 

practice. Thus a fish curer could get a maxirrum score of 

'56' for full adoption of all the 28 practices and a 

minimum score of '0' for non-adoption of all the improved 

practices. 

3.5.3. Age: 

In this study I age was measured in terms of cortlQleted 

years. The number of completed years of the respondent 

was taken as the index of his age. To study the correlation 

of age with adoption, the respondents were categorised 

under different age groups as per the following scale. 

Category of respondents Score 

up to 30 years 1 

30 to 35 years 2 

35- to 40 years 3 

40 to 45 years 4 

45 to 50 years 5 

Above 50 years 6) 
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3.5.4. Level of education: 

Education Was measured in terms of number of years 

of formal school or college studies undergone by the 

respondent. Level of education of the respondents was 

quantified as per the scale developed by Trivedi (1963). 

Category of respondents Score 

Illiterate 0 

Can read only 1 

Can read and write 2 

Up to prinary school 3 

Up to middle school 4 

U:g_ to high school 5; 

College education 6 

3.5.5. Socia~ participation: 

This refers to participation of the respondents in 

socia~ institutions as a member or as an office bearer. 

The fish curers were asked to indicate the institutions 

in which they had merroership or they were of fice bearers. 

TIle scale developed by Trivedi (1963) was used with 

slight modification to measure social participation of 

the respondents in the present study. 
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Category of res1j!Ondents 

No membership in any 
organisa tion 

Membership in one 
organisation 

Membership in rrore than 
one or<ltanisation 

Office bearer in one 
organisation 

Office bearer in more 
than one organisation 

Distinctive features 
( t-1LA I MP etc.) 

3.5.6,_ Contact with extension agency: 

Score 

o 

1 

2 

3 

6 

This refers to the contact of the resJtOndents wi'th 

the extension workers by a visit, discussionl consultation, 

advice etc. providing information to the resQOndents 

about the fish curing practices. The res:gondent was 

asked as to how often 1ne carre in contact with the 

extension workers. The following procedure developed by 

Tripathy (1977) was adopted to score for the contact with 

extension agency. 

Responses 

Most frequently (weekly) 

F~equently (fortnigh tl.y) 

Most often (monthly) 

Often (once in two rronths) 

Occasional (once in 3 rronths) 

Rarely (once in six m:mths) 

Score 

6 

5: 

4 

3 

2 

1 
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3.5.7,. Perception of profitability of technology: 

This was operationalised as the res:pondentZ perceptioo 

of additiona1 gain in terms of money by adopting the 

improved fish curing practices. Profitability was measured 

as per the scale developed by Tripathy (1977) with slight 

modification. 

~Eonses 

Most profitable 

Very profitable 

Profitable 

Marginally profitable 

Least profitable 

Not profitable 

3.S.a. I.ncome: 

Score 

6 

5 

4 

3 

2 

1 

This refers to the total annua1 income in terms of 

money the respondent had at the time of the investigation. 

Respondent was given score for income on the basis, of the 

following scale. 

Annual income 

Up to Rs. 4000/ -

~.40oo to ~.5S00/

Rs.5500 to Rs.70oo/

~.7000 to ~.8500/

Rs.8500 to Rs.10.000/

Above b.10~OOO/-

Score 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5. 

6 
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3.5.9. Debt: 

This refers to the total debt in terms of rroney the 

res~ndent had at the tine of the investigation. Score 

was given to the respondent on the hasis of debt with the 

following procedure. 

Up to Rs.250/

Rs.250 to ~.500/

~.~OO to ~.750/

Rs.750 to Rs.1000/

~.lOOQ, to ~.1500/

Above ~.1500/-

3.5.10. Technological gap: 

1 

2 

3 

4 

6 

Technological gap with respect to knowledge and 

adoption was measured separa tehy. 

3.5.10.1. Knowledge gap: 

Knowledge gap in overall practices was measured amonqi 

fisheries extension workers and the fish curers. Knowledge 

gap was measured hy the following formula and expressed in 

percentage. 

k - P x 100 
k 

where k = the total knowledge score (56) 

p = the score obtained for the knowledge actually 

possessed. 
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3.5.10.2. Adoption gap: 

Adoption gap index was calculated against the total 

practices and also against the 6 major practices as given 

below. 

3.5.10.2.1 Over all adoption gap against fish curing 

practices: 

The gap index in the entire recommended practices was 

calculated by the following formula and expressed in 

percentage. 

R - A x 100 
R 

where R = the maximum scare for all the 28 practices' (56). 

A = score obtained out of 56. 

3.5.10.2.2. Adoption gap against construction of 

improved fish curing shed: 

The gap in the practice of constructing improved fish 

curing shed was calculated against three sub-practices by 

the following formula and expressed in percentage. 

R - A x 100 
R 

where R = the total score of 6 for the above three 

cOl11QOnents. 

A = score obtained out of 6. 
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3.5.10.2.3. Adoption gap a~inst cleaning and maintenance 

of hygiene in fish curing shed: 

The qap against this major practice was calculated 

against four sub-practices by the following formula and 

expressed in terms of pexcentage. 

R - A x 100 
R 

where R = the total score of 8 for the abCNe four 

components. 

A = score obtained out of 8. 

3.5.10.2.4. Adoption gap aqainst handling and 

pre-processing of fish: 

The gpp in handling and pre-processing of fish was 

calculated against five components and expressed in 

percentage by the following" formula. 

R - A x 100 
R 

where R = total ~ore of 10 for five sub-practices. 

A = sco-re---ob"ta+ned out of 10. 

3.5.10.2.5 Adoption gap against salting 6£ fish: 

Gap against this major practice was calculated against 

8 sub-practices and expressed in percentage using the 

following formula. 



R - A x 100 
R 
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where R = total score of 16 for 8 sub-practices. 

A = score obtained out of 16. 

3.5.10.2.6. Adoption gap in drying of salted fi3h: 

Gap against this major practice was calculated 

against four sub-practices and expressed in percentage 

Using the following formula. 

R - A x 100 
R 

where R = totai score of 8 for four practices. 

A = score obtained out of 8. 

3.5..10.2.7. Adoption gap aqainst packing and storage 

of cured fish. 

The gap index in packing and storage of cured fish 

was calculated against the four co~onents and expressed 

in percentage by using the following formula. 

R - A x 100 
R 

where R = the total score of 8 for four sub-praetiees. 

A = score obtained out of 8. 

3.6. Construction of interview schedule 

Draftt interview schedules were prepared and 

administered to 25 fish curers in a fishing village 
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adjascent to the area of investigation to study the 

adoption gap and knowledge gap. In the light of the 

resul ts of this pre-testing, the schedules were suitably 

modified and finalised. 

3.7. Method of data collection 

The data were collected by interviewing the respondents 

individually. In Calicut, the researcher whose mother

tongue is Malayalam conducted the interview directly. In 

Malpe and Tuticorin the local fisheries officials knowing 

the regional language were taken to assist the researcher 

for conducting the interview. The data were collected 

during 1983-84. 

3.8. Test- re-test method 

Re-tes twas condUC! ted in all these cen tres after a 

period of two rronths to judge the reliability of the 

response. From Calicut centre 501 from Malpe 40 and from 

'futicorin 25 respondents were selected for the re-test. 

The coefficien t of correlation for the re-test from the 

three centres were 0.91 1 0.95 and 0.92 rEspectively for 

adoption and 0.89, 0.92 and 0.95 respectively for 

knowledge. The coefficient of correlation for knowledge 

in the test and re-test method for extension workers was 

0.87 for 8 pairs of observation. These correlations 
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are highly significant (P«O.Ol) indicating that there is 

very good agreement between the responseein the test-re-

test roothod. 

3.9. Statistical procedure 

To study the interdependency of different variables, 

correlation analysis was carried out. The coefficient 

of correlation was calculated by using ~~e formula. 

r =k.(x - x) (y - y) 
n G"x r;y-

where Irt is the Pearsons t coefficient of correlation 

X and i are the rrean values of x and y. 

~~ ... -.:.' 
(, x and ~ are the standard deviation of x and y. 

respectively. The significance of Irt was tested using 

I tl test. 

t = r '41fii=1: 
.:---· ..... ~ ..... 2 J1 - r 

The degrees of freedom of It' is (n-2) 

To test the significance of association between 

various attributes in the contingency table, chi-square 

statistic waS employed. The chi-square statistic defined 

as 

X2..= Zi ( 0 ~ E) 2 

where 0 = the frequency observed and 

E = the frequency expected. 
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The degree of freedom of "X 2 in a contingency table of 

size mX n is (m-l.)~ (n-l) 

Multiple regression analysis waS employed to s~ 

the dependency of adoption on various independent variables 

selected for the study. Also, the contribution of each 

variable on adoption was estimated. The multi~e regression 

model adopted for this purpose was 

y = bO+~lXl+b2X2+b3X3+b4X4+b5X5+hoX6+b7X1 

where Y = adoption 

Xl = Age 

X 2 = Education 

~ = Social participation 

x 4 = Contact with extension agency 

Xs = Perception of profi tabili ty of technology 

x6 = Income 

~ = Debt 

The amount of variabili~ explained by the regression was 
2 decided by R , the multiple correlation coefficient. The 

relative lmp:>rtance of each variable was worked out by the 

method suggested by Snedecor and Cochran (195.6). The 

relative importance of ith variable is worked out by using 

bixJ~ 
~y 

where bi is the regression coefficient of the ith ~riable 
CO' __ .. 2 2 

and ~ and ~ y are the sum of squares of deviations 

from the mean values of xi and y respectively. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

4.1. Classification of fish curers 

The fish curers in the different regions llnder study 

were classified and compared on the basis of different 

variables taken up for this investigation. 

4.1.1. Sex: 

Table 5 shows the classification on the hasis of 

their sex. Calicut region showed maximum percentage of 

male merrbers with 97.1:10 followed by 92.5% in Tu ticorin 

and 23.2% in Malpe. An interesting point noted here was 

that female fish curers dominated the fish curing industry 

in Malpe region. 
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TabJ..e 5.. Classification of fish curers on the basis 
of their sex 

-----~--------------------------------~------~---~-------~ 

Category 

Calicut 
(N-140) 

------------.. -
No. 

Malpe Tuticorin 
(N-125) (N-40) 

--------- -----... ~ ..... 
No. % No. 

---------------------------------_ ..... -----------------..-...... 
Male 136 97.2 

Female 4 2.80 

4.1.2. Age: 

29 23.20 

96 76.80 

37 

3 

92.50 

7.50 

Table Ei. shows the categoriss·tion of fish curers on the 

basis of b~eir age. Percentage of fish curers in the lowest 

age group (up to 30 years) was maximum (13.6%) in Calicut 

region followed by Ma1:pe (6.4%) and Tuticorin (5%). In 

Calicut region, 11.4% of the people were under the age 

grouJil- of 30 to 35 years while the corresponding figures for 

Malpe and Tuticorin were 11.2% and 5% respectively. 

Similarly, 1<1" of the fish curers in Ca:.icut were under the 

age grau~ of 3~ to 40 years while Malpe had 11.~/o and 

Tuticorin had 2.5% of tile fish curers in the sarre category. 

Among the people 1n the age group of 40 to 45 years, 

Calicut had 21.4%, Malpe had 24.8% and Tutlcorin had 15% 

of their total fish curing popJlation. The single largest 
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percentage of fish curers in all the regions was seen in 

the age group of 45 to 50 years. Under this grouPI 

Calicut had 30.7Wo 1 Malpe showed 28.8% and Tuticorin 

recorded 42.5%. Coming to the oldest group of people in 

the age group of 50 years and above, Calicut had 12.~/o1 

Ma1pe had 17.6% and Tuticorin had 30%. It was interesting 

to note that the percentage of fish curers in the age 

groups of 40 to 4~ years and above were 65%, 71.2% and 

87.5% for Calicut, Ma1pe and Tuticorin respectively. 

This showed that younger fish curers were more in Calicut 

region followed by Malpe and Tuticorin. 

Table 6_. Classification of fish curers on the has is Qf 
their age 

--------------------------------------------------
Category 

Calicut 
(N-140) 

Malpe 
(N-125) 

Tuticorin 
(N-40) 

------------ ------- ----------
NO. No. % No.. 

~---------------------------------------------------------

Up to 30 years 19 13.60 8 6.40 2 5.QO 

30 to 35 years 16_ 11.40 14 11.20 2 5.00 

35 to 40 years 14 10.00 14 11.20 1 2.50 

40 to 45 years 30 21.40 31 24.80 6 15.00 

45 to 50 years 43 30.70 36 28.80 17 42.50 

Above 50 years 18 12.90 22 17 .• 60 12 30.00 
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4.1.3. Education: 

Table 7 shows the classification of the fish curers 

on the basis of their education. The iLliterate fish 

curers constituted 4.~h irl Calicut region~ 27.~~ in Malpe 

and 20',{. in Tuticorin. The percentage of peop~e who could 

only read was 5.7 in Calicut, 22.4 in Malpe and 27.S in 

Tuticorin. Those who could read and write constituted 

21.~ in Calicut, 19.?h in Malpe and 27.5% in Tuticorin. 

Calicut had 38.6%, Malpe had 12% and Tuticorin had 12.5% 

of the fish curers with education up to primary school. 

Fish curers with middle school education constituted 18.6% 

in Callcut, 13.6% in Malpe and 2.5% in 'futicar:.in. High 

school educated fish curers constituted 11.4%, 5.6% and 

10'h in Calicut, Malpe and Tuticoril;l respectively. 

The data generally showed that the single largest 

group of fish curers in Calicut region had education up to 

primary school while the largest group in Malpe was 

illiterate and that in 'IUticorin cou1d either read only or 

could read and write. The smallest group in Calicut was 

illi tera te while the smallest group in Malpe was high 

school educated and that in Tuticorin was middle school 

educated. Taking together the fish curers with education 

level of . middle schooL and above, they constituted 30'..<. 

inCalicut,19.2% in Malpe and 12.5% in Tuticorin. 
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Table 7. Classification of fish curers on the basis of 
their education 

----~-----------------------------------------------.---

Category 

Calicut 
(N-140) 

NO. 

lVialpe 
(N-125) 

---------
No. 

Tuticorin 
(N-40) 
-------
No. % 

---------------------------------------------------------
Illiterate 6 

Can read only 8 

Can read and write 30 

Up to primary 
school- 54 

Up to rrdddle 
school 26 

Up to high school 16 

College education 0 

4.30 

5.70 

21.40 

38.60 

18.6D 

11.40 

0.00 

34 

28 

24 

15 

17 

7 

Q 

27.20 8 

22.40 11 

19.20 11 

12.00 5 

13.6.0 1 

5.60 4 

0.00 0 

The chi-square value is calculated as 78.37 with 

20.00 

27.50 

27.50 

12.50 

2.50 

10.00 

0.00 

de~ees of freedom 8 which is significant at 0.1% level. 

This shows that the level of ed\lcation and regions are 

dependent i.e. level of education differs from region to 

region. The observation shows that Calic\'lt region 

registered ~he highest level of education among the 

three cen tres. 

A comparatively higher level of education of the 

fish curers in Calicut may be the result of the existing 
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high level of literacy in Kera1a as a whole. This has 

helped the fish curers understand and adopt the improved 

fish curing practices to a greater extent compared to the 

other two centres. 

4.1.4. Social participation: 

Table 8 shows the classification of fish curers on 

the basis of their social participation. Ca1icut had 

13.6%, Ma1pe had 17.6% and Tuticorin had 2rylo of the fish 

curers without membership in any organisation. People with 

membership in only one orqanisation constituted 47.~/O of 

the total fish curers in Calicut, 56.aVo in Malpe and SOlo 

in Tuticorin. Twenty percent of the respondents in 

Calicut had membership in more than one organisation while 

the corresponding figures for Malpe and Tuticorin were 

15..2% and 17.5% respectively. Calicut had 18.5% of its 

fish curers as office bearers in one organisation while 

Malp; had 10.4% and Tuticorin had 12.5% in t..he sane 

category. 

The chi-square value is calculated as 6.185 with 

degrees of freedom 6 which is not significant. This 

shows that the level of social participation is almost 

same in all the three regions. 
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Table 8. Classification of fish curers on the basis 
of their social participation 

--------------------------------------------------------~-

Category 

Calicut 
(N-140) 

-----------
No. 

MaJ.pe 
(N-125) 

No. 

Tu tic orin 
(N-40) 

% 
--------------------------------------------------------
No m8Wb2rsbj.p in 
any organisat.ion 19 13.60 22 17.60 8 20.00 

Membersh.tp in one 
organisation 6-7, 47.90 71 56.80 20 50.0C 

Membersh±p in more 
than one 
organis a tion 28 20.00 19 15.20 7 17.50 

Office bearer in 
one organisation 26 18.50 13 10.40 5 12.50 

Office hearer in 
more than one 
orqanisation 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 

Distinctive 
features 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 

The picture generally showed that fish curers with 

membership in one organisation dominated in all the three 

centres with maximum percentage in Malpe followed by 

Tuticorin and Cal1cut. The second largest group belonged 

to those without membership in any orgpnisation in the 

case of Malpe and Tut1corin while in Calicut the second 

posi lion was occupied by the respondents with membership 
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in more than one organisation. In generall fish curers 

in Calicut showed maximum social participation followed 

by Malpe and Tuticorin. 

A higher level of social participation among fish 

curers in Calicut may be partly attribu"':ed to their 

higher level of education. The social pcrt.icipat..:l.on .=tlso 

might hnve helped the adoption of improved practices by 

the fish curers. 

4.1.5. Contact with extension agency: 

Table 9 shows the classification of fish curers on 

the basis of their contact with extension agency. People 

with weekly contact with extension agency constituted 

4.3',(, in Callcut, 1.6% in Malpe and 5% in Tuticorin. The 

percentaqe, of peop~e having fortnightly extension 

contact were 5.7, 3.2 and 7.5 in Calicut, Malpe and 

Tuticorin respectiv€ly. Respondents with monthly contact 

constituted 12.~'(' in Calicut, 11.~'(' in Malpe and 12.5% 

in Tuticorin. Ten percent of the people in Callcut, £f,(, 

in Malpe and 15% in Tuticorin had extension contact once 

in two months. In Callcut, 36.4% of the fish curers had 

extension contact once in three rronths while the figures 

for Malpe and Tuticorin in this respect were 44% and 25% 

respectively. People with extension contact once in six 
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months constituted 30.7% in Calicut, 32% in Malpe and 35% 

in Tuticorin. 

Table 9. Classification of fish curers on the basis of 
their c~t with extensIOrl2.c;enc~ 

-----------------------------------------------------------
Ca1icut Maloe Tuticorin 

Category (N-140) (N-i25) (N-40) 
-------.-...... - --------- ~---......----

No. % No. % No. % 

---------------------~.------------------------------------

WeekLy contact 6 4.30 2 1.60 2 5.00 

Fortnightly contact 8 5.70 4 3.20 3 7.50 

Monthly contact 18 12.90 14 11.20 5 12.50 

Once in two months 14 10.00 10 8.CO 6 15.00 

Once in 3 months 51 36.40 55- 44.00 10 25.00 

Once in 6 mont..h.s 43 30.70 40 32.00 14 35 .• 00 

Never 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 

The chi-square value is calculated as 8.067 with 

de~ees of freedom 8 which is not significant, that is, 

the contact with extension agency is almost same in all 

the three regions under study. 

In general it was seen that the largest single group 

of fish curers was those having extension contact once in 

three m:mths in Ca1icut and Malpe while the same in 
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Tuticorin belonged to those with extension contact once 

in six months. Frequent extension contact was noted onLy 

in negligible cases in all the centres. This situation 

demands the necessity for orgpnising more extension 

activi ties to contact the fish curers in all the centres. 

4.1.6. Profi tab!li ty: 

Table 10 presents the data classifying the fish 

curers on the basis of their perception on profitability 

of the fish curing technology. Calicut had 5.7% of its 

fish curers perceiving the techQOlogy as most Rrofitable 

while the same category of people constituted 3.2% in 

Malpe and 100,4, in Tuticorin. Cal.tcut had 7.1%, Malpe had 

5.6% and Tuticorin had 2.5% of the fish curers perceiving 

the fish curing techmology as very profitable" 

Re<iarding the people who perceived the technoLogy as 

"profitable', Calicut showed 12.1%, Malpe showed 5.6% 

and Tuticorin had 5%. Fish curers perceiving the 

technology as marginally Qrofitable constituted 25.7/0 

in Calicut, 16% in Malpe and 3(J'/o in Tuticorin. The 

percentages were 36.5-~ 27.2 and 30 in Cal..iCut, Malpe and 

Tuticorin, respectively for the people who perceived the 

technolog~ as least profitable Those who perceived 

the technology as not ~ofitable constituted 12.~/o in 

Callcut, 42.4% in Malpe and 22.5% in Tuticorin. 
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Table 10. Classification of fish curers on the basis 
of their perception o~ profitability of the 
techno 1.29:;l 

-----.. -----~------------.. ----------------------------Calicut Malpe Tuticorin 

Category (N-140) (N-125) (N-40) 
-- .... ------ --------- -..---------. 
No. % No. % No. % 

~------------~--.------------------------------.. -----.. 
Most pro:::i tE'.ble 8 5.70 4 3.20 4- 10.00 

Very profitable 10 7.10 7. 5.60 1 2.50 

Profitable 17 12.10 7. 5,.60 2 5.00 

Marginally 
profitable 3~ 25..7~ 20 16.00 12 30.00 

Least profitable 51 36 .• 50 34 27.20 12 30.00 

Not profitable 18 12.90 53 42.40 9 22.50 

The chi-square value is calculated as 31.961 with 

degrees of freedom 6 which is highl~ significant at 0.1% 

level. That rreans" perception of profitability varies 

from region to region. For working out the chi-square 

value, the three categories viz. most profitable', 

very profitable and profi table were combined. It 1s 

seen from the table that 24. go" of the fish curers in 

Ca1icut re~rted the technology as profitable while the 

corresponding figures for Malpe and Tut1corin are 14.47" 

and 17.5% respectively. In Calicut, 49.4% perceived the 
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techmoLogy as least/non-prof1 table while 69.6% in Malpe 

and 52.5% in Tuticorin. expressed the same view. 

The improved practices will be adopted by the fish 

curers only when they perceive that such practices are 

superior to the existing ones. 

The picture generally shows that the improved fish 

curing technology was not considered highly ~rofitable 

by the fish curers. This factor might have contributed 

to the lower adoption of the technology by the fish 

curers. They should be properly educated about the 

advantages of the technology so as to create a favourable 

attitude towards the improved technology. 

4.1.7. Income: 

Table 11 shows the classification of fish curers on 

the baSis of their income. In Calicut, 25.7% of the fish 

curers had annual income up to ~.4000/- while the 

corresponding figures for Malpe and Tuticorin were 56% 

and 35% respectively. The percentages of fish curers in 

the category of annual income of ~.4000/- to ~.5500/

were 25.7Vo in Cal±cut, 19.~fo in Malpe and 42.5% in 

Tuticorin. Calicut showed 24.3% of the fish curers, 

Malpe showed 13.6% and Tuticorin, showed 10% of the fish 

curers coming in too category of annual income of 
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Table 11. Classification of fish curers on the basis 
of their income 

-----------------------~-------~-------------------------Calicut Malpe Tuticorin, 
Income category (N-140) ( N-12!i) (N-40) 
(Annual) ---------- ---------- ----------

No. % Na.. % No. % 

----~---------------------------------------------------~ 

Up to Rs. 4000/ - 36 25.70 70 56.00 14 

From Rs. 4000/- to 
Rs.5:500/- 36 25.70 24 19.20 17 

From Rs.55Q0/- to 
Rs.7000/- 34 24.30 17 13.60 4 

From Rs.7000/- to 
Rs.8500/- 16 11.40 8 6_.40 0 

From Rs.8500/- to 
Rs. 1OI-OOO/- 8 5.70 1 0.80 1 

Above Rs.10 1 000/- 10 7.20 5 4.00 4 

Rs.5500/- to Rs.7000/-. People with annual income of 

Rs.7oo0/- to Rs.8500/- constituted 11.4% in Calicut and 

6.4% in Ma1pe. Tuticorin did not have any fish curer 

in this category. Recg,arding fish curers wi th annual 

35.00 

42.50 

10.00 

0.00 

2.50 

10.00 

income of Rs.8500/- to Rs.lOOCO/-, Calicut had 5.7%1 Malpe 

had 0.8% and Tuticorin had 2.5%. PeoRle with annual 

income above Rs.10000/- constituted 7.'ZIo in Cal1cut, 4% 

in Mal.pe and 10"'{' in Tuticorin. 
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For computing chi-square value, categories 3 and 4 

(~.5/500-7,OOO and ~.7/000-8,500) and ~ and 6 (~.8,500-

10#000 and above 10,000) were corribined. Chi-square value 

is 38.6 w~th degrees of freedom 6 which is highly 

significant at 0.1% level. This shows that the income 

level and regions are dependend. The income varies from 

region to region. The high income group. falling in the 

last category (Rs.8,SQO/- to Rs.10,000/- and above) comprised 

of 12.~~ in Calicut, 4.8% in Malpe and 12.5% in Tuticorin. 

The middle income group (~. 5, 500-8,500) formed 35.7% in 

Calfuut, 200" in Malpe and loo~ in Tuticorin. Thus the. 

Calicut region was found to be economically better than 

the other regions. 

It was generally seen from the data that most of the 

fish curers came under low income group. This situation 

might have made them unable to adopt improved technology 

which required a slightly more financial investment 

compared to the traditional methods. 

4.1.8. Debt: 

Table 12 presents the classification of fish 

curers on the basis of their debt. People with out debt, 

cohstituted 45% of the fish curers in Ca1icutl 18.4% in 

Ma1pe and 12.5% in Tuticorin. Calicut had 12.1% of the 

fish curers with a debt of up to Rs.250/- while the 
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corresponding figures for Malpe and Tuticorin were 3.?/o 

and 5% respectively. Calicut showed 19.3%, Malpe showed 

28.8"10 and Tuticorin sho~!ed 15% of the fish curers with 

the debt of Rs.250/- to Rs.500/-. People with debt of 

Rs.500/- to Rs.750/- constituted 14.3% in Calicut, 34.4% in 

Malpe and 27.SYo in Tuticorin. Percentages of fish curers 

with a debt of ~.750/- to Rs.1000/- were 8.6% in Calicut, 

15.2 in Malpe and 30"10 in Tuticorin. In the range of debt 

of Rs.1000/- to Rs.1500/-, Calicut had 0.7% and Tuticorin 

had 10% with none in Malpe. 

Table 12. Classification of fish curers on the basi...§ 
of their d~ 

--------------------~-------------------------------------
Category 

Calicut 
(N-140) 

--------- ----------
No. No. 

Tuticorin 
(N-40) 

No. % 
------.---------------------------------------------
No debt 63 45.00 23 1a.40 5 12.50 

Debt up to Rs.250/- 17 12.10 4 3.20 2 5.00 

Rs.25.0/- to Rs.500/- 27 19.30 36 28.80 6 15>.00 

Rs.500/- to Rs.750/- 20 14.30 43 34.40 11 27.50 

Rs.750/- to 
Rs.1000/- 12 :..8.60 19 15J.20 12 30.00 

Rs.1000/- to 
Rs.1500/- 1 0.70 0 0.00 4 10.00 
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For the calculation of chi-square value, categories 

of debt up to ~.500/- are combined. Similarly, 

categories of debt from ~.750/- to ~.l500/- are combined. 

Chi-square value is calculated as ~2.09 with degrees of 

freedom 6 which is highly significant at 0.1% level. Debt 

and region are dependent. Forty five percent of the fish 

curers is free from debt in Calicut whereas only 18.4% 

belonged to this category in Malpe and 12.5% in Tuticorin. 

Debt is high to the rate of 40% in Tuticorin. followed by 

15.2% in Malpe and 9.~/o in Calicut. 

The pacture generally shows that the single largest 

group in Cal1cut did not have any debt while the same 

grou~ in Malpe and TUticorin had debt in the range of 

~.500/- to ~.750/- and ~.750/- ~o ~.1000/- respectively. 

Debt might have affected adversely the extent of adoption. 

of the improved fish curing practices. 

4.1.9. Adoption gap: 

Table 13 shows the classification of fish curers 

on the 1b::asis of their adoption gap. Calicut had 16.4% of 

the fish curers in medium adoption gap while the 

corresponding figures ~or Malpe and Tuticorin were .9.6% 

and 12.5% respectively. Peo~e in th3 category' of high 

adoption gpp constituted 83.6% of the fish curers in 
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Calicut, 90.4% in Malpe and 87.5% in Tuticorin. There 

was no fish curer in low adoption qap in any reg ion. 

Tab.l.e 13. Classification of fish curers on the l:!msis 
of adoption gap in fish curing practices 

------~------------------------------~-~------------------Calicut Ma1pe Tuticorin 
Adoption gap (N-140) (N-125) (N-40) 
category ------------ ---------- -------------

No. % No. % No. % 
-------------.--_ ..... _---------------------------------... --
now 

Medium; 

High 

o 

23 

117 

o 

16.40 12 9.60 

83.~0 113 90.40 

o 
5.. 

35 

The picture generally shows that fish curers in 

12.50 

87.50 

Calicut region had less adoRtion gap comgared to Ma]pe and 

Tuticorin. This may partly be attributed to the higher 

level of education, social participation, perception of 

profitability etc. of the fish curers in Calicut region. 

The influence of the nearby Research Centre of Central 

Institute of Fisheries Technology, where research in fish 

curing is carried out might have also contributed to the 

lower adoption gap in Calicut. 

4.1.10. Knowledte gap: 

Table 14 shows the classification of fish curers on 

the basis of their knowledge ClPP. Peopl.e in low knowledge 
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gap ~ategory consti tuted 9.3% of the fish curers in 

Calicut and 4% in Malpe with nobody in Tuticorin region. 

Calicut had 25.7% of the fish cure15 in medium knowledge 

~p group while the corresponding figures were 22.4% and 

32.5% for Malpe and Tuticorin respectively. Sixty five 

percent of the fish curers in Calicut, 73.6% in Malpe and 

67.5% in Tuticorin showed high knowledge gpp. 

It waS generally seen that knowledge gpp was maximum 

in Malpe and minimum in Calicut. This may be the result 

of the higher level of education, social participation# 

nearness of the research institute etc. in Callcut. More 

extension work has to be carried out to reduce the 

knowledge gap of the fish curefs in all the centres with 

maximum s tress in Malpe region. 

Table 14. Classification of fish curers on the basis of 
their knowledge gal? in fish curing practiCes 

----------------------------------------------------------
Calicut Malpe Tuticorin 

Knowledge IiPP (N-140) ( N-:2S,) (N-40) 
category --------~--- _ .. -------- ----------

No. % No. % No. % 

-~~---------------------~-------------------------------

Medium 

High 

13 

36 

91 

9.30 

25.70 

65.00 

5J 4.00 

28 22.40 

92 73.&0 

o 

13 

27 

0.00 

32.50 

6'1.50 
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4.1.11. Average knowledge gap and adoption ~ap: 

Table 15 shows the average knowledge qap and average 

adoption qap for all the regions under study. Average 

knowledge 9PP was 66.1% for Calicut, 78.2% for Malpe and 

74.17% for Tut!corin. Average adoption gap was 77.65% 

for Calicut, 83.02% for Malpe and 85.72% for Tuticorin. 

Table 15,. Average knowledge gap and adoption gap arrong 
fish cur~ 

-------~-------------------------------~---------------~ 

Centre 
Average 
knowledge 
gap (%) 

Average 
adoption 
gpp (%) 

--------.. ----------------------------------------
Calicut (N-14(l) 

Malpe (N-125) 

Tuticorin (N-40) 

66.10 

78.20 

74.17 

77;.65 

83.02 

85..72 

The chi-square value of knowledge gap is calculated 

as 4.746 with degrees of freedom 2 which is not 

significant. Knowledge gap is independent of region • . 
The calculated value of adoption gpp if; 1.7192 with 

degrees of freedom 2 which is also not significant. 

Therefore adoption gap also is independent of region. 

The table generally shows that knowledge gap and 

adoption gpp in Calicut region are considerably less 
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compared to the figures for Malpe and Tuticorin. A 

positive correlation between knowledge gap and adoption 

gap is noted. Neglecting the minor discrepancies at 

Malpe and Tuticorin, it can be generally con:luded that 

i~rease in knowledge leads to higher rate of adoption. 

A comparatively less knowledge gap and the consequent 

less adoption gap at Calicut can again be partly attributed 

to the hi<;gher level of education, social participation, 

nearness of research Institute etc. T~is shows the 

necessity of intensive extension educatio::. of fish curers. 

It is seen that the adoption level is always lower 

than the knowledge level of fish curers. That means, the 

fish curers have not adopted the technology to the extent 

of their knowledge level. This can be mainly attributed 

to the facts that (a) the fish curers do not have sound 

finance to adopt the new practices, (b) they perceive that 

the cured fish produced by the improved methods which 

involve additional expenditure may not fetdh a proROt~onally 

higher selling price and (c) the a tti tude of fish curers 

has not changed to the required extent. 

4.2. Knowledge level of fish curers 

4.2.1. Construction of improved fish curing shed: 

Table 16 shows the knowledge level of fish curers 

in construction of improved fish curing shed. As the 
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construction of sred is concerned, 8.75% of the fish curers 

in Calicut and 12.5% in Tuticorin have got full knowledCje. 

Partial knowledge on the same aSQ€Ct waS possessed by 

43.5?~ of fish curers in Callcut, 24% inJMalR€ and 3~~ in 

Tuticorin.. In Calicut 47.86% has no knowledge about 

construction of shed while the corresponding figures for 

Malpe and Tuticorin: were 76% and 57.5% respect±vel:r. 

Regprding the provision of drainage facilities 2.5% 

of the fish curers in TuUcorin has full knowledge. 

Partial knowledge is :gossessed by 39.3% of the fish 

curers in Calicut, 25.6% in Malpe and 2!i.Q% in Tuticarin. 

Knowledge on drainage facilities was nil in 60.7.% in 

Calicut, 74.4% in Malpe and 72.5% in Tuticorin. 

In CalfCut, 8.57~ of the fish curers has full 

knowledge on provision of tables/p~a tforms in the curing 

shed. Partial knowledge was p'ossessed by 22.86% of the 

fish curers in Calicut, 30.4% in MalJt€ and 30% in Tuti'corin. 

There was no knowledge on this aS2ect in ~e case of 

6.8.5.7% of the fish curbrs in Calicut, &9.6% in MalJpe and 

7.(Y~ in Tuticorin. 

The picture generally shows that the knowledge of 

fish curers on construction of improved fish curing shed 

is very PJor in all the centres. Huge investment is 
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Table 16. Knowledge l~vel of fish curers-l Construction 
of improved fish curing shed 

----------------------------------------------------------
Practice 

CalJ::Cut 
(N-140) 

Ma1pe 
(N-125) 

------------ ........ -----
No. No. 

'IUticorin 
( N-40) 

-... ~------
NO. --------------------------...... ----------------~~ 

1. Constru- F 
ction of P 
shed N 

2. Provi-
F sian of P drainage 
N facil.ll-

ties 

3. Provi-
sion of F 
talI-les/ p 
plLatforms 
for N 
dressing 
fish 

12 
61 
67 

0 
55 
85 

12 

32 

96 

8.75 
43.5-1 
47.86 

0.00 
39.30 
60.70 

a.5:7 

22.86. 

68.57 

o 0.00 
30 24.00 
95 76,,00 

0 0.00 
32 25 .• 60 
93 74.40 

0 0.00 

38 30.40 

a7 &9.60 

5-
12 
23 

1 
10 
29 

0 

12 

28 

12.50 
30.00 
57.50 

2.50 
25-.00 
72.50 

0.00 

30.00 

70.00 

requ1:red to construc t a modern fish curing shed. The l200r 

fish curers cannot afford that. Prcb:t.1hL.y realising this 

situation, the extension workers might have not discussed 

or stressed or not even distributed literature on 

construction of curing shed. This situation, cou:gl.ed with 

i 
the lack of interest on the part of fish curers, might 

F = full knowledge; P = partial knowledge; N = no knowledge 
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have resulted in the low level of knowledge of the fish 

curers in this practice. Maximum care should be taken 

to educate the fish curers on construction of improved 

fish curing sheds. 

4.2.2. C leaning and rr-.a.in tenance of hygiene: 
~~ 

T2.lJlp. 17 shows the knowledge level of fish C'.lrers 

in cleaning and maintenance of hygiene in fish curing 

shed. In Calicut 20.71% of the people has full knowledge 

on the use of potable water while the corresponding 

figures for Malpe and Tuticorin were 12% and 7.5% 

respectively. Partial knowledge waS JilOssessed by 42.14% 

in CaliCut, 21.~ in Malge and 27.5% in Tuticorin. 

Knowledge on the same aspect Was nil in 37.14% of the 

fiish curers in Calicut, 6&.4% in Mal~ and 65% in TuUcorin. 

In Calicut, 8.5"]0,.(. has full knowledge on the use of 

deter~nts and disinfectants. Fifty five percent of the 

fish curers has partial knowledge in Calicut while the 

corresponding figures were 34.4% and 37.5% for Malpe and 

Tuticorin res~Uvely. Knowledge on this aspect was nil 

in 36.4% of the fish curers in Calicut.l 65.6% in Malpe 

and 62.9% in Tuticorin. 

In Calicut, 16.4~~ has full knowledge on adogtion 

of cleaning schedule while 0.8% has the same knowledge 
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in Lalpe. Partial knowledge was possessed by 54.29% 

of the fish curers in Calicut, 37.6% in Malpe and 

37.5% in Tuticorin. No knowledge waS noticed in 29.2~~ 

in Calicut, 61.6% in Nalpe and 62.5% in Tuticorin. 

In Calicut, 14.2~1o of the fish curers had full 

knowledge on regular washing of mat used for drying 

fish. The same leyel of knowledge was observed in 

7.2% in Malpe and 7.5% in Tuticorin. Partial knowledge 

on this aspect was noted in 27.86% in Calicut, 24% in 

Malpe and 3rylo in Tuticorin. Knowledge was nil in 
-

57.86% in Calicut, 68.~~ in Malpe and 62.5% in Tuticorin. 

The picture generally shows that major part of the 

fish curers has no knowledge about cleaning. 

Cleanliness was not considered as an important aspect 

of fish curing. Fish curers followed the crude method 

for curing fish. Noreover I the unhygienically cured 

fish also had demand in the market. There was no 

agency to control the quality of cured fish particularly 

for internal market. The fish curers are not highly 

educated to understand the impGrtance of hygiene and 

sanitation. All these factors were responsible far 

the lack of sufficient knowledge 8f fish curers on 

this aspect. This situation necessitates organisation 

of rrore extension work to educate them on cleaning and 

maintenance (..f hygiene in fish curing shed. 
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Table 17;. Knowledge level of fish curers-2. Cleaning and 
maintenance of hygiene in fish curing shed 

.~.-~----------------------~-------------------~----~p--~ 

Practices 

Calicut 
(N-140) 

MaJ..pe 
( N-125:) 

----------~- ----~-----
NO. No .. 

Tuticorin 
(N-40) 

---------.. --
---~-------.. ------~--.~---------~---~~---~----------~- .. 
1. Use of 

potable 
water in 
the shed 

2. Use of 
deter-
gents 

- and dis-
infect-
ants 

3. Adoption 
of 
cleaning 
schedule 

4. Regular 
washing 
of mat 
used for 
drying 
fish, 

F 

p 

N 

F 

p 

N 

F 

p 

N 

F 

p 

N 

29 

59 

52 

12 

7'], 

51 

23 

716 

41 

20 

39 

81 

20.71 15 

42.14 27 

37.14 83 

8.57 0 

55.00 43 

36.43 82 

16_.43 

54.29 

29.29 

14.28 

27,.a6 

57.66, 

1 

47 

77 

9 

30 

Be 

12.00 

21.60 

66;.40 

0.00 

34.40 

65.60 

0.80 

37.6.0 

fr1.6O 

7 •• 20 

24.00 

68.8.0 

3 

11 

26 

o 
15 

25 

a 
15 

25> 

3 

12 

25 

7,.50 

27.50 

65.00 

0.00 

37 .. 50 

62.50 

Q.oo 
37.50 

62.50 

7/.50 

30.00 

62.50 

F I: full knowledge1 P = partial knowledge r N = no k~owledge 
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4.2.3. Handling and pre-processing of fresh fish: 

The table 18 shows the knowl~dge level of fish 

curers on handling and pre-processing of fresh fish. 

Full knowledge on use of fresh fish was observed in 

10.71% of the fish curers in Calicut, 11.2% in Malpe and 

2.5% in Tuticorin. In Calicut l 34.29"10 had only partial 

knowledge on this aspect while the corresponding figures 

tor Malpe and Tuticorin were 26.~/e and 42.5% respectively. 

Fifty five percent of the fish curers in Calicut and 

Tuticorin and 62.9',4 in Ma1pe had 00 knowledge about the 

importance of using fresh fish. 

fulL. knowledge on proper washing of fresh fish was 

noted in 11.4~1o of the fish curers in Calicut and 2.4% 

in Malpe. Thirty percent of the fi sh curers in Calicut, 

27.2% in Malpe and 32.5% in Tuticorin had partial 

knowledge on t.h.1s aspecrt. There was no knowledge in the 

case of 58.58% in Calicut, 70.4% in Malpe and 67.9/0 in 

Tuticorin. 

In Calicut, 11.43% of the fish curers had full 

knowledge on proper dressing and evisceration of fresh 

fish while the corresponding figure was 4.8% for Malpe. 

Partial knowledge was observed in 37.86% in CalicutL 

26.4% in Malpe and 32.5% in Tuticorin. Knowledge was 
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Table 18. Knowledge level of fish curers-3. Ha~dl~!lg and 
preprocessing of fish 

, ... 

--------------~--~----~-------~--~--~~--------~~------~~ I 

Tuticorin CaliCut Ma~]te 

Practices (N-140) (N-125) (N-40) 
--.. _-------- --' .. _--------... ~------.. ----
No. % No. % No. % 

---~-~--------------~-----------~-~-------~---~-----------
1. Use of F 15 10.71 14 11.20 1 2.50 

fresh P 48 34.29 33 26.90 17 42.50 fish 
N 77 55.00 78 62.90 22 55 .• 00 

2. Proper F 16 11.42 3 2.40 0 0.00 
washing P 42 30.00 34 27.20 13 32.50 of fresh. 
fish. N 82 58.58 88. 70.40 27 67.50 

3. Proper F 16 11.43 6- 4.80 0 0.00 dressing 
and P 53 37.86 33 26.40 13 32.SO 
eviscera- N 71 SO.71 86 68.80 27 67 .• 50 tion o£ 
fish 

4. Proper F 22 15.7,1 4 3.20 0 0.00 
washing P 65 46.43 38 30.40 13 32.50 of gutted 
fish N 53 37.85 83 66.40 27 67.50 

5,. Use of F 12 80.51 16 12 .. 80 4 10.00. 
ice for 
preser-

p 25- 17..86. 26 20 .. 80 9 22.5.0 

ving N 103 73.5.7: 83 66.40 27 6.,7.50 
fish 

F = full knowledge; P = partial knowledge, N = no knowledge 
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n~l in the case of 50.7~' of fish curers in Calicut, 

68.8";" in Mal:ge and 6..-7.5% in Tuticorin. 

In Calicut, 15.71% of fish curers had full 

knowledge on Jtlroper \'lashing of guttec:i fish while th.€; 

corres];tDnding figure was 3.2'"" for Malpe.. Parti~.l 

knowledge was observed among 46 .4~fo iish curers in 

Calicut, 30.4% in Malpe and 32.5% in Tuticorin. No 

knowledge was possessed on this aspect by 37.85% in 

Calicut, 66.4% in Malpe and 6.7.5% in Tutocorin. 

Ful~knowled~ on use of ice for preserving fish 

was noted in: 8.57% of the fish curers inCalicut, l2.SO.4 

in Malpe and 1~ in Tuticorin. Partial knowledge 'lias 

observed in 17.86% in Calicut, 20.8% in Malpe and 22.5% 

in Tuticorin. Knowledge on this aspect was nil tn 73.57% 

in Calicut, 66.4"-' in Malpe and 67.5% in Tuticorin. 

In this Case a1.so it can be clearly seen t.hat the 

largest group of fish curers do not pOssess any knowledge 

on the imgortance of proper handling ctnd pre-processing 

of fx-esh fish. The tendency is to dispose t."'le fish at a 

reasonable rate immediately after landing fo~ fresh 

consumption. Only the f.1ish which cannot be disposed in 

fresh condition is taken for curing. Very often 

considerable time is lapsed between la~ing and disposal 



of fresh fish. Consequently the fish taken for curing 

become spoiled in many cases. Extension ageocies have 

to stress on this point. 

4.2.4. Salting of fish: 

Table 19 shows the trend of kn()\-l18dge offish curers 

on salting of fish. In Calicut, 14.29% had full knowledge 

on the necessity of using sufficient S,--'1lt while the 

corresponding figures for Malpe and Tuticorin were 13.6% 

and 15.0'''' respectively. Partial knowledge was ~ssessed 

by SA.29",{. in Callcutl 23.2% in Malpe and 42.5% in 

'l'uticorin. No knowledge WaS observed in 31.4JO/o of the 

fish curers in Calicut, 63.2% in Malpe and 42.5% in 

Tuticorin. 

Full. knowledge about using cetrent tanks for sal ting 

fish was observed in the case of 18.5% of the fish curers 

inCalicut l 8"'/0 in Malpe and 2.5% in 'I\lticorin. In 

Calicut, 2~.75Yc had partial knowledge on this aspect and 

in Malpe and Tuticorinl thE: figures were 29.6% and 30'/0 

r~spectively. Knowledge was nil in 55.75% in Calicut, 

E,2.4% in Malpe and 67.5% in Tuticorin. 

Nineteen percent of the fish curers in Calicut, 

10.4% in Malpe and 7.5% in Tuticorin had full knowledge 

on sufficient salting period. Thirty percent in Callcut, 
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Table 19. Knowledge level of fish eyers -4. Salting of fiSh 

------~----------------------------------------------------

Practices 

CallCut 
(N-140) 

Malpe 
(N-125 ) 

Tuticorin 
(N-40) 

------------- ------------- ---.------------
No. % No. Na. 

------------..._-------------------------.. ---------------.----
1. Use of F 

sufficient P 
salt 

2. Sal.Ung 
of fish 
in cement 
tanks or 
other 
suitable 
containers 

3. Allowance 
of suffi
cient 
salting 
period 

4. Covering 
of salted 
fish to. 
av-oid 
flies 

N 

F 

P 

N 

F 

P 

N 

F 

P 

N 

20 14.29 17 

7~ 54.29 29 

44 31.43 7,9 

26 

36 

'b8 

27; 

43 

72 

22 

42 

7~ 

18.50 10 

25..75 37 

55:.75 78 

19.99 13 

30.00 32 

51.00 80 

15.7/1 2 

30.00- 35 

54.29 sa 

13.60 6-

23.20 17 

63.20 17 

8.00 

29.W 

62.40 

10.40 

25.60 

64.00 

1.60 

28.00 

70.40 

1 

12 

27, 

3 

10 

27 

1 

16 

23 

15..00 

42.50 

42.50 

2.50 

3Q.00 

&7.50 

7.50 

25.00 

67.50 

2.50 

40.00 

57:.50 

Table contd. 
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Table 19 contd. 

____ ~ __ ~--~-~-~-------... -----..--.------......... ----tIIII!'.p,-~ .... --~--1 'II1I(I 

Practices 

Ca11cut 
(N-140) 

Malpe 
(N~12S.) 

TuUcorin 
(N-40) 

-~---------- ~----------- -------~-~~~ 
No. % No. % No. --.... -... ---.-.--.--~----~---~--.. -... ,---------------------------- -. 

5>. Rinsing of F salted 
fish :lin p 

£reshl~ N prepared 
salt water 

6. Rernc:wa1 F of urea 
from P 
shark by, N desalting 

7. Removal of F 
self-brine 
and addiiti - P 
on of satu- N 
r a ted brir:e 
in the case 
of p±Ckling 

s. Covering 
the fish 

F wi tn- suf-
ficient p 
quiimtity 

N of brine 
in the 
case of 
p1i:::k 11 1119 

14 10.00 

34 24.29 

92 65.71 

8 5.72 

12 &,.57 

120 85.7/1 

64 45..7il 

7£ 5.3.57 

1 0..7,2 

20. 14..28 

107· 76.42 

13 9.30 

3 2.40 

lS 30.40 

84 67.Z0 

0 0.00 

0 0.00 

125 100.00 

2 1.60 

7;1 56.80 

52 41.60 

2 1.60 

74 59.20 

49 39.20 

0 

15 

25> 

0 

0 

40 

o 
20 

~O 

6. 

20 

14. 

0.00 

37.50 

62.50-

0.00 

0.00 

100.00 

0.00 

50.00 

50.00 

15..00 

50.00 

35.00 

F := full knowledge, P -= partial knowle:lge; N = no knowledge 



2~.6% in Malpe and 25% in Tuticorin had partial knowiedge 

on this aspect. No knowledge was observed in the case of 

~1% of the fish curers in Calicut, 64% in Malpe and 67.5% 

in Tuticorin. 

In Calicut 1~. 71% of the fish curers had full 

knowledge on covering of salted fish to avoid flies while 

the corresponding figures for Malpe and Tuticorin "were 

1.6% and 2.5% respectively. Thirty percent in,Calicut, 

2SOA. in Malpe and 40% in Tuticorin had partial knowledge 

on this aspect. No know:hedge was noticed" in 54. 2~ in 

Calicut, 70.4% in Malpe and 57.S% in Tuticorin. 

Ten percent of the fish curers in C alicut and 2.4% 

in Malpe showed full knowledge on rinsing of sal ted fish 

in freshly :grepared salt water. Partial knowledge was 

observed in tile case of 24.29% of the resIi.X>ooents in 

Cal1cut, 30.4% in Malpe and 37.5% in Tuticorin. There 

was no knowledge on this aspec"t. in 65.71% of the fish 

curers 1n Calicut, 67.?~ in Malpe and 62.5% in Tuticorin. 

On removal of urea from shark flesh by desalting 

the heavily/salted fish, full knowledge and partial 

knowledge were observed only 1n 5.7~~ and 8.~?~ of the 

fish curers respectively in Calicut. Knowledge was nil 

in 85;.71% of the respondents in Calicut and cen t percen t 

in Mal:pe and Tut1cor.irn. 
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Ful.L. knowledge on rerroval of self-br ine and addi ti-on 

of saturated brin~ in ~ickling WaS shown by 45.71% in 

Cal.iicut and 1.6% in Malpe. There was partial knowledge 

in 53.57% in Calicut, 56.8'.,.(, in Malpe and 50'10 in Tuticorini. 

~re was no knowledge on this aspect. in 017'];>10 in 

Calicut 41.6% in Malpe and SOOt, in Tuticorin. 

Full knowledge waS shown by 14.28% of the fish 

curers in Calicut on covering the fish with s1jffici~nt 

brine in :Qickling while the corres~nding figures of Malpe 

and Tuticorin:. were 1.6% and 15% respectively. Knowledge 

was partial in 76.42'10 in Calicut, 59.~1o in Malpe and 50% 

in Tuticorin. There was me knowledge in 9.~h in Calicut~ 

39.?1o in Malpe and 35% in Tuticori n. 

The picture generally shows thr>.t m~jor ::;>art of the 

peo:Q.le in all the centres has no knowledge about many 

aspects of salting fish. Only in the case of removal 

of brine and addition of sufficient quantity 0::: saturated 

brine to cover the salted f~sh, most uf': thE: fish curers 

have partial knowlerlge. In the pJ:cklinq, of .fish for long 

storage period, the fish curers face the problems of 

s:QOilage of salted fish if the self-brine is not replaced 

by fresh brine. On such occasions they were forced to 

understand the problem and solve it. But in the case of 

other aspects of salting, consequence ot faulty method is 
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not surfacing immediately. Such problems are coming up 

at a later stage. By that time the fish curers might 

have sold out the cured fish. So the fish curers are 

not interested or not forced to study such problems and 

acquire sufficient knowledge. Special care has to be 

taken to improve the knowledge of fish curers in all the 

centres particularly in the first six aspects. 

4.2.5. Drying of salted fish: 

Table 20 shows the knowledge level of drying of 

~glted fish. Full knowledge on sufficient drying of fish 

was noted in 81.43% of the fish curers in CaJicut,27.2% 

in Malpe and 22.5% in Tuticorin. Partial knowledge was 

shown by 18.57% in Calicut, 49.6% in Malpe and 47.5% in 

Tuticorin. No knowledge on this aspect was 20ssessed by 

23.~~ in Malpe and 3~~ in Tuticorin. 

In Calicut 77 .. 86% of the fish curers had full 

knowledge on drying of fish on mat while the corresponding 

figures for Malpe and Tuticorin were 32.8% and 32.S0/0 

respectively. Partial knowledge was observed in 22.14% 

in Calicut4 67.?~ in Malpe and 67.5% in Tuticorin. 

Regarding drying of fish on raised platform,8.57% 

had fulL knowledge in Calicut while this WaS 17.6% 1n 

Malpe and 17.5% 1n Tuticorin. Partial knowledge on this 
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Table 20. Knowledge level of fish Cl.lrers ... :.~.v Dryin9._Q;~ 
salt.ed fish 

-------~----------------------------------------------------

practices 

Calicut 
(N-140) 

Malpe 
(N-12~) 

Tuticorin 
(N-40) 

----------~ -----~---- ---~------~--
NO. No. No. % 

~~------------------------------------~-------~------------~ 

1. Suffici- F 
ent dry- p 
ing of 
fish N 

2. Drying of F 
fish. on l? 
mat 

N 

3. Drying 
F of fish 

on p 

raised 
N platform 

4. Drying 
F of fish 

in p 
tunnel N dryer 

114 81.43 

26 18.57. 

o 0.00 

1(0.9 77.86 

31 22.14 

o 0.00 

12 a.57. 

4B- 34.29 

ao 57.14 

19 13-.57 

20 14.29 

101 72.14 

34 27.20 

62 49.60 

29 23.20 

41 32.80 

84 67.20 

o 0.00 

22 17.60 

21 16.80 

82 65.;.60 

9 7.20 

23 18.40 

93 74.40 

9 

19 

12 

13 

27 

o 

7, 

7 

26 

3 

8 

29 

22.50 

47.SO 

30.00 

32.50 

6;7.50 

0.00 

17.50 

17.50 

65..00 

7/.5.0 

20.00 

72.50 

F = full knowledge; P = partial knowledge, N = no knowled~ 
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aspect was observed in 34.2~~ in Calicut, 16.8% in Malpe 

and 17.5% in Tuticorin. In Calicut,57.14% had no 

knowledge on this aspect while the corresponding figure 

for Malpe and Tuticorin were 65.6% and 65% respectively. 

In the case of drying of fish in tunnel dryer, 

13 .57'~ had full. knowledge in Calicut, 7:.2"10 in Mal'ge and 

7,.5% in 'rliticorim. Partial knowledge was observed by 

14 .29%J.!ln Ca.1..1Cut.;. 18.4% in Malpe and 20% in Tuticorin. 

There was no knowlErlge on this aspect arrong 72.14% in 

Calicut, 74.4% in Malpe and 72.9% in Tuticorin. 

The picture generally shows interesting facts that 

all the fish curers in all the centres ei tiler had fu.ll 

or partial knowledge on drying of fish on mat. On the 

other hand, most of the resp-ondents in all the centres 

had no know~edge at all on drying of fish in tnnnel dryer. 

If the salted fish 1s dried on floor, the dried fish will 

have high sand content and so ~or market. To avoid this, 

fish curers are forced to dry the fish on mat which is 

having the minimum cost compared to drying on platform 

or tunnel dryer. This shows that fish curers acquire 

knowledge only when they face sorre problems due to lack 

of knowledge or adoption of the new practices. Extension 

effort should be made to educate fish curers in all the 
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centres particularly on improved method of drying on 

raised platform or in dryer. 

4.2.6. Packing and storage of cured fish: 

Taole 21 presen"cs the data on packing and stora9~ 

of curGd fish. No body waS having full knowledge on 

chemical treatment in cured fish in any of the C'3n tr~s. 

Partial knowledge was observed in 24.29% in CRlicut, 

30.4% in Mal)'fle and 30''' in Tuticorin. As high as 75.71% 

in Calicut, 69.6% in MalQt3 and 7a;, i r.. 'I'"u.ticorir. did not 

have any k·nowledge on this aspect. 

Regarding retail packing of cur~c fish in molyrhene 

bags, 20.7/1% had full knowledge in C'l.licut and 1.6% .tn 

Malpe. Partial knowledge was possessed by 2Cv71~ in 

Cal±Cut, 29~6% in MaliJe and 25% in Tuticorin. No 

knowledge was smwn by 58 .5% in CRlicut.: 68.8%· in t1alpe 

and 7 ~ in Tu tic orin • 

Fulk knowledge on packing of.. C!U"::- ~.j fish .:I.n imp!:"oved 

containers was shown by 15.7% of ~~e fish curers in 

Calicut region. Partial knowledge was observed by 19.3% 

in Calicut, 36.~ in Malpe and 30'/0 in Tuticorin. Six"t.y 

five percent in Calicut, 63.2"1e in Malpe and 70'/0 in 

'i'uticorin had no knowledge on this aspect. 
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Table 21. Knowledge level of fish curers-6J. Packing and 
storage of cured fish 

------------~~--------------------------------------~------Callcut Malpe 

Practices (N-140) (N-125) 
Tuticorin 
(N-40) 

---------------
No. 

-------------------------~~----------------.------~---~---

1. Use of 
chemical 
preserva-
Uves in 
cured 
fish 

2. Retail 
packing 
of cured 
fish in 
pol.ythene 
bags 

3. Bulk: 
packing 
of cured 
fish in 
improved 
containers 

4. Proper 
storage 
of cured 
fish 

F 0 0.00 

P 34 24.29 

N 106 75,,71 

F 29 20.71 
p 29 lO.7:1 

N 82 5a.SR 

F 22 15.7() 

P 27 19.30 

N 91 65.00 

F 0 0.00 

P 28. 20.00 

N 112 80.00 

0 0.00 

38 30.40 

a7, 69.60 

2 1.60 

37 29.60 

86 €l8.80 

0 0.00 

46 36.80 

7,9 63.20 

o 0.00 

45.· 36. .. 00 

80 64.00 

0 

12 

2a. 

0 

10 

30 

0 

12 

28 

o 
15 

25. 

0.00 

30.00 

70.00 

0.00 

25J.00 

75J.00 

0.00 

30.00 

70.00 

0.00 

37;.50 

62.50 

F = full knowledge; P = partial knowledge1 N = no knowledge 
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Nobody showed full knowledge on proper storage of 

cured fish in any centre. Twenty percent in Calicut, 

36% in Malpe and 37.5% in Tuticorin had partial knowledge 

on this aspect. Eighty percent in Calicut, 64% in Ma1.pe 

and 62.5% in Tut:i;corin showed no knowledge. 

The data generally show that fish curers had very 

JPOor knowledge about packing and storage of cured fish. 

Here also it is seen that the fish curer does not feel 

the impact of lack of knowledge on packing and storage 

of cured fish because the dried fish is usually sold out 

to ndddle men wi thin one or two weeks during which no 

spoilage symptom usually starts. The fish curers do not 

want to spend money or acquire knowledge until and unless 

they are adverse1.~ affected by the lack of knowledge or 

lack of adoption. 

The lack of knowledge of fish curers is mainly due 

to their lack of curios! ty I ignorance, less education, 

less sociaL.. participation I lack of suffj.cient extension 

contact, 8 bsence of legal problems against the poor 

maintenance of the curing shed and poor quality of cured 

fish etc. 

4.3. Adoption ·of technology 

4.3.1. Construction of improved fish curing sood: 

Table 22 shows the very poor adoption of technology on 
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construction of fish curing shed. This was not adopted 

fully by any body. In Ca1icut 28.57% and in Tuticorin 

17 .5% of the fi:sh curers adopted this technology partially. 

Al~ the fish curers in Malpe, 71.4JC/o in Calicut and 82.5% 

in 'fut.lccrl n cia not adopt this practice. 

FulL drainage facilities have not been provided by 

any pc .... rty. This technology was partially adopted by 30% 

in Calicut, 18.4% in Malpe and 25% in Tuticorin. Seventy 

percent in Calicut, 81 0 6% in Malpe 2.ilci 75% in Tuticorin 

did not provide drainage facil! tjjes. j,'-lobody in any 

·centre provided table/platform in the fish curing shed. 

It can be generally concluded that adoption of 

technology on cons truction of improved fish curing shed 

is very poor. This is mainly due to lack of sufficient 

fund and legislative neasures. Morover, in I'OC)st of the 

cases, the land on which curing shed is constructed does 

not belong to the fish curers but belongs to either 

Sta tEl Government or Port Departrren t.. '.I.'hey are not 

permitted and also do not want to invest money for 

construction of improved shed on other's land. 

Developmental aq~mies shou.~ come fo::ward to assist 

the fish curing industry to construct im~roved shed. 
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Table 22 ~ Adoption of t€;2hnology-1 construe !Jon of 
improved fish curing shed 

----------------~-----------~--~-------~----~~-~-~----~-

Practices 
Calicut 
(N-140) 

Malpe 
( N-125..) 

-------------- --~----,.. .. 
NO. No. % 

'I\J. tic orin 
(N-40) 

--------------------------------------------------~---------

1. Construe
tion of 
shed 

2. Prov ision 
of 
drainage 
facili
ties 

3. Provision 
of tabJ.es/ 
platforms 
for 
dressinq 
fish 

F 

P 

N 

F 

p 

N 

F 

p 

N 

o 
40 

100 

a 
42 

98 

0 

0 

140 

0.00 

28:.57-

71.43 

0.00 

30.00 

70.00 

0.00 

0.00 

100.00 

o 0.00 

o 0.00 

12~ 100 .. 00 

o 
23 

102 

0 

0 

125; 

0000 
1a,,40 

81.6.0 

0.00 

0,,00 

100.00 

o 
7 

33 

o 
10 

30 

a 
0 

40 

0.00 

17.50 

82.50 

0.00 

25.00 

7.5-.00 

0.00 

0.00 

100.00 

F = full adoption1 P = partial adoption; N = no adop~ion 
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4.3.2. Cleaning and maintenance of hygiene: 

Table 23 shows the level of adoption of cleaning and 

maintenance of hygiene in fish curing shed. Only 9.29"10 

of the fish curers fully used potable water in the shed 

in. Calicut and 2.86% partially, Cent percent of the fish 

curers in Malpe and Tuticorin and 87.95% in Calicut ~ad 

not adopted the use of potable water in the fish curing 

shed. 

In Cal1cut, 17.14% showed full adoption on the use 

of detergents and disinfectants in the shed while it waS 

only 4.8% for Malpe. Partial adoption of this technoLogy 

was noted in 3.~7% in Cal1cut, 4.8% in Malpe and 7.5% in 

Tuticorin. This technology was not at all adopted by 

79.29% in Calicut, 90.4% in Malpe and 92.5% 1n Tuticorin. 

Nobody adopted cleaning schedule in any centre fully. 

Partial adoption was noted in the case of 11.43% in 

Calicut, 9.6% in Malpe and 29% in Tuticorin. Cleaning 

schedule was not adopted by 88.57% of the fish curers in 

Calicut, 90.4% in Malpe and 75% in Tuticorin. 

Thepract1ce of regular Washing of mat used for 

drying fish was adopted fully by 18.57% in Calicut,. 4.8% 

in Malpe and 7.5% in Tuticorin. This practice was 

partially adopted by 25.71% in CaliCut,12% 1n Malpe and 
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Table 23. Adoption of technoloqy;-2 .. SI.S3.).:i . .n..'l._?nd 
maintenance of hygiene in fisj:1 c::~'Ci.!9.-.§.~S 

-~---~--~---------------------------~----~----------------
Cali~u.t Malpe Tut1corin 

Practices (N-140) (N-125.,) (N-40) 

------~--- ----------- -------~ ... 
No. % No. % No. % 

-----~---------------------------------------------------

1. Use of 
p:>table 
water in 
the shed 

F 

p 

N 

2. Use of F 

3. 

4. 

detergents p 
and dis
infectants N 

Adoption F 
of clean- p 
1ng 
schedule N 

Washing of F 
mat used l' for drying 
fish N 

13 9.29 

4. 2.8..6 

123 8,7i.85 

24 171.14 

S, 3.5.7, 

111 79.29 

0 0.00 

16 11.43 

124. 88.57, 

0, 

26- 1R.571 

36 25.71 

7flD 55.72 

o 0.,0,) 

o () .. 'JJ 

125 ::)C .. OO 

6.. 4.80 

6..- 4.80 

113 90040 

0 O~OO 

12 9.6D 

113 90.40 

~ 4.80 

15. 12.00 

104 83.20 

o 
o 

40 

o 
3 

37 

0 

10 

30 

3 

2 

35., 

0.00 

0.00 

100.00 

0.00 

7 •• 50 

92.50 

0.00 

25.00 

75.00 

?i.50 

5...00 

87.50 

F = full adoption 1 P = partial adoption I i.\~ = no adoption 
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5% in Tuticorin. The practice was not adopted by 55~72% 

in Ca1icut, 83.2% in Malpe and 87.5% in Tuticorin. 

In general tE:;chnology of cleaning and mainten.ance of 

hygiene was not adopted by the fish curers.· Main reason 

for not using potable water is its non-availability. Even 

drinking water is not supplied in most of the places. 

Fish curers are not concerned about the cleanliness of the 
I shed due to kack of knowledge and legilsative measures, 

They feeL that they do not get a high8r price for their 

products by maintaining cleanliness in the shed by using 

detergents and disinfectants and following the cleaning 

schedule. It is felt that fish curers \'1ill take interest 

to maintain hygiene if there are some legislative 
, 

measures and also marketing facilities with better price 

for the items produced under such conditions. 

4.3.3. Handling and pre-processing of fish: 

Table 24 shows the adoption level of technology of 

handling and pre-processing of fish. Fresh fish for 

curing was used by 16.42% of the fish curers in Calicut, 

36.SOA. in MalR6 and 12.5% in Tuticorin. Partial adoption 

of this technology was noted in 44.2gcA. 1n Calicut, 40% 

in Mal..pe and 77.~ in Tuticorin. Fresh fish waS not at 

all used by 39.2~~ in Calicut, 23.~/o in Malpe and 1~/O 1n 

Tuticorin. 
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Table 24. Adoption of technologx-3. Handling. and pre
processing of fish 

--~----------------------~-----~---~~-----------.. ~--~ 
Practices 

Calicut 
(N-140) 

Malpe 
( N-125-) 

Tuticorin 
(N-40) 

------------ ~--------- ~~-----~---
No. % No. 

--------------------~-------------------------------~--~---
1. Use of F 

fresh. fi sb. p 

2. Proper 
washing 
of fresh. 
fish 

3. Proper 
dressing 
and evis-
ceration 
of fresh" 
fish 

4. Proper 
washing of 
gutted 
fish 

5. Use of 
ice for 
preserv-
ing fish 

N 

F 

p 

N 

F 

P 

N 

F 

P 

N 

F 

p 

N 

F = full adoption I 

23 16..42 

62 44.29 

55 39.29 

11 

16-

113 

24 

96 

20 

11 

16 

113 

0 

a 
140 

7/.8:6.. 

11.43 

80.71 

17.14-

68..5.7 

14.29 

7:.86-

11.43 

80.71 

0.00 

0.00 

100.00 

l' -= Qartial 

40 

50 

20 

36..00. 

40.00 

23.20 

7i 5. 6U) 

a 7, .. 20 

109 &r; .20 

19 15..20 

72 57,.6:0 

34 27.20 

9 7.20 
7, 5.00 

109 87,.20 

0 OgOO 

0 0.00 

125J 10Cl.00 

adoption; N = no 

5 

31 

4 

o 
o 

40 

3 

6 

31 

o 
o 

40 

0 

0 

4Q 

12.50 

7,7:.50 

10.00 

0.00 

0.00 

10Q.00 

7,.50 

15>.00 

77. .50 

0.00 

0.00. 

100.00 

0.00 

0.00 

100.00 

--
adopt.,ion 
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Practice of proper washing of fresh fish was adopted 

fully by 7.86% in Calicut and 5.6% in Malpe. Partial 

adoption of this practice was noted in 11.43% in Calicut 

and 7,.2% in Malpe. This waS not practiced by 80.71% in 

Calicut, 87.~~ in Malpe and cent percent in TUticorin. 

TechnoLogy of proper dressing and Gvisceration of 

fresh fish Was adopted by 17.14% in Calicutl 15.~~ in 

Malpe and 7.S% in Tuticorin. This practice was partially 

adopted by 68.57% in Calicut, 57.6% in Malpe and 15% in 

Tuticorin. It was not adopted by 14.2g~ in Calicut.,. 

27.2% 1n Malpe and 77.5% in Tu UCorin. 

Technology on ~oper washing 0:1: gut ted fish \VuS 

fully adopted by 7.86% in Calicut and 7.2% in Malpe. 

Partial adoption was noted in 11.43% in Ca1icut and 5.6% 

in btalpe. This practice was not adopted by 80.71% in 

Calicut, 871.2% in Malpe and cent percent in Tuticorin. 

Re~arding use of ice for preserving fish, none 

had shown either full or partial adoption in a:1~ centre. 

The chi-square value was calculated for the 

sub-practices 1) use of fresh fish and 2) proper dressing 

and evisceration of fresh fish. 

4.3.3.1. Use of fresh fish: 

a) FulL adoption: The calculated value of 
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chi-square is 18.392 with degrees of freedom 2 

which is significant at 1% level. Full adoption 

is not independent of region. The adoption of 

this practice is Irore pronounced in Malpe than in 

Calicut and Tuticorin. 

b) Partial adoption: The chi-square value is found 

to be 17.797 with degrees of freedom 2 which is 

significant at 1% l~vel. Partial adoption is 

not independent of region. Partial adoption is 

higher in Calicut and Malpe than in Tuticorin. 

c) Non-adoption: Chi-square value is 16.464 with 

degrees of freedom 2 significant at 1% level 

Non~adoption 1s not independent of region. 

Non-adoption is Jrore pronounced in Crtlicut than 

in the other two regions. 

4.3.3.2. Proper dressing and eviseration of fresh fish: 

a) Full adoption: The chi-square value is found 

to be 2.264 with degrees of freedom 2 which is 

not significant. Full adoption is independen t 

of regime 

b) Partial adoption: Chi-square value is 57.267 

with degrees of freedom 2 significant at 1% 

level. Partial adoption is not independent 
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of regioo. Partial adoption is significantly 

high in the case of Calicut and Malpe. 

co) .lIton-adoption: Here the chi-square value is 

61.8~~ with degrees of freedom 2 significant 

at 1% level. Non-adoption is not independent 

of region. Non adoption is ITOre in Tu tic orin 

than in other centres. 

As in the cases of previous items of technology, 

fish curers genel~lly showed less adoption of the handling 

and pre-processing practices. Usually the landed fish is 

taken for curing only if there is no possibility of 

marketing it as fresh. By this time, fish becomes 

partially s:poiled which is taken for curing. AS there is 

no potable water available, washing cannot be effected 

~roperly. Non-availability of ice is also a problem. 

Tb avoid additional labour and to save time, fish curers 

do not properly eviscerate the fish. They feel that even 

without this step~ cured fish is having demand in the 

market though such items are fetching a lower price. 

Fish curers shall be educated in the importance of 

handling and pre-processing of fish. 

4.3.4. Salting of fish: 

Table 2S shows the adoption of the technology of 

salting of fish. In Calicut,. 23.5:>7% showed full adoption 
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Table 25>. Adoption of technolc9y-4. Sal ting of fish 

-----~--~~~-------------------~~~-~----------~------------

Practices 
Calicut 
(N-140) 

Mal.pe 
(N-125-) 

Tuticorin 
(N-40) 

--~-------~ -----------~ -~------~ 
No. % NO. % No. % 

--------~---------------------------------------------------
1. Use of 

sufficient 
salt 

2. Sal.ting 
in cement 
tanks or 
otrer 
suitable 
contai-
ners 

3. Suffi
cient 
sal.ting 
period 

4. Covering 
of salted 
fish to 
avoid 
flies 

F 

I? 

N 

F 

I? 

N 

F 

P 

N 

33 

20 

a7, 

45. 

95-

a 

36 

28 

76 

F 0 

I? 66 

N 74 

23.57-

14.29 

62.14 

32.14. 

67.86 

0.00 

25J.71 

20.00 

5:4..29 

0.00 

47.14 

52.86 

10 B.OO 

15 12.00 

100 80.00 

42 33.60 

83 66.40 

a 0.00 

8 6.40 

15. 12.00 

102 81.6.0 

o 0.00 

7m 60.80 

49 39.20 

5 

35 

0 

5-

12 

23 

o 
14 

26 

Table contd. 

12.50 

lSl.00 

72.50 

12.50 

87.50 

0.00 

12.50 

30.00 

57.50 

0.00 

35J.00 

65.00 
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Tab~e 2S (contdl 

-------~----------------------------.. ----------------.-~ 
I'ractices 

Calicut 
(N-140) 

Malpe 
(N-12~) 

Tuticorin 
(N-40) 

-----~----- ~----------- -------------
No. No. Na. 

-----------------------------------------------------~------

5. Rinsing of 
salted 
fish in 
freshly 
prepared 
salt water 

6;. ReIOClval of 
self brine 
and addi-
tion of 
saturated 
brine in 
picklinC] 

7. Covering 
the fish 
with 
sU£fi-
cient 
brine in 
pickling 

8-. Rerooval 
of urea 
by desa
lt1 n<1J, 

F 0 
p 115, 

N 25> 

F a 
F 140 

N a 

F a 
p 14Q 

N 0 

F 0 

P 9 

N 131 

0.00 

82.14 

171.86-

0.00 

100.00 

0.00 

0.00 

100.00 

0.00 

0.00 

6,.43 

93.57 

0 0.00 

101 804080 

24 19.20 

a 0.00 

26. 20.00 

99 78.20 

0 0.00 

111 sa.80 

14 11.20 

o 0.00 

o 0.00 

125 100.00 

o 0.00 

8 20.00 

32 80.00 

o 0.00 

o 0.00 

40 100.00 

0 0.00 

5 12.50 

35 a7/.50 

o 0.00 

o 0.00 

40 100.00 

F = full adoption} P = partial adoption, N = no adoption 
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regarding use of sufficient salt while the corresponding 

figures for Malpe and Tuticorin were ~~ and 12.5% 

respectively. Partial adoption was observed in 14.29% in 

Calicut, 12% in Malpe and 15% in Tuticorin. This practice 

was not adopted by 62.14% in Calicut, 8Cflo in Malpe and 

72.5% in Tuticorin. 

In Calicut, 32.14% showed full adoption regarding 

the use of cement tanks or other suitable containers 

while the corresponding figures for Malpe and Tu ticorin 

were 33.36% and 12.5% respectively. Partial adoption was 

noted in 67.86% in Calicut~ 66.4% in Malpe and 87.5% in 

Tuticorin. 

AlLowance of sufficient salting period Was given by 

25.71% in Calicut, 6.4% in Malpe and 12.5% in Tuticorin. 

Twenty percent in Calicut, 12% in Malpe anu 30"10 in 

Tuticorin ado:Qted this practice partially. This was not 

adopted by 54.2~~ in Ca1icut, 81.6% in Malpe and 57.5% 

in Tuticorin. 

Nobody adopted fully the practice of covering the 

salted fish to avoid flies. This prac tice was partially 

adopted by 47.14% in Cal1cut, 60.8% in Malpe and 35% in 

Tu.t.icorin. It was not ado:Qted by 52 .86% in Calicut~ 

39.2% in Malpe and 65% in Tuticorin. 
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The practice of rinsing the salted fish in freshly 

prepared salt water was not fully adopted by any of the 

fish curers in any centre. It WaS partially adopted by 

82.14% in Calicutl 80.8% in Malpe and 2~~ in Tuticorin. 

The practice waS not at all adopted by 17.86% in Calicutl 

19.2% in Malfe and 80"~ in Tuticorin. 

Removal of self-brine and addition of saturated 

brine in pickling of fish Was not fully practised by 

anybody. In Calicut, all the fish curers practised it 

partially and in Malpe 20.~~. This practice was not 

adopted by 79.~" ib Malpe and ceht percent ih Tuticorin. 

The practice of covering fish wi th sufficient brine 

in the Case of ~ick1ing was not fully adopted by any fish 

curer. Partial adoption was noted in 100% of the fish 

curers in Calicut, 88.~~ in Malpe and 12.5% in Tuticorin. 

The practice waS not adopted by 11.2% in Malpe and 87.5% 

in Tuticorin. 

Technology of removal of urea from shark flesh was 

not fully adopted in any centre. Partial adoption was 

noted in 6.43% in Calicut. This technology was not 

adopted by 93. 5T'A in Calicut and cent percent in Malpe 

and Tut.:b:!orin'. 

The chi-square value was calcula.t.ed for the first 

four sub-practices. 
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4.3.4.1. Use of sufficient salt: 

a) FulL. adoption: Chi-square value is calculated 

as 45.43 with degrees of freedom 2 significant 

at 1% level. FullL adoption is not independent 

of region. Full adoption is high in Calicut 

compared to the other two centres. 

b) Partial adoption: Chi-square value is calculated 

as 0.4092 with degrees of freedom 2 which is not 

significant. Partial adoption is independent of 

region. 

c) Non-adoption: The calculated value of chi-square 

is 10.286 with degrees of freedom 2 which is 

significant at S% level. Non-adoption is not 

independent of region. Non-adoption is more in 

Malpe followed by Tuticorin and Calicut. 

4.3.4.2. Salting in cement tanks: 

a) Full aqoption: The calculated value of 

chi-square is 3.148 with degrees of freedoml2 

which is not signific ant. Full adoption is 

independent of region. 

b) Partial adoption: Chi-square value is calculated 

as 11.7492 with degrees of freedom 2 significant 

at ~ level. Partial adoption is not 
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independent of region. partial adoption is 

significantly high in Tuticorin than in other 

region. 

4.3.4.3. Sufficient salting period: 

a) Full adoption: The calculated ~alue of 

chi-square is 18.a71 with degrees of freedom 

2 significant at 1% level. Full adoption is 

not independent of region. Full adoption is 

significantly high in Calicut than in the 

other centres. 

b.> Partial adoption: The chi-square ~alue .1.s 

calculated as 7.331 with degrees of freedom 

2 significant at ~ level. Partial adoption 
-, 

is not independent of region. Partial adoption 

of this practice is more in Tut1corin compared 

to other centres. 

c) Non~adoption: The chi-square is 23.400 with 

degrees of freedom 2 which is significant at 

1% level. Non-adoption is not independen t of 

region. Malpe is having significantly high 

non~adopt1on of this practice. 

4.3 .• 4.4 .. Covering of salted fish to avoid flies: 

a) Partial adoption: Chi-square value is 9.711 
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with de~ees of freedom 2 signifidant at 5% 

level. Partial adoption is not independent of 

region. Partial adoption is significant~y high 

1n Mal:g.e. 

b) Non-adoption: The chi-square value is calculated 

as 9.7Sp with degrees of freedom 2 significant 

at 5% level. Non-adoption is not independent of 

region. Non-adoption of this technique is more 

in Tu tic or in. 

Salt is an important item under inguts in fish curing. 

Often the fish curers are tempted to reduce the expenses 

towards salt by adding less salt. As the salted/dr~ed 

fish is sold out usually within one to two weeks the ~oor 

quaii·ty of .the light sal ted fish is not experienced by the 

fish curers. AS there are no facilities available in some 

sheds, fish curers salt fish without any proper containers 

or tanks. As mentioned earlier, such fish curers do not 

want to spend money for constructing the cement tanks. 

Non-adoption of all other practices under sal ting is due 

to lack of sufficient knowledge of the fis h curers on such 

items. Adoption of the technology on salting of fish has 

to be generally improved. Extension education including 

demonstration of improved methods of salting of fish 

should be or~anised in fish curing yards. 
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4.3.5. Drying of salted fish: 

Table 26. shows the adoption level of drying of 

salted f.ish. Practice of giving sufficient drying time 

was ful~y adopted by 42.14% in Calicut l 35.2% in, Malpe 

and 12.5% in Tuticorin. Ten percent in Calicut, 5.~~ in 

Mal.pe and 22.5% in 'IUttcorin partially adopted this 

technoLogy. This practice was not adopted by 47.86% in 

Ca~1.cut,. 59 .. 2"10 in Malpe and 65% in 'futicorin. 

Practice of drying sal ted fish or. mat was fully 

adopted by 35% in Calicutl 27.2% in Malpe and 12.5% in 

"IUti.corin. Partial adoption was noted in 59.29"" in 
~ 

Calicut, 64.8% in Malpe am 87.5% in Tl.lticorin. The 

practice was not adopted by 5.71% in Calicut and SCIo in 

Malpe. None of the fish curers used raised platform or 

tunnel dryer for drying fish. 

As there is no good market for fish dried on ground, 

most of the fish curers are forced to dry fish on mat. 

Even though quality of fish dried on raised platform or 

in tunnel dryer is better than that dried on mat, fish 

curers do not expect a proportional increase in selling 

price for such dried produ::ts. So they do not adopt the 

imgroved practices of drying fish on raised platform or 

dryer. Moreover their knowledge about raised platform 

and tunnel dryer is also very limited or nil. All these 
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Table 26.. Adoption of technology-5.. Drying of sal ted fish 

------~--~-----------------------------~~---~---------~-

Practices 

CaL'.cut 
( N~1<10) 

MaLpe 
(N-125:) 

Tuticorin. 
(N-40) 

----~------- --~-----~-- ~---------
NOa No. % No. % 

-------------~~---------------------------~---------------.... 

1. Sufficient 
drying cf 
fish 

2. Dr.yi-ng of 
fish c·:: 
mat 

3. Drying of 
fish on 
raised 
platform 

4. Dry.i.nq of 
fish in 
tunnel 
dryer 

F 

I? 

N 

F 

I' 

N 

F 

p 

N 

F 

N 

59 

14 

~7 

49 

83 

8 

o 
a 

140 

o 
o 

140 

42 .14 

10.00 

47.86 

SA 35;.20 

7/ 5.60 

74. 59.20 

35..00 34 

59.29 81 

27.20 

64.80 

8.00 5.71 10 

0.00 

0.00 

100.00 

0.00 

0.00 

100.00 

o 0.00 

a 0.00 

125: 100.00 

o 0.00 

o 0.00 

125 100.00 

5 

9 

26 

12.50 

22.50 

65.00 

5 12.50 

35J 87-.50 

o 0.00 

o 0.00 

o 0.00 

40 100.00 

o 0.00 

o 0.00 

40. 100.00 

F = full. adoption; P c: partial adopt.5.on, N = no adoption 
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f'=IC tors caused the non-adoption of the prac tices of drying 

fish on raised platform and in tunnel dryer. 

4.3.6_. PaCking and storage of cured fish: 

Table 27 shows the adoption of practices in packing 

and storage of cured fish. Chemical treatment in cured 

fish was partially practised by 7,;;20/0 in Malpe. '!his 

practice was not adopted by cent percent fish curers in 

Calicut. and Tu ticorin and 92.8% in Malpe. 

Retail packing of dried fish in ~olythene bags was 

partially practised by 7. 2"~ in Malpe. All the fish curers 

in Calicut and Tuticorin and 92.8% in Mal~ did not adopt 

this practice. Bulk packing in improved containers was 

not adopted by any fish curer in any centre. Proper , 

storage of cured fish was not adopted fully by any: body 

in any centre. This was partially adopted by 22.14% of 

the fish curers in Calicut and 12.5% in Tuticorin. The 

practice was not adopted by 77.86% in Calicutt cent 

percent in Mal:ge and 87.5% in Tuticorin. 

The picture clearly shows the very :goor adoption 

of the improved practices on packing and storage of 

cured fish. Even though. packaging has advanced nuch in 

other items of food, this system has not been adopted 

in fish curing. The main reason is that such packaging 
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Table 27. Adoption of technology::§.. Packing and storage 
of cured fish 

-----------------. ..... _-------------------------------
Practices 

CaliCut 
(N-~A.O~. 

Malpe 
( N-125.) 

_,..c:'~_ .......... ____ _ ________ _ 

No. % No. 

Tuticorin 
(N-40) 

---------.. 
Mo.. % 

------------------------.---------------------------.-----.-
1. Use of F 0 0.00 O. 0.00 0 G...OO 

chem±caJ. 
p::rreserva-

p a 0.00 9 7,.20 G. 0.00 

tives .:i.n N 140 100.00 11(1 92.00 40 100.00 
cured :i:ish 

2. Reta.iJ •. 
F 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 packLr.q 

of cU!:',=d I? 0 0.00 9 7:.20 0 0.00 
fish in; 

N 140 100.00 116., 92 .. 80 40 100.00 pol:..ythene 
bags 

3. Bulk pack- F 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
ing of p 0 0.00 0 0 .. 00 a 0.00 cured fish 
in irrtproved N 140 100.00 l25J 10G.00 40 100.00 
containers 

4. Proper F 0 0.00 0 0000 0 0.00 
storaqe p 31 22.14 0 O.CO 5. 12.50 of cured 
fish N 109 77.86 125> 100.,00 35 87.50 

F = fulL. adoption 1 1) = partial adoption 1 N = no adoption 
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materials are very costly and cost of packing cured fish 

in such materials will not be compensated by the selling 

price of the cured fish. Therefore fish curers are not 

prepared to make any advancement in this line. Usually 

the spoilage of cured fish starts after the disposal of 

the products from the curing yards. So fish curers do 

not face the major problems of spoilage of cured fish~ 

'n')erefo1:-e they are not interested to give any chemical 

treatmcmt in cured fish. Lack of kno,.;ledge on chemical 

treatment also adds to partial or non-adoption of ~~s 

practice. At present, the middle men who purchase cured 

fish from the curing yards also are not prepared to give 

higher rate for the treated products. All these factors 

force the fish curers not to give any chemical treatment 

to the cured fish. They cannot store the fish pro:perlly 

due to lack of space in the curing yard. Fish curers 

have to be educated on these practices and e,rrangcments 

should be made for the fish curers to get higher price 

for the properly packed and stored cured fish. 

4.4. Knowledge gap 

Knowledge gap in different fish curing regions under 

the investigation was studied in relation to various 

factors like age, education, social part.icipation, 
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contact with extension agency, perception of profitability, 

income and debt of the fish curers. 

4.4.1. Knowledge gap in relation to age: 

Figure 2 shows t.l:1e knowledge gap in relation to age 

of the fis~l curers in Calicut regio:]. .among fish curers 

in the age group up to 30 years, 36.8% sho~led low 

knowle~ge gapl 36.~/o showed medium knowledge gap and 26.4% 

ShoWEd l-..j.gh knowledge gap. In the case of respondents in 

the age group of 30 to 35 years, 37.5% comes under low 

knowledge gap, 25% under medium knowledge gap and 37.5% 

under high knowledge gap. It was observed thCl.t arrong fish 

curers in the age group of 35 to 40 years, 35.7% had medium 

knowledge gap, 64.3'/0 with high knowledge gap and nobody 

was in low knowledge gap category. In the case of fish 

curers of 40 to 45 years, 23.3'10 showed medium knowledge 

gap, 76.710 high knowledge gap and nobody showed Low 

knowledge ga2. Regarding peo~le in th8 age group of 45 to 

50 years, 20.9% recorded medium kno\i11edqe gap, 79.1% showed 

high knowledge gap and nobody was in low l<nowledge gap 

group. Among those above 50 years old, 27.8% showed medium 

knowledge gap, 72.?/o high knowledge gap and nobody shewed 

low knowledge gap. 

Trend of knowledge gap in relation to the age of 

the fish curers in Malpe is shown in Fig.3. 'IWent:r- five 
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percent of the fish curers in the age group up to 30 

years shCMed low knowledge gap, 75% showed medium 

knowledge gap and nobody sho\'led high knowledge gap. Low 

knowledge gap was observed in 14.YIo, medium knowledge gap 

in 50% and high knowledge gap in 35.7'10 of the respondents 

in the age range of 30 to 35 years. Among responden ts 

in the age grou:p of 35 to 40 years, 7 ~1"'10 showed low 

knowledge gap, 35.710 medium knowledge gap and 57.1% high 

knowledge gap. Regarding fish curers in 40 to 45 years6 

16.1% showed rredium knowledge gap, 83.SYc sh.owed high 

knowledge gap and none showed low knowledge gap. In the 

case of peo~le between the age of 45 and 50 years, 11.1% 

showed medium knowledge gap, 88.9% showed high knowledge 

gap and none showed low knowledge gap. In the Case of 

respondents with age of 50 years and above, 9.1% recorded 

medium knowledge gap, 90.~1o high knowledge gap and nobody 

showed low knowledge gap. 

Figure 4 shows the l:?icture at Tuticorin. All the 

respondents in the age group of up to 30 years, 30 to 

35 years and 35 to 40 years showed medium knowlege gap. 

In the case of people with 40 to 45 years, 66.7% showed 

medium knowledge gap and 33 _ 3% high knowledge gap_ Arrong 

fish curers in the age groug of 45 to 50 years, 23.5% 

showed medium knowledge gap, 76.5% high knowlege gap 
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and none shOlled low knowledge gap. All the resliOndents 

wi th the age above 50 yea.rs showed high knowledge gap. 

In general, the knowledge gap in improved methods 

of fish curing practices was found to be ITOre in aged 

people compared to the younger ones. 

4.4.2. Knowledge gap in relation to edllcat.1.onal level: 

1?.igure 5 shows the trend of knowledge gap in 

rela 1"'_"1.on to the educational.. level of fish curers in 

Calicut. Arrong illiterate fish curers,- 33.3% showed 

medium knowledge gap, 66.7% showed high knmdedge ~ap 

and none showed low knowledge gap_ In t.1-}'3 case of those 

who could only read, 25% showed medium knowledge gap, 75% 

showed high knowledge ~ap and none showed low k~~ledge 

gap_ Twenty percent of the peo~e who could read and 

whi te had medium knowledge gap, 80>10 high knowledge (Jap 

and none had low knowledge gap. Regprding fish curers 

with primary school education, 24.1% sho~.yed medium 

knowledge gap, 75.9'/0 high knowledge C]Iap and nobody soowed 

low knowledge gap. It was observed that 11.5% had low 

knowledge gap~ 34.6% had medium knowledge gap and 53_~/o 

had high knowledge gap in the case of fish curers with 

middle school.. education. Among peo:ple wi th high. school. 

education, 62.5% had lowl 25% had medium and 12.5% had 

high knowledge gap. 
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EXamining the case of fish curers in Malpe under 

Figure 6, it was found that 11.~/O of the illiterate had 

medium, 88.~/o had high and nobody had low knowledge gap.. 

~ll the p'eopLe who could only read showed high knowledge 

gap. I n the case of fish curers who could read and wri te, 

25% showed medium and 75% showed high knowledge gap with 

nobody in the category of low knowledge gap. Anong people 

with primary school education, 40'/0 showed nedium and 60".4 

showed high knowledge gap with none in low knowledge gap 

category. Regarding the respondents with middle schoo~ 

education, 23.5% showed low, 47.1% shoWed medium and 

29.4% showed high knowledge gap. Under the category of 

people with high school education, 57.1% showed low, 

28.6% showed medium and 14.3% showed high knowledge gap. 

Coming to the case of Tuticorin in Figure 7, 12.5% 

of the illiterate had medium, 87.5% had high and none had 

low knowledge gap. Among those who could only read, 9.1% 

showed medium knowledge gap, 90.9% sly')'lled high knowledge 

gap and none showed low knowledge gap_ In the case of 

fish curers who could read and write~18.2% had mediuml 

a1.SOIo had high and none had low knowledge gap. Recgprding 

the people with primary SChooL.. education, 8~" had medium, 

20''' had high and nobody had low knowledge gap. All the 

people with middle school and high school education 

showed medium knowledge (jIPp. 
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It could be generally inferred that when the 

education level was higher the knowledge gap was lower. 

This showed that knowledge gap could be reduced by giving 
nore education. 

4.4.3. Knowledge gap in relation to social participation: 

Figure 8 reveals the knowledge gap i~ relation to 

the social participation of the fi~h curers in Calicut 

region. Among those who had no mel"liltlership in any 

organisation, 26.JOIo showed medium# 73.7% showed high and 

none showed low knowledge gap. In the case of people with 
meniliJership in one organisation, 20.9% showed medium # 

79.1% showed high and none showed low knowledge gap. 

Regarding the people with membership in more than one 

organisation, 3.6% showed low knowledge gap, 39.~1o medium 

and 57.1% showed high knowledge gap. Among fish t:urers 

who were office bearers in one organisation, 46.TIo showed 

low knowledge ~p# 23.1% showed medium knowledge gap and 

30.~1o showed high knowledge ~ap. 

Figure 9 presents the case of Malpe. Arrong fish 
curers with no membershLp in any organisation, 4.5% showed 

medium, 95.5% showed high and none showed low knowledge 
gap. In the case of people wi th membership in one 

organisation, 15.5% showed medium, S{.5% showed high and 

nobody showed low knowledge gap. Regprding people with 

membershi~ in more than one organisation, 10.5% showed low, 
57.~/O showed medium and 31.6% showed high knowledge gaR. 

In the case of fish curers who were office bearers in one 

organisation, 23.1% showed low, 53.~/o showed medium and 

23.1% showed high knowledge gap. 
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Figure 10 shows the trend of knowledge gap in 

Tuticorin.. All the fish curers who had no menibership in 

any organisation showed high knowledge gap_ Among those 

who haG menibership in one organisation~ 2~h showed medium~ 

SO'h showed high and none showed low }<nowledge gap. 

Regarding the respondents having rre.mbership in more than 

one organisation 57.1% showed medium~ 42.~h showed high 

and none showed low knowledge gap. All the fish curers 

who were office bearers in one organisation showed medium 

knowledge gap. 

It could be generally concluded that knowledge gap 

was less when the level of social participation of fish 

curers was rrore. 

4.4.4. Knowledge gap in relation to the contact with 

extension agency: 

Figure 11 illustrates the knowledge gap of flh·~ fish 

curers in Calicut region in relation to their contact 

wi th extension agency. Among those having weekly contact 

with extension agency, 66.7% had low knowledge gap and 

33.?~ had medium knowledge gap with nobody having high 

knowledge gap. In the case of respondents with fortnightly 

contact with extension agency, 62.5% showed low, 25% 

showed medium and 12.5% showed high knowledge gap 0 Am:mg 

those having monthly extension contact, 11.1% recorded 

lowl 33.~/o showed medium and 55.6% had high knowledge 

gap_ Regarding the fish curers having extension contact 

once in two months, 14.~/o showed low knowledge gap, 

28.6% showed medium and 57.1% showed high knowledge gap. 
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It was found that 27.5% of the J;?eople having extension 

contact once in three months had medium knowledge gap. 

72.5% had high knowledge gap and nobody showed low 

knowledge qap. Again, 27. 9"~ of the fish curers with 

extension contact once in six months showed medium and 

72.1% showed high knowledge gap with nona i:1 low knowledge 

gap category. 

Figure 12 presents the data pertaining to Malpe. 

Fifty percent of the fish curers with weekly extension 

contact showed low knowledge gap and the remaining SerA. 

showed high knowledge gap. Twenty five percent of the 

respondents with fortnightly coritact showed low, Sa{ 

showed tnedium and 25% showed high knowledge gap. Arrong 

the fish curers with rronthly extension contact, 14.~~ 

showed low, 64.3% showed mediwn and 21.4% srowed high 

knowledge gap. Ten percent of the people with extension 

contact once in two rronths had low knowledge gap, S~ 
" 

had medium an~ 4~~ showed high knowledge gap. Regarding 

people having extension contact once in three months, 

12.7% showed rredium, 87. 3'h showed high and none showed 

low knowledge gap. Ten percent of the fish curers with 

extension contact once in six rronths showed nedium 

knowledge gat;!~ and 9C1~ showed high knowledge gap with none 

under low knowledge gap categery. 
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Figure 13 shows the situation in Tut1corin. All the 

fish curers with weekly and fortnightly extension contact 

showed medium knowledge gag. Arrong those having rronthly 

extension contact, 6~1o showed medium and 4alo showed high 

knowledge gap- with none in low know.l.edge gap category. 

Fifty percent of the fish curers having extension contact 

once in two months srowed medium knowledge gap while the 

remaining 5<7,{. showed high knowledge gap. Twen ty percent 

of the people with extension contact once in three months 

showed medium knowledge gap and the remaining 8~1o sh~jed 

high knowledge gap. All the fish curers having extension 

contact once in six rronths soowed high knowledge gap. 

The results in general showed that the knowledge 

gap increased when the frequency of extension contact 

was less. This shows that more extension work among fish 

curers soould be conducted to reduce the knowledge gap. 

4.4.5. Knowledge gap in relation to the profitability 

of technoliogy as perceived by fish curers: 

F1:gure 14 shows the relation between knowledge gap 

and profitability of the technology as perceived by the 

fish curers in Calicut. Seventy five percent of the 

respondents having the perception about the fish curing 

technology as rrost profitable showed low knowledge gap, 
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12.9% showed medium and 12.5% showed high knowledge gap. 

Among those who perceived the technology as very 

profitable , 4~~ showed low, 4~~ showed medium and 2~~ 

showed high koowledge gap. Regarding fish curers 

perceiving the technology as profitable", 5.~1o showed 

low, 41.?1o showed medium and 52.~~ showed high knowledge 

gap. In the case of fish curers perceiving the technology 

as marginally profitable, 2.Q% showed low, 25% medium 

and 72.2% showed high knowledge gap. Among the people 

perceiving the technology as least profitable, 21.6% 

showed medium, 78.4% showed high and none showed low 

knowledge gap. However, 5.6% of the people perceiving 

the technology as not profitable showed low knowledge 

gap compared to 22.2% showing medium and 72.2~ showing 

high knowledge gap. 

Figure 15 presents the data pertaining to Malpe. 

Fifty percent of the fish curers with the perception as 

most profitable showed low and serlo showed medium 

knowledge gap wi th none having high knowledge gap. Arrong 

peopl.e with perception of technology as very profitable, 

14.3% showed low, 57.1% showed medium and 28.6% showed 

high knowledge gap_ In the case of fish curers with 

tht;; perception as profi table, 14.3% had 

low, 28.6% had medium and 5.7 .1% had high knowledge gap. 
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Five percent of the peoRle wi th the ~rception as marginally 

profi table showed low, 40"10 showed medium and 55% shewed 

high knowledge gaR. Among fish curers perceiving the 

technology as least profitable, 14.7% showed medium and 

85.Y/O showed high knowledge gap with none having low 

knowledge gap. Regarding fish curers with the perception 

as not profitable, 11.3% showed medium knowledge gap and 

and 88.7% showed high knowledge gap with none having low 

knowledge (jap. 

Figure 16 shows the knowledge gap in relation to 

the profitability of the technology as perceived by the 

fish curers in Tuticorin region. All the res:gondents 

having the perception of technology as most profi table I 

very profitable and profitable showed medium knowledge gap. 

Among those having the perception of technology as 

marginalLy profitable, 33.Y/o showed medium and 66.7/0 high 

and none showed low knowledge gap. In the case of peo~1e 

perceiving the technology as leas~ profitable l 16 o ?Vo 

showed medium knowledge gap, 83.YIo showed high knowledge 

gap and none showed low knowledge gap. All the fish 

curers perceiving the technology as not profitable showed 

high knowledge gap. 

In general, it was seen that the knowledge gap was 

reduced when the fish curers perceived the improved fish 
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curing practices as profitable. When the fish curers were 

convinced about the profitability of the technology they 

might gather nore knowledge about the sarna. Therefore I 

to reduce the knowledg~ gap, intensive extension efforts 

have to be made. 

4.4.6. Knowledge gap in relation to income: 

Figure 17 shows the knowledge gap in relation to 

the income of the fish curers in Calicut. Anong the 

people having annual income up to ~.4000/-, 27.~1o showed 

medium knowledge gap and 72.2% showed high knowledge gap. 

In the case of people having annual income of Rs.4000/-

to Rs.5500/-, 22.2% showed medium and 77.8% showed high 

knowledge gap. Regarding those having annual income 

between Rs.5500/- and Rs.7000/-, 2.~1o had low~ 26.5% had 

medium and 70.6% had high knowledge gap. Arrong the fish 

curers with the annual income of Rs.7ooo/- to Rs.8500/-, 

12.5 showed low, 31.3% shpwed medium and 56.3% showed 

high knowledge gap. It was found that 37.5% of the fish 

curers having annual income of Rs.8500/- to Rs.l0 , 000/

had low, 5~1o had medium and 12.5% had high knowledge gap. 

Sixty percent of the Q€OQle wi th annual income above 

Rs.10,OOO/- showed low, 3~1o medium and 1~1o showed high 

knowledge gap. 
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Figure 18 presents the data pertaining to Malpe 

region. Arrnng fish curers having annual income up to 

~.4000/-, 7.1% showed medium knowledge gap and 92.~1o 

showed high knowledge gap. In the Case of peoRl.e with 

annual income ~.4000/- to ~.5500/-, 33.3% showed medium 

knowledge gap whil.e 66.,7% had high k!1o'A'ledge gap. It 

was seen that 17.6% of the fish curers having the annual 

income of Rs.5500/- to ~.7000/- showed low, 35.Y/c. showed 

medium and 47.1% showed high knowledge qap. Regarding 

the responden ts with annual income of Rs. 7000/- t~ 

~.8500/-, 12.5% had low, 37.5% had medium and 5reo had 

high knowledge gap. The single fish curer vJi th t..'1e annual 

income in the range of ~.8500/- to ~.10,000/- shO'Ned 

medium knowledge gap. Forty percent of the' fish curers 

having annual income above ~.10,000/- showed 1m:". 40% 

showed medium and 2alo showed high knowledge gap. 

The situation in Tuticorin is described in 

Figure 19. All the fish curers "J1 t:"l annual income up to 

~. 4000/- showed high knowledge gap. In the case of the 

respondents having the annual income between ~.4000/

and ~.5500/-, 35.~ had medium and 64.710 had high 

knowledge gap. Fifty percent of the fish curers ':V'ith 

annual income of ~.5500/- to ~. 7000/- showed medium 

knowledge gap and 5~ showed high knowledge gap. The 
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single fish curer with the annual income in the range of 

Rs.8500/- to 10,000/- showed medium knowledge gap. All 

the fish curers having the income above Rs.10,OOO/- shoWed 

medium knowledge gap. 

The data generally showed t~at kn01.V'ludge gap was 

rrore when income was less. The b'3t t.er financial position 

of the fish curers might have helped them to gather rrore 

knowledge on imQroved technology and adopt it. 

4.4.7. Knowledge gap in relation to debt: 

Figure 20 shows the knowledge gap of the fish 

curers in Calicut in relation to their debt. Am:mg peoJ2~e 

without any debt, 20.6% showed low, 28.6% showed medium 

and 50.8"" showed high knowledge gap. In the case of 

people with debt up to Rs.250/-, 17.6% showed medium 

knowlwge gap and 82.4% showed high knowledge gap. It 

was seen that 14.8"" of the people with a debt of Rs~250/

to Rs.500/- had medium and 85.ZIo had high knowledge gap. 

Re<jlarding the fish curers with debt. of Rs.500/- to Rs.750/-, 

35% showed medium and 65% showed high knowledge gap with 

none in low knowledge gap category. Coming to the group 

of people having debt of ~.750/- to Rs.1000/-, 33.3% 

showed medium knowledge gap and 66.~1o recorded high 

knowledge gap. The single fish curer wi th debt in the 

range of ~.lOQO/- to 1500/- showed medium knowledge gap. 
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Figure 21 shows the knowledge gap of the fish 

curers in Malpe in relation to their debt. Arrong those 

having no debt l 21.~h showed low~ 43.4% showed medium and 

34.SC/o showed high knowledge gap. Fifty percent of the 

fish curers with a debt of up to ~.250/- showed med1~ 

knowledge gap and 5~/o Showed high knowledge qap with nobody 

in the low knowledge gap group. In the case of fish 

curers having debt of Rs.250/- to ~.500/-, 22.2% showed 

medium and 77.8'"/0 showed high knowledge gap. It was found 

that 11.6% of the respondents with a debt of ~.500/- to 

Rs.750/- had medium knowledge gap and 88.4% had high 

knowledge gap. Regarding the people wi th a debt of 

Rs.750/- to Rs.l000/-, 15.~/o showed medium knowledge ga~ 

and 84.?/O showed high knowledge gap with none under the 

category of low knowledge gap. 

The data collected from Tuticorin is presented in 

the Figure 22. All the fish curers without any debt or 

with debt up to ~.250/- showed medium knowledge gap. 

Fifty percent of the people with the debt of Rs.250/- to 

Rs.500/- showed medium knowledge gap while the remaining 

5(1/0 had high knowledge gap. In the case of fish curers 

with a debt of Rs.500/- to Rs.750/-, 27.~/o showed medium 

and the remaining 72.7% showed high knowledge gap. It 

was found that 8. ~Io of the respondents wi th a debt 6f 
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~.750/- to ~.1000/- had medium knowledge gap and 91.TIo 

had high knowledge gap with none having low knowledge 

gap. All the fish curers with a debt of ~.1000/- to 

~.1500/- showed high knowledge gap. 

The resul ts in g~ner al showed that the knowledge 

gap was reduced when debt was decreased. The extension 

education should be intensified so as to instill more 

knowledge and spirit in the fish curer to adopt the 

improved technology of fish curing so as to increase his 

income and save him from debt. 

The youn~r fish curers are naturally more educated 

and having more contact with extension agency and social 

participa tion. They are having a pasi ti ve perception on 

the profitability of the im12roved practices. All these 

variables are in~rrelated and are negatively correlated 

wi th the knowledge gap. These si tuations lead to more 

learning of fish curers on fish curing technology reducing 

the knowledge gap. Similarly a higher income helps fish 

curers to create a situation favourable to more learning. 

4.5. Adoption g~p 

Adoption gap in different fishing regions was 

studied in relation to the knowledge gaPI sex, age, 

education, social participation, contact with extension 
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agency, perception of profitability, income and debt of 

the f ish curers. 

4.5.1. Adoption gap in relation to sex: 

Table 28 shows the adoption gap in relation to the 

sex of the fish curers in Calicut region. Male members 

dominated iJa this region. Eighty three percent of male 

menbers showed high adoption gap and 16.8% showed medium 

adoption gap. Regarding female members~all have showed 

high adoption gap. 

Table 28. Adoption gap in relation to sex in Calicut region 

( N-140) 

~------------------------------~--~--------------------------

Sex 
Total 
number 

Adoption gab? 

-~ ..... ---~------------------~-----Low Medium High 
No. % No. % No. % 

----------~-----~-----------------~-------------------~~----
Male 136 o 0.00 23 16.80 113 63.00 

Female 4 o 0.00 o 0.00 4 100.00 

Table 29 shows the trend of adoption gap at Malpe. 

In this area, female fish curers dominated in fish curing 

inJustry. Arrong male members, 79.:J'1o showed high adoption 

gap and 20.7% showed medium adoption gap. In the case of 

female members, 92.710 had high and 7.~/O had medium 

adopt10 n gap_ 
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Table 29. Adoption gap in relation to sex in Malpe region 

(N-125) 

~--------------------------------------------------------

Sex 
'Ibtal 
number 

Adoption gaQ 
------------------~---------~-~------

Low 
No. % 

Medium 
NOD % 

High 
No. % 

----------------------------------------------------------
Male 29 o 0.00 6 20.70 23 79.30 

Female 96 o 0.00 7 7.30 89 92.7iO 

Table 30 reveals the picture in Tuticorin. In this 

centre, male merrbers dominated the industry. Among male 

members, 86.ZYo showed high adoption gap and 13.~fo showed 

medium adoption gap. In the case of female merrbers, all 

were under high adoption gap category. 

Table 30. Adoption gap in relation to sex in Tuticorin 
region 

(N-40) 

----------------------------------"------------------------
Sex Total 

n\.lI\'lber 

Adoption 9-ap 
~-----------------------------------Low Medium High 
No. % No. No. 

---------------------------------~------------------------
Male 37 o 

Female 3 o 

o 5 

o o 

13.80 32 

0.00 3 

86.20 

100.00 
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The results of all the three centres generally 

showed that adoption gap was comparatively less among 

male rrembers. Females are generally having less tirre 

available for learning, social participation, contact 

with extension agency etc. This situation reduces the 

chances for exposure to improved fish curing practices 

leading to higher adoption gap compared to male members. 

More care has to be taken in ~ducating female fish curers 

so as to improve their knowledge, skill and attitude and 

enhance adoption rate. 

4.5.2. Adoption gap in relation to age: 

Table 31 shows the range of adoption gap in Calicut 

in relation to age group. Arrong fish curers under the 

age group up to 30 years, 68.4% showed medium adoption 

gap while 31.6% people recorded high adoption gap. In 

the case of fish curers under the age group of 30 to 35 

years, 62.5% showed medium adoption gap and 37.5% showed 

high adoption gap. All the fish curers under the age 

grouP of 35 to 40 years, 40 to 45 years, 45 to 50 years 

and above 50 years Showed high adoption gap. 

Table 32 shows the trend in Malpe region. Medium 

adoption gap was noted in the case of 75% of the fish 

curers in the age group up to 30 years while 25% 



Table 31. Adoption gap in relation to age in Ca1icut region 

(N-140) 
-----------------------------------------------------------

Adoption @p 
Age group Total ----------------~----~-~--------------

number Low Medium High 
No. % No. 'Yo No. % 

--.-..----------------------------------------_ .. -------_--. 
Up to 30 
years old 19 0 0.00 13 68.40 6 31.60 

30 to 35 
years 16 a 0.00 10 62.50 6 37.50 

35: to 40 
years 14 0 0.00 a 0.00 11 100.00 

40 to 45 
years 30 0 0.00 0 0.00 30 100.00 

4S to 50 
years 43 0 0.00 0 0.00 43 100.00 

Above 50 
years 18 0 0.00 o. 0.00 18 100.00 

showed high ·adoption gap in the same age grou~ Among fish 

curers in the age group of 30 to 3~ years, 50% showed 

medium adoption gap and the remaining 5afo recorded high 

adoption age. All the fish curers in the age groups of 

35 to 40 years, 40 to 4S years, 45 to 50 years and above 

50 years showed high adoption gap. 
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Table 32. Ado12tion ga12 in relat.:!-on to age in Mall2§: region 

(N-125) 

----------~----------------------------------------------Adoption gap 
Age group Total ------------------ ---------------~ 

nurrber Low Medium High 
No. % No. % No. % 

----------------~-----------------------------------

Up to 30 
years old 8 0 0.00 6 75.00 2 25.00 

30 to 35 
years 14 0 0.00 7 50.00 7 50.00 

35 to 40 
years 14 0 0.00 0 0.00 111, 100.00 

40 to 45 
years 31 0 0.00 0 0.00 31 100.00 

45 to 50 
years 36 0 0.00 0 0.00 36 100.00 

Above 50 
years 22 0 0.00 0 0.00 22 100.00 

Table 33 shows the results in Tuticorin. It was 

observed that all the fish curers in the category ~ up 

to 30 years and 30 to 35 years showed rredium adoption 

gap. Similarly all the fish curers in the age group8 of 

35 to 40 years, 40 to 45 years and above 50 years Showed 

high adoption eJPp. Only in the age group of 45 to 50 

years, 94.2'''' of the fish curers showed medium adoptio n 

gap and 5.~~ showed high adoption ~ap. 
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Table 33. AdoEtion SlaE in relation to aSle in TutiG::orin 
reSlion 

(N-40) 

-~~~----------------~---------------------------------~-Adoption ga:g 
Age group. Total -----------------------------... ~--.-

number Low Medium High 
No • % No. % No. % 

.-.-----------~-------------........ -----.. ----~ ... ----~-.---
Up to 30 
years old 2 0 0.00 2 100.00 0 v.CO 

30 to 35 
years 2 0 0.00 2 100.00 0 0.00 

35 to 40 
years 1 0 0.00 0 0.00 1 lOO.OQ 

40 to 45 
years 6. 0 0.00 0 0.00 6 100.00 

45 to 50 
years 1'J 0 0.00 16- 94.20 1 5.80 

Above 50 
years 12 0 0.00 0 0.00 12 100.00 

It was generally observed that no fish curer~ was 

seen in low adoption gap group 1n any of the three 

regions. In the case of Calicut and Malpe regionsl the 

general trend was that adoption gap increased with the 

increase in age of the individual fish curer I However, 

~s could not be substantiated in the case of Tuticorin 

regiCl'l. 

As explained already under knowledge gap, the aged 

people are usually having less education, less social 
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participation, less contact with extension agency and low 

perception of profitability of the improved practices. 

These situations might have led to a higher adoption gap 

among aged fish curers compared to younger ones. However 

this trend cannot be generalised 1n all regions because 

even the younger fish curers may show high adoption gap 

if other factors are unfavourable. 

4.5.3. Adoption gap in relation to education: 

Table 34 ShO-II'TS the adoption 9a9 in Calicut region. 

Illiterate fish curers and all those having educar~on up 

to primary scoool level showed high adoptioh gap. In the 

case of fish curers with middle school.. education, 26. go", 

showed medium adoption gap and 73.1% showed high ad0ption 

gap. All the fish curers wi th high school education 

Showed medium adoption gap. Nobody could be traced in 

the low adoption gap category. 

Table 35 presents the data collected from Malpe 

region. Here also, illiterate and all others with 

education up to primary School showed high adoption gap. 

Arrong fish curers with middle school education, 35.3% 

showed medium adoption gap and 64.7'" showed high adoption 

gaR. All the fish curers with high school education 

showed medium adoption gap. There was no fish curer 

in the low adoption gap category in Malpe region. 



Table 34. Adoption gap in relation to education in 
Calicut region 

(N-140) 

---------------~----------------------------------------
Level of 
education 

Total 
Nurrber 

Adoption gap 
-----------------------------------

Low 
No. % 

Medium High 
No. 0/. No. % 

------------------------------~~--------------~-------

Illiterate 

Can read 
only 

Can read 
and write 

Up to 
primary 
school 

Up to 
middle 
school 

Up to 
high 
school 

College 

6 

30 

54 

26 

16 

o 

o 0.00 o 0.00 6 100.00 

o 0.00 o 0.00 8 100.00 

o 0.00 o 0.00 30 100.00 

o 0.00 o 0.00 54 100.00 

o 0.00 7 26.90 19 73.10 

o 0.00 16 100.00 0 0.00 

o 0.00 o 0.00 0 0.00 
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Table 35. Adoption gap in relation to education in 
Malpe region 

(N-125) 

----------------------~----------------------------~-----
Level of 
education 

Total 
number 

Adoption gap 
------------------------------------

Low 
No. % 

Medium 
No. % 

High 
No. % 

-----------------------------------------------------~-
Illlterate 

Can read 
only 

Can read 
and write 

Up to 
primary 
school 

Up to 
middle 
school 

Up to 
high 
school 

College 

34 

28 

24 

15 

17 

7 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

'0 

o 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

o 0.00 

o 0.00 

o 0.00 

o 0.00 

6 35.30 

7 100.00 

o 0.00 

34 100.00 

28- 100.00 

24 100.00 

15 100.00 

11 64.70 

o 0.00 

o 0.00 

Table 36 shows the results in Tuticorin. Here also 

the illiterate and all other fish curers up to the 

category of primary school, education showed high adoption 

gap. All fish curers in the ca tegories of middle school 

and high school education showed medium a,doption .. gap. 

Nobody could be found in the category of low adoption gap 

at any educational level. 
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Table 36. Adoption gap in relation to education in 
Tuticorin region 

(N-40) 

--~-------------------------------------------------------
Leve~ of 
education 

Total 
nunber 

Adoption gap 

----------------------------------~ 
Low 

No. % 
Hedium 

No. % 
High 

No. % 

--------------------------~-------------------------------

IlLiterate 8 o 0.00 a 0.00 8 100.00 

Can read 
only 11 a 0.00 a 0.00 11 100.00 

Can read 
and \-.Trite 11 o 0.00 a 0.00 11 100.00 

Up to primary 
school 5 o 0.00 a 0.00 5 100.00 

Up to middle 
school 1 a 0.00 1 100.00 0 0.00 

Up to high 
school 4 o 0.00 4 100.00 a 0.00 

College 0 o 0.00 a 0.00 0 0.00 

It was generally seen from the observations in all 

the regions that education up to primary school did not 

make any impact on the adoption gap_ Education up to 

high school level showed cent percent medium adoption gap 

in all the centres. Impact of middle school education 

varied from region to region. AS there waS no fish curer 

with college education l impact of such level of education 
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could not be studied. The data clearly suggested that by 

giving more education, adoption gap could be reduced. 

4.5.4. Adoptioo gap in relation to social participation: 

Table 37 shows the adoption gap in relation to 

social participation of fish curers in Calicut region. 

All the fish curers who were either having membership in 

one organisation or having no ~mbersh1p in any 

organisation showed high adoption gap. Among fish curers 

having membership in more than one organisation, 10.?~ 

showed medium adoption gap and 89.~~ showed high adoption 

gap. In the case of fish curers who were office bearers 

in one organisation, 76.9% showed medium adoption gap 

and 23.1% showed high adoption gap. There was no fish 

curer wi th the posi tion of office bearer in more than one 

organisation or any other distinctive features in Callcut 

region. Low adoption gap was not seen in any fish curer 

in this region. 

Table 38 shows the trend of adoption gap in Malpe 

region. Here also all the fish curers who were having 

membership in one organisation or having no membership 

in any organisation showed high adoption gap. Arrong the 

fish curers who were having memberShip in more than one 

organisation, 15.~~ showed medium adoption gap and 
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Table 37. Adoption gap in relation to social participation 
in Calicut region 

(N-140) 

-----.. -------------------------~-------------------------
Social Total 
participation number 

Adoption gap 

---------------------------------~ Low 
No. % 

:;:edium 
No. % 

High 
No. % 

-----------------------.. ----------------------------------
No rrembership 
in any 
organisation 

Menbership 
in one 
organisation 

Membership 
in nore than 
one 
organisation 

Office bearer 
in one 
organisation 

Office bearer 
in nore than 
one 
orqanisation 

Distinctive 
features 

19 

67 

28 

26 

o 

o 

o 0.00 

o 0.00 

o 0.00 

o 0.00 

o 0.00 

O. 0.00 

o 0.00 19 100.00 

o 0.00 67 100.00 

3 10.70 25 89.30 

20 76.90 6 23.10 

o 0.00 o 0.00 

o 0.00 o 0.00 
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Table 3a. Adoption gap in relation to social participation 
in Malpe region 

(N-115» 

~-----------------~-~-------------------------------~~--------
Social Tota~ 

A.do:gtion 92.2 

partic.1.pa t.1on nmnber -~---------~ .... --.-----.... -.... -------------
LO\v Medimtl 

No. % NJ • % 
----~---------------------------------.....--. .-.--------.-~.--.. ..... ---.-.-
No memlJerf"h:'jp 
in 2(::2" 
orqan.isation 

, 
Members~ in 
one organisa
tion 

Membershilp in 
more than one 
organisat.ion 

Office bearer 
in one 
organisation 

Office bearer 
in rrore than 
one organisa
tion 

Distinctive 
features 

19 

J.3 

o 

a 

o G..GD 22 100.00 

o 0.00 o 0.00 '11 100.00 

o 0.00 3 15.,00 16. 84.20 

o 0.00 10 76.90 ::\ 23.10 

o 0.00 a 0.00 a 0.00 

a 0.00 o 0.00 c 0.00 
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84.2Yo recorded high adoption gap. In the case of fish 

curers who were office bearers in one organisation, 

76.9"10 showed medium adoption gap and 23.1% showed high 

adoption gap. In Malpel there was no fish curer who was 

office bearer in more than one organis2tion or having 

distinctive featurers. None of the fish cur8rs showed 

Low adoption gap in any category. 

Table 39 shows the data pertaining to tile adoption 

gap of fish curers in Tuticorin in rela~ion to their 

social participation. All the fish curers having 

merrbership in one or Il'Ore organisations or having no 

membership in any organisation showed high adoption gap_ 

All the fish curers who were office bearers in one 

orgpnisation showed medium adoption gap. There was no 

fish curer who was office bearer in more than one 

organisation or having distinctive features. There was 

nobody in low adoption gap category. 

The results generally showed that as the extent of 

social participation increased tile adoption gap reduced. 

Therefore by increasing facilities for social participation, 

the adoption gap Can be reduced. 
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Table 39. Adoption gap. in r~ation to soclal narticipation 
in ~ticorin_ regiQll 

(N-40) 

----------------------------------------~----------.----

SociaL Total Adoption gap 

participation number --------... --------------~--------
Low Medium Hiigh 

No. %/ Nn. % No. % 
--------------------------------... -------------------------- ... 

No members~ 
t:n aIllf 
organisation a 

MembershlI2 in 
one organisa-
tion 20 

Merribersb:1:ip. 1n 
more than one 
organisation 7 

Office bearer 
in one 
organisation 

Office bearer 
in' more than 
one organisa
tion 

Distinctive 
features 

a 

a 

o 0.00 

o 0.00 

a 0.00 

a 0.00 

a 0.00 

a 0.00 

o 0.00 8 100.00 

a 0.00 20 100.00 

a 0.00 71 100.00 

100.00 a 0.00 

a 0.00 a 0.00 

o 0.00 a 0.00 
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4.5.5. Adoption gap in relation to the contact with 

extension agency: 

Table 40 shows the adoption gap among fish curers 

in Calicut region in relation to their contact with 

extension agency. Fish curers with weekly and fortnightly 

contact with extension agency showed medium adoption gap. 

Among the fish curers having monthly contact, 27.~~ 

showed medium adoption gap and 72.3% showed high adoption 

gap. Medium adoption gap was observed in 28.6% and high 

adoption gap in. 71.4% of the fish curers having extension 

contact once in two months. All fish curers with extension 

contact once in three months and once in 6 months showed 

high adoption gap. 

Table 41 reveals the trend of adoption gap in 

Malpe. All the fish curers wi th weekly and fortnightly 

contact showed rredium adoption gap. Among fish curers 

with monthly contact with extension agency, 35.710 showed 

medium adoption gap and 64.~1o recorded high adoRtion gap. 

In the Case of fish curers with extension contact once 

in two months, 30'10 showed medium adoption gap and 7Cflo 

showed high adoption qap. All the respondents wi t:h 

extension contact on::e in three m:mths and 6 m:mths 

showed high adoption gap_ 
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Table 40. Adoption gap 1n relation to contact with 
extension agency 1n Ca1icut region 

(N-140) 

-----------------------------------------~----------~-----Contact 
with 
extension 
agency 

Total 
number 

Adoption gap 

~-------~------------.... -------
l10w Medium High 

No. % No. % No. % 

----------------------------------------------~----------~ 

Weekl...y 

Fortnightly 

Monthly 

Once in 
2 months 

Once in 
3 months 

pnce 1n 
6 nonths 

Never 

6 

8 

18 

14 

51 

43 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

6 

8 

5 

4 

o 

o 

o 

100.QO 

100.00 

o 0.00 

o 0.00 

27.7(J 13 72.30 

28..60 10 71.40 

0.00 51 100.00 

0.00 43 100.00 

0.00 o 0.00 
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Table 41. AdoptJon gap i_n relation to contact with 
extension agency in Malpe region 

(N-125) 

---------~-----------------~----------------~---~---------Contact Adoption gap 
with Total ---------------------_ .... --...--....-.-
extension nuITiber Low Medium High 
ageo::y No. % No. % No. % 

--------------------------------------------~-----

Week1.y 2 0 0.00 2 100.00 0 0.00 

Fortnightly 4 0 0.00 4 100.00 0 0.00 

Monthly 14 0 0.00 5 35.70 9 64.30 

Once in 
2 months 10 0 0.00 3 30 .. 00 7 70.00 

Once in 
3 rronths 55 0 0.00 0 0.00 55, lOO.OO 

Once in 
6 nonths 40 0 0.00 0 0.00 40 100.00 

Never 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0 .. 00 
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Table 42 reveals the trend in Tuticorin. All the 

fish curers with weekly and monthly contact with extension 

agency showed rredium adoption gap. High adoption qap was 

observed in all the fish curers having extension contact 

at the intervals of one Ironth l two months l three Ironths 

and 6 mon ths • 

Table 42. Adoption gap in relation to contact wi th 
extension agency in Tu~tcorin region 

(N-.40) 

~---------------------------~---------------~----~--~ Contact 
with 
extension 
agency 

Total 
nul"f'ber 

Adoption gap ---.. --------------------~~------
Low Medium High 

No. % No. % No. % 

---------------------------~--~.~-~-------------------------

WeekLy 2 0 O~OO 2 100.00 0 0.00 

Fortnightly 3 a 0.00 3 100.00 0 0.00 

Monthly 5 0 0.00 a 0.00 5 100.00 

Once in 
2 months 6 0 0.00 0 0.00 6 100.00 

Once in 
3 months 10 0 0.00 0 0.00 10 100.00 

once in 
6 months 14 0 0.00 0 0.00 14 100.00 

Never 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 

The observation generally showed that adoption gap 

decreased when the contact with extension agency increased. 
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This situation demands more extension contact wi th the 

fish curers for higher rate of adoption of improved fish 

curing practices. 

4.5.~. Adoption gap in relation to profitability: 

Table 43 deQicts the adoption gRp in relation to 

the profitability of the improved fish curing technology 

as perceived by the fish curers in Calicut region. Among 

the fish curers who perceived improved fish curing 

technology as most profitable. 87.5% showed medium adoption 

gap and 12.5% revealed high adoption gap. However, all 

fish curers with the perception as very profitable, showed 

medium adoption gaR. In the case of fish curers who 

perceived improved fish curing practices as profitable. 

17.6% recorded medium adoption gap and 82.4% revealed high 

adoption gap. Medium adoption gap was noticed in 5.5% 

and high adoption gap in 94.5% of the fish curers who 

perceived improved fish curing practices as marginally 

profitable. All the respondents who perceived the 

practices as either least profitable or not profitable 

showed high adoption gap. 

Table 44 shows the adoptio~ gap in relation to 

profitabili ty of the technology in Malpe region. All 

the fish curers who perceived improved· fish'curing 

technology as most profitable showed medium adoption gap. 
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Table 43. Adoption gap in relation to profitability 
in C alicut region 

(N-140) 

--------------~------------------------------------Adoption gap 

Category ----------------------------------~ Low Medium 
No. % 

High 
No. % 

---------------------------------~ .. -~----------..--~ 
Most 
profitable 

Very 
profitable 

Profitable 

Marginally 
profitable 

Least 
profitable 

a 

10 

17 

36 

51 

Not profitable 18 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

0.00 7 87.50 1 12.50 

0.00 10 100.00 o 0.00 

0.00 3 17.60 14 82.40 

0.00 2 5.50 34 94.50 

0.00 o 0.00 51 100.00 

0.00 o 0.00 18 100.00 

Among fish curers who perceived fish curing technology as 

very profitable, 85.?/o showed medium adoption gap and 

14.:J/o recorded high adoption gap. With a perception as 

profitable I 28.6% fish curers had rredium adoption gap"and 
had 

71.4%llhigh adoption gap. Arrong those with the perception 

as marginally profitable l 5% showed medium adoption gap 

and 95% recorded high adoption gap. All the respondents 

with the perception as least profitable and n~profitable 

showed high adoption qap. 
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Table 44. AdoPtjpn C'f,l..E.....!n relation to profitability 
i!l Mal~ee regiqn 

(N-12S·) 

------------------------------~--------------------------
Category Total 

number 

Adoption gap 

--------------------------------~-Low 
No. % 

l1edium 
No. % 

High 
No. % 

-----------------~-~~~---------~--.------~------~------

Most 
profi t=:.:':) 13 4 0 0.00 4 100.00 0 0.00 

Very 
profitable 7 0 0.00 6 85.70 1 14.30 

Profitable 7, 0 0.00 2 28.60 5 71.40 

Marginally 
profitable: 20 0 0.00 1 5.00 19 95.00 

Least 
profitable 34 0 0.00 0 0.00 34 100.00 

Not profitable 53 0 0.00 0 0.00 53 100.00 
• 

Table 45 presents the data in Tuticorin region. 

AlL. the fish curers with the perce;)ti.,::m as most 

profitable and very profitable showed ~edium adoption 

gap. All the respondents with the percepticn of fish 

curing technology as profitable, marginally profitable, 

least profitable and not profitable showed high.adoption 

gap_ 
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Table 45. AdoEtion gaE in relation to Erofitabilitx in 
'IUticorin region 

(N-40) 

--------------------------------------------------~-----
Total Adoption gap 

Category Number -~-----------------------------~---Low Medium High 
No. % No. % No. % 

---------------------------------------------------------
Most 
profitable 4 0 0.00 4 100.00 0 0.00 

Very 
profitable 1 0 0.00 1 100.00 0 0.00 

Profitable 2 0 0.00 0 0.00 2 100.00 

Marginally 
profitable 12 0 0.00 0 0.00 12 100.00 

Least 
profitable 12 0 0.00 0 0.00 12 100.00 

Not 
profitable 9 0 0.00 0 0.00 9 100.00 

It was generally seen in all the regions that 

adoption gap decreased when the fish curers had higher 

degree of perception of profitability. Considerable 

amount of extension work is required to be carried out 

to convince the fish curers about the profitability of 

the improved fish curing practices. 

Adoption has been found to be positively correlated 

with the education, social participation, contact with 

extension agency, perception of profitability of the 
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technology and income. The fish curers in the regions 

having these variables at a higher rate showed less 

adoption <.i.ap. 

The low€r knowledge gap and adoption gap in Calicut 

region may partly be attributed to the facts that this 

region comes under Calicut city with extensive educational 

facilities. A central research organisation pertaining 

to fish curing is also located in this region which has 

also helped the fish curers increase their knowledge and 

adoption rate. 

4.5.7. Adoption gap in relation to income: 

Table 46 shows the adoption ClaP of fish curers in 

Calicut region in relation to their income. All those 

who had annual income up to Rs.5500/-showed high adoption 

gap. Among fish curers wi th the annual incomt:! from 

Rs.5500/- to Rs.7000/-, 8.~~ showed ·medium adoption gap and 

91.?/O showed high adoption gap. Regarding the fish 

curers in the income group of Rs.7000/- to Rs.8500/-, 25% 

showed medium adoption gap and 75% showed high adoption 

gap. All the fish curers with annual income of Rs.8500/

and above shCJl.<led medium adoption <JP.p. 
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Table 46. Adoption gap in relation to income in 
Calicut region 

(N-140) 

------------------------------------------------------------
Annual income Total 

number 

Adoption gap 

----------------------------------~--Low Medium High 
No. % No. % No. % 

------------------------------------------------------------
Up to Rs.4000/

From Rs.4000/
to Rs.5s,oO/-

36 o 0.00 o 0.00 36 100.00 

36 o 0.00 o 0.00 36 100.00 

Rs.5500/- to 
Rs.7000/- 34 o 0.00 3 8.80 31 91.20 

Rs.7000/- to 
Rs.8500/- 16 o 0.00 4 25.00 12 75.00 

Rs.8500/- to 
Rs.10,,000/- 8 

Above Rs.10,,000/- 10 

o 

o 

0.00 a 100.00 o 

0.00 10 100.00 o 

Table 47 reveals the position of adoption gap in 

Malpe region on the basis of the income of fish curers. 

All the respondents with annual income up to Rs.5500/-

showed high adoption gap. In the case of fish curers 

with annual income range of Rs.5500/- to Rs.7000/-, 29.4~ 

showed medium adoption gap and 70.6% recorded high 

0.00 

0.00 

adoption gap. Similarly 25% of the fish curers with 

annual income range .'0£ Rs.7ooo/- and Rs.6500/- showed medium 

adoption gap and 75% showed high adoption gap. All the 
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respondents with annual income of ~.8500/- and above 

showed medium adoption gap. 

Table 47. Adoption gap in relation to income in 
Malpe region 

(N-125) 

----~--------------------~-~-------------------------------
Annual income Total 

mumber 

Adoption gap 

---~-------------------~---~-------Low 
No. % 

Medium 
No. % 

High 
No. % 

-----------------------~~----------------------------------

Up to ~.4000/

~.4000/- to 
Rs.5500/-

Rs. 5500/ - to 
Rs.70oo/-

Rs.7oo0/- to 
~.8500/-

Rs.8500/- to 
Rs.10,OOO/-

70 

24 

17 

8 

1 

Above Rs.10,OOO/- 5 

o 0.00 

o 0.00 

o 0.00 

o 0.00 

o 0.00 

0.00 

o 0.00 

o 0.00 

5 29.40 

2 25.00 

1 100.00 

5 100.00 

70 100.00 

24 100.00 

12 70.60 

6 75.00 

o 0.00 

o 0.00 

The picture in Tuticorin region is presented in 

Table 48. Fish curers with annual income up to Rs.7000/-

showed high adoption gap and those with annual income of 

Rs.8500/- and above showed medium adoption gap_ 
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Table 48. Adoption gap in relation to income in 
Tuticorin region 

( N-40) 

---------------------------------------------------------~ 

Annual incorre Total 
number 

Adoption gap 

------------------------~---~---Low Medium High 
No. % No. % No. % 

------------------------------------------------
Up to Rs.4000/

Rs.4GOO/- to 
Rs.5500/-

14 o 0.00 o 0.00 14 100.00 

17 o 0.00 o 0.00 17 1QO.00 

Rs.5500/- to 
Rs.7000/- 4 o 0.00 a 0.00 4 100.00 

Rs.7000/- to 
Rs.8500/-

Rs. 8500/ - to 
Rs.10,000/-

o 

1 

Above Rs.10,000/- 4 

o. 0.00 

O. 0.00 

o 0.00 

o 0.00 o 

i 100.00 o 

4 100.00 o 

In general, it could be cOQ:;:luded that when the 

income increased the adoption gap was reduced. When 

income was more, fish curers might have been able to 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

invest more money required fdr the adoption of improved 

fish curing technology. 

4.5.8. Adoption gap in relation to debt~ 

This is descr~ in Table 49 for the fish curers 

in Calicut. Among the respondents who had no debt, 
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34.90;.. recorded medium adoption gap a rP 65.1% showed high 

adoption gap. Among those having up to Rs.250/- as debt" 

5.~~ showed medium adoption gap and 94.1% showed high 

adoption qap. Cent percent high adoption gap was seen 

among the respondents with a debt of Rs.250/- to Rs.500/-. 

Among the fish curers with debt of Rs.500/- to Rs.750/-" 

l~fo showed medium adoption gap and 9a~ showed high 

pdoption gap. Respondents with debt of Rs.750/- and above 

showed high adoption gap in this region. 

Table 49. Adoption gap in relation to debt in Cal~cut region 

(N-140) 

..... ---...---------------------.. ---------------------------
Debt Total 

number 

Adoption gap 
-------------------------------------

Low Medium High 
No. % No". % No. % 

------------------------------------------------------------
No debt 63 

Up to Rs.2~C/- 17 

Rs.2~O/- to 
Rs.500/- 27 

Rs.500/- to 
Rs.750/- 20 

Rs.750/- to 
Rs.1000/- 12 

Rs.1000/- to 
Rs.1500/- 1 

Above Rs.1500/- 0 

o 0.00 

o 0.00 

(j 0.00 

o 0.00 

o 0.00 

o 0.00 

o 0.00 

22 34.90 41 65.10 

1 5.90 16 94.10 

o 0.00 27 100.CO 

2 10.00 18 90.00 

o 0.00 12 100.00 

o 0.00 1 100.00 

o 0.00 0 0.00 



Table 50 shows the results in Malpe region. Among 

respondents who were free from debt, 52.1% showed medium 

adoption gap and 47.9"A. showed high adoption gap.. All the 

fish curers with debt up to ~.250/- showed high 

adoption gap. In the case of fish curers with debt of 

~.250/- to ~.500/-, 16.7% indicated medium adoption gap 

and 83.3%. showed high adoption gap. All the reslilOndents 

having debt above ~.500/- showed high adoption gap. 

Table 50. Adoption gap 1n relation to debt in Malpe region 

(N-125) 

--------~-~---~------------------------------------------
Debt Total 

number 

Adoption gap 
-----------------------------------

Low Medium High 
No. % No. % No. % 

--------~-----------~----------------------------------~-

No debt 23 0 0.00 12 5-2.10 11 47.90 

Up to Rs. 250/- 4 0 0.00 0 0.00 4 100.00 

Rs.250/- to 
Rs.500/- 36 0 0.00 6 16.70 30 83.30 

Rs.500/- to 
Rs.75d/~ 43 0 0.00 0 0.00 43 100.00 

Rs.750/- to 
Rs.1000/- 19 0 0.00 0 0.00 19 100.00 

Rs.1000 to 
Rs.1500/;... 0 a 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 

Above Rs.1500/- 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
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Table 51 explains the position in Tuticorin. All 

the fish curers with no debt showed medium adop~ion gap. All 

othe1S: wi th differen t ranges of debt showed high adoption 

gap. 

Table 51. Adoption gap in relation to debt in Tuticorin 
reqicn 

(N-40) 

---------------------------~------------------------------
Debt Total 

nurrber 

Adoption gap 
--.----------------------------------

Low 
No. % 

Hedium 
No. % 

High 
No. % 

----~----------~-~-~-------------------------------~---

No debt 

Up to Rs.250/

Rs.250/- to 
Rs.500/-

Rs.500/- to 
Rs.750/-

Rs.7S0/- to 
Rs.1000/-

Rs.1000/- to 
Rs.1500/-

5 

2 

6 

11 

12 

4 

Above Rs.1500/- 0 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

5 100.00 o 0.00 

o 0.00 2 100.00 

o 0.00 6 100.00 

o 0.00 11 100.00 

o 0.00 12 100.00 

c 0.00 4 100.00 

o 0.00 o 0.00 

The picture generally shows the high adoption gap 

of the fish curers in all the centres. One of the reasons 

for high adoption gap could be attributed to the debt of 
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the fish curers because adoption of improved teGhoology 

normally calls for better financial situation. 

4.5.9. Adoption gap in relation to knowledge gap: 

Table 52 shows the adoption gap of fish curers in 

Calicut region in relation to their knowledge gap. Eighty 

five percent of the fish curers under low knowledge ~ap 

group showed medium adoption qap and 15% showed high 

adoption gap. In the case of fish curers under medium 

knowledge gap, 16.?~ showed medium adoption gap while 

83.3% recorded high adoption. gap. In the case of 

respondents under high knowledge gap, 6.6% showed medium 

adoption gap while 93.4% showed high adoption gap. There 

was no fish curer in low adoption gap in any category. 

Table 52. Adoption gap in relation to knowledge gap 
in Calicut region 

( N-140) 
------------------------------------------------------~---
Knowledge 
gap 

Total 
nurri::)er 

Adoption gap 
------.--..-------------------------.--

Low 
No. % 

Medium 
NO. % 

High 
No. % 

---------~--------------------------------------~ 

Low 13 o 

Medium 36 o 

High 91 o 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

11 

6 

6 

85.00 2 15.00 

16.70 30 83.30 

6.~60 85 93;.40 
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Table 53 shows the trend of adoption gap in 

relation to knowledge gap of fish curers at Malpe. Among 

fish curers under low knowledge gap, 8dlo showed medium 

adoption gap and 2(»/o showed high adoption gap_ In the 

case of fish curers under medium knowledge gap, 28.6% 

showed medium adoption gap while 71. .4% recorced h.i.gh 

adoption gap. H.igh adoption gap was observed arrong 

97.8% of the fish curers under high knowledge gap while 

only 2 .. 2% fish curers under this category showed medium 

adoption gap_ 

Table 53. Adoption gap in relation to knml1ledg,e q2.12 
in Halpe region 

( N-125) 
--~------------------------------------------- .. "!,-" ... ----

Knowledge 
gap 

Total 
number 

Adoption gap 

------------~------------------~--
Low Hedium High 

No. % No. % No. % 

~-----------~-------------------------------------------

Low 5 o 0.00 4 80.00 1 20 8 00 

Medium 28 o 0 .. 00 8 28.60 20 71.40 

High 92 o 0.00 2 2.20 90 97.80 

Table 54 shows the adoption gap in Tuticorin. 
low 

There was no fish curer withlknowledge gap at this centre. 

Arrong those under medium knowledge gap, 38.5% sho·..-led 
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medium adoption gap and 61.5% showed high adoption gap. 

All the fish curers under high knowledge gap showed high 

adoption gap_ 

Tabie SA. Adoption gap in relation to knowledge gap 
In Tuticorin region 

(N-40) 

--~------------------------------------------------
Knowledge 
gap 

Total 
nurriber 

Adoption gap 

~---------~------------~-----Low Medium High 
No. % No. % No. % 

-------------------~--------------------------~ 
Low 

Medium 

High 

o 

13 

27 

o 

o 

o 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

o 0.00 o o~oo 

5 38.50 a 61.50 

o 0.00 27 100.00 

The rrore facilities available at Calicut region 

compared to the other two regions for education, social 

participation, higher income and contact with extension 

agency for technical consultation, derronstration etc. 

helped the fish curers in Calicut region to acquire more 

knowledge and skill in the improved fish curing practices 

leading to higher rate of adoption. Thus the knowledge 

gap and so the adoption gap in CaliCut region are at a 

lower level compared to Malpe and Tuticorin regions. 
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Observations in all the three regions showed that 

when knowledge gap increased adoption gap also increased. 

It was inferred that adoption of improved technology in 

fish curing could be increased by reducing the knowledge 

gap. Knowledge gap could be reduced by more educational 

efforts to increase the knowledge of fish curers ?bout 

the improved fish curing practices. 

4.6. Summary pattern of knowledge gap and adoPtion 

£Lap among fish curers 

4.6.1. Calicut: 

Table 55 shows the summary pattern of knowledge gap 

and adoption gap in Calicut region. Among six major 

practices~ low knowledge gap with respect to drying of 

salted fish was observed in maxinrum (23.57%) number of 

fish curers while the low knowledge gap with respect to 

construction of improved shed was noted in minimum 

(a.5'7%) nunber. Medium knowledge gap with respect to 

drying of salted fish was possessed by maximum (68.57~) 

number of fish curers as against a minimum (14.29"10) with 

respect to the practice on packing and storage of cured 

fish. High knowledge gap was noted in maximum number 

(75.71%) with respect to packing and storage of cured 

fish while minimum (7.86%) with respect to drying of 

sal ted fish. 



Table Ss,. SUImlaO ;eatta~!l of know!edSE gaJ2 and adQ:etiog ga12 among fish curers in 
C alicut region 

(N-140) 

-~-------~---------------------------~---------------------------------~~---------------~-Number of fish curers in different Number of f~sp. curers in different 
Major knowled~e ga~ categories adoption gap categories 
~ract1ces --------------------------------- --~---------------------------------+' Low Mediwn High Low Medium, atgh 

No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No.. % 

-~--------------------~-~------------------------------------------~-----~-------------~ 
1. Consu=uction 

a£ ~oved 
shed 12 a.S.7 37. 26.43 91 65..00 a 0.00 22 15..71 11a 84.29 

2. Hygiene in 
shed 19 13.5.7 48 34.30 7il 5.2.14 11 7.86 14 10.00 11S· 82.14 

I 

3. Handling, 
tv 
0 

of fish 19 13.57 24 17:.14 97 6.9.29 12 a.57, 14 10.00 114. 81.43 (]) .. 
4. Salting of 

Bl 57.86 0 0.00 45 32.14 95 &7.86 fish 15> 10.71 44 31.43 

5.. Drying of 
sal ted fish. 33 23.57 96- 68.5?J 11 7i.B6 0 0.00 65 46.43 75 53.57 

6. Packing. 
and storage 
of cured 
fish 14 10.00 20 14.29 106 75.71 0 0 .• 00 0 0.00 140 100.00 
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Fish curers possessed low adoption gap only with 

respect to cleaning and maintenance of hygiene (7.86%) 

and handling and pre-processing of fresh fish (8.5~1o). 

Medium adoption gap was possessed by maximum fish curers 

(46.43'10) with respect to drying of salt.ed fish and nobody 

wi th respect to packing and storaqe of cured fish. High 

adoption gap was neted maximum (10~1o) with respect to 

packing and storage and minimum (53.57%) with respect to 

drying of salted fish. 

Chi-square value of knowledge gap is calculated as 

174.88 with degreesof freedom 10 significant Lt 1% level. 

The knowledge gap is not independent of practices. The 

calculated value of chi-square is 200.74 for adopt.lon gap 

with degrees of freedom 10 significant at 1% level. 

Adoption gap ~lso is not independent of practices. 

The picture generally shows that adoption gap with 

respect to packing and storage of cured fish is maximum 

(cent percent) while the gap with respect to salting and 

drying of fish is minimum in the rarge 53.57% to 67.88% .• 

Therefore during extension programmes more emghasls has 

to be given on packing and storage of cured fish. 

4.6.2.Malpe: 

Table 56 presents the data on the summary pattern 

of knowledge gap and adoption gap in Malpe region. Low 



Table 56. Summary pat tern of knowledge gap and adoption gap among fi sh curers in 
Malpe region 

(N-125) 

-~--~------~-------------------~--~-----------------------------------~------------~--~----

Major 
practices 

Nurrber of fish curers in different 
knowledge gap categories 

--------~--------------~----~------
LOll 

No. % 
Medium 

No. % 
High 

No. % 

Number of fish curers in different 
adoption gap categories 

-------------~-----------------------
Low 

No. % 
Medium 

No. % 
High 

No. % 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~---
1. Construction 

of improved 
shed 

2. Hygiene in 
shed 

3. Handling 
of fish 

4. Sal-ting of 
fish 

5. Drying of 
salted fish 

6. Packing and 
storage of 
cured fish 

o 0.00 33 26.40 92 73.60 

6 4.80 24 19.20 95 76.00 

10 8.00 23 18.40 92 73.60 

o 0.00 33 26.40 92 73.60 

25 20.00 26 20.80 74 59.20 

o 0.00 33 26.40 92 73.60 

o 0.00 0 0.00 125 100.00 

4 3.20 1 5.60 114 91_20 

7 5.60 18 14.40 110 88.00 

o 0.00 30 24.00 95 76.00 

o 0.00 42 33.60 83 66.40 

o 0.00 3 2.40 122 97.60 

I 
IV ..... 
o 
I 
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knowledge gap with respect to drying of salted fish was 

observed in maximum nwrber (20'A.) while nobody possessed 

low knowled99 gap wi t.h res~ect to contruct..ioR o£ iAlpro"'IeO 

curing shed, salting of fish and packing and storage of 

cured fis~." Fish Curers possessing medium knowledge gap 

wi th respect to all the prac tices were wi thin the range 

of 19.2% to 26.4%. High knowledge gap with respect to 

all the practices except drying of salted fish was "noticed 

in 73.6 to 76% of the fish curers while that for drying 

of salted fish was observed in 59.2%. 

Low adoption gap with respect to maintenance of 

hygiene and handling and pre-proce!sing of fish was 

noticed in 3.2"-' to 5.6% of the fish curers while low 

adoption gap with respect to other practices was not 

observed in any party. Medium adoption gap was found 

maximum (33.6%) with respect to drying of salted fish 

while it was nii with respect to construction of improved 

fish curing shed. High adoption gap with respect to 

maintenance of hygiene, packing and storage of cured fish 

and construction of improved fish curing sheds was 

noticed in the respondents in the range 'of 91.2% to 10CJJ'. 

The chi-square value of knowledge gap is 60.68 with 

degrees of freedom 10 significant at 1% level. Knowledge 
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gap is not independent of practices. Chi-square value of 

adoption gap is calculated as 115.30 with degrees of 

freedom 10 significant at 1% level. Adoption gap also is 

not independent of practices. 

The data generally show that practices on packing 

and storage of cured fish and const=uction of improved 

fish curing shed ar~ having maximum adoption gap 

(97.6 to 10~~) and drying of salted fish having minimum 

gap (66.4%). Here also emphasis should be given in 

extension work to educate people on construction of the 

improved shed and packing and storage of curAd fish. 

4.6.3. Tuticorin: 

Table 57 shows the summary pattern of knowledge gap 

and adoption gap at Tuticorin. Nobody showed low 

knowle dge gap with respect to the practices on sal..t.tpg 

of fish and packing and storage of cured fish. Maximum 

number (17.5%) of fish curers under 10\-1 knowledge gap 

was with respect to drying of salted fish. Medium 

knowledge gap with respect to all the practices was 

shown by 27.5 to 30'.4 of the fish curers. High knowledge 

gap with respect to salting of fish and packing and 

storage of fish was observed in 72.5% of the fish curers 

while only 55% showed high knowledge gap with respect to 

drying of salted fish. 



Table S7. Sumparv~tt~n of 1sA0w1edge gap ~nd adoption GaR anpng fish c\JX'ers in 
~_~ _________ r_~~; _r_e~S! __ o_n 

CN-40) 

----~-~~-~--~----~~----~~-~~---~~---~-----------~---~---------~~--~-~-~~--~~--- ~-

Major 
praet.iees 

Number of fish curers .in different 
knowledge ~p cateqories 

-----------~----~~---------~-~---Low 
No.. % 

Medium 
No. % 

High. 
No:. % 

Number of fiSh. curers in different 
adoption gap categories 

-------~~------~--------------~~ Low Medium Higb. 
No.. % No. % Na. % 

~~------~-~~----~---------~-------~----------------------------~----------------------~----
1. Construction 

of improved 
shed 

2. Hyg,1ene in 
shed 

3. Handling 
of fish 

4,. Salting of 
fish 

5:. ~1f)11 of 
salted fish 

Q .. Packing and 
stQl:age of 
cured fish. 

3 7/.50 11 27.50 26., 65>.00 

2 s.oo 12 30.00 26> 65 .• 00 

1 2.50 12 30.00 27 6.7,.50 

Q 0.00 11 2~.5:0 29 712.50 

" 17,.50 11 27..50 22 5.5.00 

Q 0.00 11 27i.5.0 29 72.50 

o 

o 

0, 

o 

a 

o 

0 .• 00 5 12.50 3S 87:.SO 

0.00 3 ~.50 37: 92.5.0 

0.00. 2 5..00 38 95>.00 

0.00 6- 15..00 34 8&.00 

0.00 51 12.50 35 87.59 

0.00 a 0.00 40 100.00 

~ ... 
~ 
I 
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Nobody showed low adoption gap in this centre. 

Medium adoption gap with respect to packing and storage 

of cured fish also was not observed in any fish c~r. 

Medium gap with res~t to other practices was noticed 

in 5 to 15% of the fish curers. 

High adoption gap with respect to packing and 

storage of cured fish was shown by cent. percent fish 

curers while the adoption gap with respect to other 

practices varied from 85 to 95% of the fish curers. 

The calculated value of Chi-square for knowledge 

gap is 17.22 with degrees of freedom 10 which is not 

significant. Knowledge ga2 is independent of practices. 

Regarding adoption gap, chi-square value is 7.98 with 

degrees of freedom 5 which is not significant. Adoption 

(JaP is independen t of practices. Comparing the 

observations of all the three regions, adoption ~ap on 

packing and storage of cured fish was maximum in all 

regions. This is particularly because the improved 

packing materials are costly and it was perceived by the 

fish curers that the selling price c£ cured fish 

in improved packing materials may not compensate the 

higher investment for such packing. Cured fish is 

usually sold out within two weeks after drying. No 
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spoilage symptoms are observed within this short period. 

Therefore fish curers do not want to invest for elaborate 

arrangements for preservative treatment or storage~ 

Construction of improved fish curing sheds is very 

costly. Here also fish curers do not expect a 

proiOrtionally higher price for the cured fish prepared 

in improved fish curing sheds. Moreover I fish curers 

are all financially poor. They cannot afford to invest 

heavily for improved fish curing yard. Loan and subsidy 

facilities are also not available from developmental 

agencies.as reported by ~efish curers in all the regions. 

4.7,. Knowledge level of extension woners 

4.7.1. Construction of improved fish curing shed: 

Table 58 presents the data on knowledge level of 

extension workers in the construction of improved fish 

curing shed. Full knowledge on construction of shed waS 

possessed by 32% of the extension workers while 6~~ 

showed only partial knowledge on this aspect. Thirty 

two percent of the extension workers had full knowledge 

on provision of drainage facilities while 4~fo showed 

partial knowledge and 20".-' having no knowledge. Full 

knowledge on proviSion of tables/p~atforms was observed 

in 32% of the extension workers while 6~fo showed partia: 

knowledge. 
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Table 58. Knowledge level of extension ~orkers 

1. Construction of improved fish 
curinq shed 

(N-25J) 

~-----------------------------------------------------51. 
No. Practices Knowledqle 

level 
Num1:>er 

------------------------------------------~----------

1. 

2. 

Construe tion 
of shed 

--~ 

Provision ::'If. 
drainage 
facilities 

Provision of 
tables/p~atforms 

F 

P 

N 

F 

P 

N 

F 

P 

N 

8 32.00 

o 0.00 

8. 32.00 

12 4S.00 

5 20.00 

8 

17 

o 

32.00 

6.S· 00 

0.00 

F = full knowledge, P = partial knowledge; N = no knowled~ 
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The chi-square value is 10.90 with degree of 

freedom 4 significant at 5% level. Knowledge level of 

extension workers on this practice is not independent 

of practices. 

The above data show an interesting point that most 

of the extension workers have only partial knowledge on 

the construction of improved fish curing shed. 

4.7.2. Cleaninq and main~enance of hygiene: 

Table 5-9 shows the knowledge of extension workers 

in the cleaning and maintenance of hygiene in fish 

curing shed. 'lhirty two percent of the extension workers 

had full knowledge and ~~ had partial knowledge on use 

of potable water and detergents and disinfectants in 

the curing shed. Twenty percent had full knowledge, 

4~fo had partial knowledge and 32% had no knowledge on 

adoption of cleaning schedule in the fish curing shed. 

Regarding regular washing of mat, 76%' of the extension 

workers had full knowledge and 24% had partial knowledge. 

The chi-square value is calculated as 41.71 with 

degrees of freedom 6 significant at 1% level. The 

knowledge level of extension workers in this practice is 

not independent of practices. 
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Table 59. Knowledge level of extension workers 

2. Cleaning and maintenance of 
hygiene in fish curing shed 

(N-25J) 

---------~~-----------------------------------~---------. 51. 
No. Practices Knowledge 

level 
Nurrber 

--------------------------------------------------
1. Use of potable 

wa ter in the shed 

2. Use of detergents 
and disinfectants 
in the shed 

3. Adoption of cleaning 
shedule in the shed 

4. Regular washing of 
mat used for drying 
fish 

F 

p 

N 

F 

P 

N 

F 

P 

N 

F 

p 

N 

8 

17 

o 

8 

17 

o 

5 

12 

8 

19 

o 

32.00 

&8.00 

0.00 

32.00 

Ea8 .00 

0.00 

20.00 

48.00 

32.00 

76..00 

241.00 

0.00 

F = full knowledge; P = partial knowledge; N = no knowledge 
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The ~icture generally shows that most of extension 

workers had only partial knowledge on the cleaning and 

maintenance of hygiene in fish curing sheds. Some of 

them did not have any knowledge on some practices. 

4.7,.3. Handlin<;t and ;>re-processing of fresh fish: 

Table 60 shows the knowledge level of extension 

workers on handling and pre-processing of fresh fish. 

All the officials had full knowledge on using fresh 

fish. seventy two percent showed full and 28"10 had 

partial knowledge on proper Washing of fresh fish. 

Thirty six percent had full l 44% had partial and 1<1' 

had no. knowledge on proper dressing and evisceratio~ 

of fish. Full knowledge on proper Washing of gutte-j 

fish was observed in 24% and partial knowledge in 76% ~ 

Twenty eight percent of the extension workers possessed 

full knowledge ~nd 72% had partial knowledge on the use 

of ice for preserving fresh fish. 

The chi-square value is calculated as 55.77 with 

degrees of freedom 8 significant at 1% level. Knowledge 

of this major practice is not independent of the 

practices. 

While full knowledge was possessed by most of the 

extension workers on the use of fresh fish and its 
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Table 6.0. Knowledge level of extension workers 

3. Handling and pre-processing of fresh fish 

(N-25) 

------------------------------------------------~-~~----~ 
51 .. 
No. 

Practices Knowledge 
level 

Number % 

--------------------------------------------------------~ 

F 

1. Use of fresh fis~ 

2. Proper washing of 
fre~:h fish 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Proper dressing and 
evisceration of fresh 
fish 

Proper washing of 
gutted fish 

Use of ice for 
preserving fresh 
fish 

F 

p 

N 

F 

P 

N 

F 

P 

N 

F 

,P 

N 

F 

p 

N 

= full knowledge; P = partial knowledge; N = 

25> 

0 

0 

16 

7 

0 

9 

11 

.s, 

6-

19 

o 

7, 

18 

0 

100.00 

0.00 

0·00 

72.00 

28.00 

0.00 

36,00 

44.00 

20.00 

24.00 

76.00 

0.00 

28.00 

72.00 

0.00 

no; knowledge 
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proper washingl their knowledge on other aspects of 

handling and pre-processing of fish was either partial 

or nil. This is a serious point to be considered. When 

the knowledge of extension workers is poor, naturally 

technology transfer will not be effective. 

4.7.4. Salting of fish~ 

Table 61 presents the knowledge level of extension 

workers in salting of fish. Only 2a~ possessed full 

knowledge on the use of sufficient salt while 4~~ had 

partial and 3~ had no knowledge on this practice. Full 

knowledge on salting of fish in cement tanks or other 

suitable containers was observed in 2~~ of the extension 

workers. Fifty six percent had partial knowledge and 

1&~ had no knowledge on the various aspects of this 

practice. Only 16% showed. full knowledge# 4~1o showed 

partial knowledge and 36% ROssessed no knowledge on the 

imQOrtance of giving sufficient salting period. Need 

for covering the salted fish to avoid flies was fully 

known by 16%, partially known by 56% and not known by 

28% of the extension workers. Similarly knowledge on 

rinsing salted fish in freshly prepared salt water was 

full l partial and nil in the case of 16%, 44% ~nd 4~/c 

respectively of the extension workers. Technique of 
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Tabl.e 61. Knowledge level 0Lextension ~!.QEkers 

4. Salting of fish 
( N-25;) 

------------------------------------------------------~--51. 
No. Practices Knowledge 

level Number 

~~----------------------------------------------~--~--
1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7,. 

EL. 

F = 

Use of sufficient 
salt 

Salting in cement 
tanks or other 
suitable containers 

Sufficient salting 
period 

Covering of salted 
fish to avoid flies 

Rinsing of salted fish 
in freshly prepared 
salt water 

Retroval of urea from 
shark by desalting 

Retroval of self-brine 
and addition Gf 
saturated brine in the 
case of pickling 

Covering of fish wi th_ 
sufficient brine in the 
case of pickling 

F 
P 
N 

F 
P 
N 

F 
P 
N 

F 
p 

N 

F 
p 

N 

F 
p 
N 

F 
P 
N 

F 
p 

N 

full knowledge; P = partial knowledge; N = 

5 
12 

8 

7 
14 

4 

4 
12 

9 

4 
14, 

71 

~~ 
11 
10 

0 
12 
13 

4 
12 

9 

4 
8 

13 

no 

20.00 
48.00 
32.00 

28.00 
5:6 .00 
16..00 

16.00 
48.00 
36-.00 

:!.&.OO 
56.00 
28.00 

1fL.OO 
44.00 
40 .00 

0 
48 
52 

16 .• 00 
4B .00 
36-.00 

16-.00 
32.00 
5;2 .00 

knowledge 
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removal of urea from shark flesh was known fully by 

nobody, partially by 4SOA. and not known by 52"~ of the 

extension workers. Sixteen percent knew fully on the 

importance of removing self-brine and addition of 

satura ted brine in pickling of fish "lhile the knowledge 

on this practice Was partial in 4~/O and nil in 36% of 

the extension workers. Full knowledge on tm necessity 

of covering fish with saturated brine during pickling 

was possessed by 16%, partial kno~ .. lled;3 was shown by 

32"/0 and no knowledge was observed in 52%. 

In this major practice also, the knowledge of 

extension workers was not satisfactory. Only a mi:1or 

part possessed full knowledge. In some asPECts, large 

number of extension workers possessed no knowledge at 

all. 

The chi-square value is calculated as 16.40 with 

degrees of freedom 14 which is not significant. Salting 

of fish is independent of the fish curing practices. 

4.7.5. Drying of salted fish: 

Table 62 presents the trend of knowledge of 

extension workers on drying of salted fish. Necessity of 

drying fish for sufficient period was fully understood 

by 32""(,, partially known by 48% and not known by 2CYIo 
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removal of urea from shark flesh was known fully by 

nobody, partially by 4SOio and not known by 52"/0 of the 

extension workers. Sixteen percent knew fully on the 

importance of removing self-brine and addition of 

satura ted brine in pickling of fish \'!hile the knowledge 

on this practice Was partial in 4~/O and nil in 36% of 

the extension workers. Full knowledge on the necessity 

of covering fish with saturated brine during pickling 

was possessed by 16%, partial kno''lledg~ was shown by 

3Z'1o and no knowledge was observed in 52%. 

In this major practice also, the knowledge of 

extension workers was not satisfactory. Only a mi:1or 

part possessed full knowledg~. In some aspects, large 

number of extension workers possessed no knowledge at 

all. 

The chi-square value is calculated as 16.40 with 

degrees of freedom 14 which is not significant. Salting 

of fish is independent of the fish curing practices. 

4.7.5. Drying of salted fish: 

Table 62 presents the trend of knowledge of 

extension workers on drying of salted fish. Necessity of 

drying fish for sufficient period was fully understood 

by 32""{', partially known by 48% and not known by 20'/0 
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Tab~e 6.2. Knowledge level of extension workers 

5.;. Drying of salted fish, 
GN-25.) 

---------------------------------~-----------------------51. 
No. PJ:actices Knowledge 

level 

---------------------------------~------------------------

l. Sufficient dryir.g of fish 

2. Dryinc; of fish on mat 

3. Drying of fish on 
raised platform 

4. Drying of fish io tunnel 
dryer 

F 

p 

N 

F 

p 

N 

F 

p 

N 

F 

i 

P 

N 

12 

5 

25 

o 
o 

8 

9 

a 

8 

11 

6 

32.00 

48.00 

20.00 

100.00 

0.00 

0.00 

32.00 

36 .• 00 

32.00 

32 .. 00 

44.00 

24.00 

F = full knowledge1 P = partial 1<nowl~~dge1 N = no knoNledge 
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of the extension workers. Importance of use of mat for 

drying fish was known fully to all the extension workers. 

But their knowledge on drying fish on raised platform 

or in tunnel dryer was full only in the case of 32%, 

partial in 36 to 44% and nil in the case of 24 to 32;0'<'. 

The calculated value of chi-square is 36.11 with 

degree of freedom 6 significant at 1% level. This 

technique is not independent of the fish curing practices. 

The picture generally shows that the extension 

workers had no sufficient knowledge on various aspects 

of drying fish. 

4.7.6. Packing and storage of fish: 

Table 63 reveals the knowledge level of extension 

workers in packing and storage of cured fish. Full 

knowledge on chemical preservation of cured fish was 

]possessed by 16%, partial knowledge by 52% and 32% had 

no knowledge about this aspect. Only 36% knew fully 

aPout retaiL packing of cured fish in polythene hags,t 

while 36% knew partially and 32% knew nothing. Full 

knowledge on bulk packing was QOssessed by 16%, partial 

knowledge by 56% and no knowledge by 2~'<' of the extension 

workers. Knowledge on proper storage of cured fish was 
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Table 63. Knowledge level.of ~tension workers 

fi .• Packing and storage of cured fish 

--~---~-----------------------------------------~-------51. 
No. Practices Knowledge Number % 

level 
-------------------------'-----... -..,.----.... ---------------
1. 

2. 

3. 

't 

4. 

Chemical treatment 
of cured fish 

Retail packing of cured 
fish in polythene baqs 

Bull< packing of cured 
fish in improved 
containers 

Proper storag.e of 
cured fish 

F 

p 

N 

F 

p 

N 

F 

P 

N 

F 

P 

N 

4 

13 

8 

9 

9 

4 

14-

7 

4 

10 

11 

16.>.00 

52.00 

32.00 

32.00 

36.00 

32.00 

16.00 

56 .• 00 

28.00 

1~'.00 

40.00 

44..00 

F = full knowledge; P = Rartial knowledge; N = no knowledge 
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fully possessed by 16%, partially by 4~1o and not possessed 

by 44%. Here also the data show the poor knowledge of 

the extension workers on packing and storage of cured 

fish. 

The chi-square value is calculated as 4.52 with 

degrees of freedom 6 which is not significant. This 

technique is independent of the fish curing practices. 

It is seen clearly from the above tables that 

only about 1/3rd of the extension workers had full 

knowledge about the improved fish curing technology. 

More than l/Sth of them had no knowledge about this. 

One of the reasons for this lack of knowledge on the 

part of the extension workers was that they were not 

directly put in charge of the development of fish curing. 

This work waS given least priority by the Department. 

The State Fisheries Officials were mainly entrusted with 

the job of assistan::e on fish farming, suppLy of inp.1ts 

and recovery of loans in connection with fishing. 

Moreover these extension workers were not given training 

in the improved practices of fish curing technology. 

Development of fish curing has yet to be taken seriously 

by the State Fisheries DepartmentS and AgL1cul~al 

Universities. 
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4.8. Reasons for partial adoption or non-adoption 

of improved practices in fish curing as perceived 

by the fi sh curers 

Ten major reasons as shown in Table 64 were reported 

by the fish curers for the partial or non-adoption of 

improved practices in fish curing. All the fish curers 

in all the centres reported that lack of credit facili ties, 

subsidy and incentives adversely affected the adoption 

of improved practices. Lack of organised set up for 

marketing cured fish WaS perceived as another reason by 

85.71% of the fish curers in Cal.icut region, 76% in 

Mal:ge region and 80% of the fish curers in Tuticorin 

region. While 72.86% of the resp'ondents in Calicut 

noted lack of owners~p of the land as a retarding factor 

in the adoption of improved practices, the same Was 

perceived by all the respondents in Malpe and by 75% in 

TuUcorin. According to 78.57<'10 of the curers in Calicut~ 

96% in Malpe and 87.5% in Tuticorin, lack of input supply 

caused the partial or non-adoption of improved practices. 

High cost of equipments, utensils etc. was still another 

reason suggested by 61.86% of the respondents in 

Calicut region, cent percent in Malpe and 8(110 in 

TuUcorin region. In Calicut, 92.86% of tre fish curers 
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Tabl.e 64. Reasons for esrtial or non-adoEt!on of ~mEroxed 
Eractices in fish curing as ~rceived bX the 
fish curers 

----------------------... ------.. -------------------------
51. Callcut Malpe Tuticorin 
No. Re~sons (N-140) (N-125) (N-40) 

No. % No. % No. % 
----------------------------,-.--------------.. ---....------.. ----
1. Lack of credit 

facilities 140 100.00 12.5: 10Q.00 4Cl 100.00 

2. Lack of subs.:'_dy: 
ince nti ves etc. 140 100.00 125.. lOO.OC 40 100.00 

3. Lack of organised 
set up for market-
ing cured fish 120 85..7;1 95- 76..00 32 80.00 

4. Lack of ownership 
of the land where 
fish curing shed 
has been built 102 72.86 125 100.00 30 75.00 

!iJ. Lacl~ of inpur. 
supply 110 78-.57 120 96;.00 35, 87,.5.{) 

6. High cost of 
equipmen ts I 
utensils etc. 95- 67.86. 1251 100.00 32 80.00 

7. High labour charge 130 92.8.6. 102 8.1.60 31 7/7.50 

s. Non-availability 
of electricity 105. 7.5..00 125. 100.00 31 7,7.50 

9. Norr~availability 
of potable water 122 87.14 1250 100.00 35 87;.5>0 

10. Inadequate 
technical 
assistance 95 fJ;7.86 85; 6B.00 28 70.00 
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perceived high labour charge as a reason for partial or 

non-adoption of Jmprovcd practices while i:.he Same view 

was held by 81.6% in Malpe and 77.5% in Tuticorin. 

Seventy fi VE; percent of the respondents in Calicut, cent 

percent in Malpe and 77.5% in Tuticorin pointed out 

non-availability of electricity as a reason for partial 

or non-adoption. Similarly non-availability of potable 

water prevented or retarded the adoption of improved fish 

curing practices as reported by 87.14% of the fish curers 

in Calicut l cent percent in Malpe and 87.5% resQOndents 

in 'I\1ticorin. Inadequate technical assistance was also 

perceived by 67.86% in Callcut, 6~" in Malpe and 7Cf/o in 

Tuticorin as a reason for partial or non-adoption of the 

new technology. 

Even though percen tage of fish curers perceiving 

the above reasoos for partial or non-adoptioo varies from 

place to place, all these aspects have to be considered 

as very important because 67.86% to 100'/0 oft the fish 

curers perceived these reaSons in all the cen tres. Steps 

have to be taken by all the concerned agencies to provide 

all- the facilities for accelerating the rate of adoption 

of improved practices in fish curinq. 
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4.9. Statistical analysis of the data 

To study the effect of each of the independent 

variables on adoption~ data were analysed statistically 

for the three centres separately. The rrean score (x) and 

standard deviation (~ ) were worked out by using the 

fonnulae 

-x = ~g am. 
n 

~ -2 _ ...c..(xi - x) 
- n-1 

where n is the no. of observations taken in each variable. 

The mean score gives an indication how far the variable 

is representing the ~oup of observations and standard 

deviation gives an indication how much each observation 

in the group varies from the mean. 

Caeff. of variation = 
Standard deviation x 100 

rrean 

The interdependency of each variable with the rest 

of the variables waS studied with the help of Pearsons· 

Coeft. of correlation. The formulce for Pearsons' 

Coefft. of correlation is 

r = Z(x-x) (x;> 
n~t;Y 

where r = is the coeft. of correlation between x & y 
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-x = Mean of x values 

y = Mean of y values 

67= S.D. of x values 

<-:-;-.). .. '- = S.D. of values and 

n = no. of pairs of values 

The significance of the observed coefft. of correlation 

was t.es·::Oed using the I t' statistic • 

: t I r .,[ n~~ = 
-

J. 1 
2 - r 

The statistic It I is distributed as a student:s It' with 

(n-2) de~ees of freedom. 

To examine how far the variables included in the '. 
study 'are representation of adoption and the contribution 

of each v.ariable on adoption were studied with the hel~ 

of linear multiple regression model. The multiple 

regression model employed for t.h...i.s perpose was 

y = 

where b i •.•...•....•.•• b1 are regression coefft. 

y = adoption 

Xl = age 

~ = education 
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X3 = social participation 

x 4 = contact with extension agency 

Xs = perception of prof! tabili ty of technology 

= income 

debt 

The re(j~ession equation connecting the variables" the 

amount of variability eXplained by the regression and the 

standard error of estimate were worked out for each centre 

with the help of micro 2200 computer. The relative 

importance of each variable in the multiple regression 

model was worked out by the method suggested by Snedecor 

and COChran (1956). The relative importance of tte ith 

variable is waked out by using the formula. 

where bi is the regression coeft. of the i th variable l 

~ xi 2 and 2! y,2 are sum of squares of deviations from 

their mean values of xi and y respec tively. 
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4 .9 .1. C alicu t: 

The mean score and S.D. of each variable are given 

in Table 65. The rna trix of carrel ation showing the 

cae ft. of correlation of each variable with the other 

variables is given in Table 66 along with the fitted 

2 regression model, R , and the standard error of estimate. 

4.9.1.1. Age: 

The mean score for this variable is 3.828..6 with a 

S.D. of 1.6091. The coeft. of variation is 42.0~~. 

Since tne coeft. of variation is high, it indicates 

that the respondents in various age groups are not 

homogeneous. The coeft. of correlation of age with the 

rest of the variables and adoption are negative and 

significantly high (p,4 0.001) • This indicates that as 

age increases, the respondent's education, social 

participation, contact with extension agency,. perception 

of profitability, income and adoption decrease~ 

4.9.1.2. Education: 

The mean score for education is 2.9429 and S.D. 1s 

1.2278. The coeft. of variation is 41.73%. This shows 

·that the selected group consists of people of different 

educational leve~:. Education is found to be significantly 

positively correlated (p < 0.001) with social 

participation, contact with extension agency, percep.tion 
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of profitability, income and adoption. This clearly 

indicates that the more educated the respondents are, 

the more will be the degree of adoption, social 

participation~ contact with extension agencYI perception 

of profitability and income. Education is significantly 

negatively correlated with debt indicating that as the 

level of education increases, indebtedn~ss decreases. 

4.9.1.3. Social participation: 

The mean score for social participa~ion worked out 

to be 1.4357 with a S.D. of 0.9661. The coeft. of 

variation is ~7.29%, indicating that the respondents J 

social participation is highly dispersed. Social 

participation is found to be significantly positively 

correlated (p <0..001) with' contact with extension agency, 

perception of profitability and adoption indicating that 

the more social participation is in the group, better 

.will be the contact with extension agency, perception 

of profitability I income and adoption. Social 

partiCipation is significantly negatively correlated 

(p ~ 0.001) with debt. This indicates, that the more 

social par;ticipation among respondents, the less will 

be the debt. 
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4.9.1.48 Contact with extension agency: 

Contact with extension agency is significantly 

posi ti ve ly corre la ted (p t:.. O. 001) with i ncone, perceptioo 

of profitability, education, and social participation 

indicating that wi th the increase in the contact wi th 

extension agency, there is substantial increase in the 

income, perception of profitability. level of education, 

social participation and adoption. Contact with extension 

agency is significantly negatively correlated with age 

and debt. The mean score for con tac t with extension 

agency is 2.8571 and S.D. is 1.3388. The coeft. of 

variation is 46.86% indicating that extent of contact 

with extension agency among the respondents vary widely. 

4.9.1.5. Perception of profitability of technology: 

The mean score for profitability is 2.8143 with a 

S.D. of 1.3655. The coeft. of variation of profitability 

score is 48.5~Io, indicating wide variability in the 
of 

profitability of the respondents. Pe~eption/profitability 

18 signifioantly positively correlated (p<" 0.001) with 

education, social participation, contact with extension 

agency, income and adoption and significantly negatively 

correlated (p <0.001) with age and debt. 
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4.9.1.6. Income: 

The mean income score is 2.6429 with a S.D. of 

1.4695. The coeft. of variation of income score 1s 

55.60''' indicating that this variable is highly dispersed 

among the respondents. Income is sionif1cantly positively 

correlated (p <:,0.001) with education" social part:icipation, 

contact with extension agencYI perception of profitability 

and adoption. This indicates that with the increase in 

income~ education, social participation I contact with 

extension agency, perception of profitability and adoption 

<. also increase. Income is significantly negatively 

correlated with age and debt. 

4.9.1.7. Debt: 

The mean score for deb~ is, 1.3786 with a S.D. of 

1.5569. The coeft. of variation is 112.9~" indicating 

very high variability. It is significantly negatively 

correlated with all variables except age. 

4.9.1.B·. Adoption: 

The mean score worked out for adoption is 12.4070 

with a standard deviation of 8.0358. The coeft. of 

variation is 64.77~ showing a high variability of adoption 

among respondents. Adoption is significantly PJsi tively 

correlated with educationl social participation./ contact 
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wiith extension agency I peroeptioo of prof1 tab1li ty and 

income. This indicates that the level of adoption 

increases with the level of ed~ilt1C1l, social participation, 

contact with extension agency, pucepUon af profi~.ildty 

and income. A<ioption is significantly neCJatively 

correIa ted with debt. indicating that as debt increases I 

adoption decreases. 

The multiple regression equation connec.t.ing- the 

extent of adoption (y) with the 7 variables- worked out 

for Calicut region is 

y 3.0594 - O.se56~1 - O.OO74X2 + 1.3506x3 + 

2.2717x4 + O.489lxs. + 1.1873x~ - O.133lx.z 

2 The coeft. of determination (nu1tiple R ) worked But to 

be 0.8610. Th1$ indicates that 86 .1<1" of variabil.ity 

in adoption is eJ(plai~ by the seven selected variables 

jointly. The standard error of estimate is 3.0741 which 

is well within reasonable limits. 

Among the seven variables# the relative importance 

of each variable worked out WiilS as follows: 
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~iable 

Age 

Education 

Social particlpation 

Cont.act with (;Xtension 
ag(,;ncy 

:PerCeption of 

Relative importance 

-0.1773 

-0.0012 

+0.1624 

+0.3785. 

profitability of technology +0.0831 

Income +0.2171 

Debt -0.0258 

On the basis of the relativE: importance of the 

variables on adoptionl it can' be concluded that contact 

with extension agency followed by income, social 

participation and perception of profitability are main 

factors responsible for adoption. Age and debt are 

having a retarding effect on the level of adoption. 
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Table 6S. Mean score and standard deviation of selected 
variables all adopt4.2P_in Callcut reqion 

----------------------------------------------------~ 
Mean Standard 

deviation 

------------------~-------...~..-.-------~.-.-----------

Xl - Age 3.8286 1.6091 

x 2 - Education 2.9429 1.2278 

X3 - Social participation 1.4357 0.9661 

x4 - Contact with extension 
ag€ncy 2.8571 1.3388 

Xs - Perception of 
profi tabili ty of 2.8143 1.3655 
technology 

x6 - Income 2.6429 1.4695 

~ - Debt 1.3786 1.55.69 

xa - Adoption 12.4070 8.0358 



Table 66. Matrix of correlation showing the interdependency of differ~nt variables 
selected for the study in Calicut region 

-----------------------------~-------~----------------------------------------~-------------
Xl X

2 X3 X
4 X5 X6 X7 X8 

------------~----------------------------~-------------------------------------------------

+++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ 
Xl - Age 1.0000 -0.7588 -0.820:' -0.7595 -0.6433 -0.7085 +0.4770 -0.8269 

+++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ 
-"X2 - Education 1.0000 0.7524 0.7128 0.7317 0.7702 -0.4967 0.7636 

X - Social 
+++ 3 participation +++ +++ +++ +++ 

1.0000 0.7367 0.6088 0.7285 -0.4058 0.8016-

X4 - Contact wi th +++ +++ +++ +++ 
1.0000 0.7646 0.7711 -0.4260 0.8714 ~xtension agency 

X5 - Perception of 
profitability of +++ +++ +++ 
technology 1.0000 0.7483 -0.6040 0.8379 

+++ +++ 
X6 - Income 1.0000 -0.4912 0.7577 

+++ 
X1 - Debt 1.0000 -0.5075 

Xa - Adoption 1.0000 

Xa = 3.0594-o.8856Xi -0.007t6X2+1.3506X3+2.2717X4+0.4891Xs+1.1873X6-0.133~ 

R2 = 0.8610, Standard error of the estimate = 3.0741, +++ = significant at 0.1% level 

I 
tv 
~ .... 
I 
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4.9.2 Mcllpe: 

The results of the statistical analysis of the 

data for this centre are presented 1n Table 67 and 68. 

The outcome of the analysis is sumnarised below. 

4.9.2.1. Age: 

The mean score for age is 4.1360 and S.D. is 

1.4720. The coeft. of variation is 3S.S~A indicating 

that the age of the respo,ndents taken for the study is 

very much dispersed. Age is found to be significantly 

negatively correlated (l?..(0.001) with all the other 

variables except debt. This indicates that as age 

advances, the level of education, social participation, 

contact with extension a~encYI percep~on of profitability, 

income and adoption get retarded. Age and debt are 

significantly positively correlated (p( 0.001) indicating 

that as age advances, debt also increases. 

4.9.2.2. Education: 

The mean score for this variable is 1.8080 with a 

standard deviation ot.l.S898. '!he coeft. of variation is 

87.9~A, indicating that ~he level of education varies very 

much among the res:ponden~s. Education is significantly 

positively correlated (p\ZO.OOl) with social participation, 

contact with extension agency, perception of profitability, 

income and adoption indicating that as the level of 
; 

education increases better will be social participa.tion, 

contact with extension agency, perception of profitability, 

income and adoption. Education is significantly 

negatively correlated (p <'0.001) wi th debt. This 

indicates that as the 1ev~l of education increases, the 

better will be the income' leading to lesser indebtedness. 
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4.9.2.3. Social participation: 

The mean score for social participation is 1.1920 

with a S.D. of 0.8491. The coeft. of variation is 71.2?~ 

indicating that social participation is highly dispersed 

among the res20ooents. This variable is found to be 

significantly positively correlated (p<O.OOl) with 

contact with extension aqencYI perception of profitability, 

incorre and adoption. This indicates that the more the 

social. participation, better will be the contact with 

extension agency, perception of profitability, income and 

adoption. Social participation is significantly 

negatively correlated (p <'0.001) with debt. '!his means 

that as social participation improves, better will be 

the cwntact with people and therefore better adoption rate 

l~ading to higher income and less debt. 

4.9.2.4. Contact with extension agency: 

The mean score of contact wi th extension agency 

is 2.5600 and S.D. is 1.0954. The coeft. of variation 

i$ 42. 79%f which is high indicating that contact wi th 

extension agency varies with resl2Dndents. This variable 

is significantly (p<O.OOl) £>Ositively correlated with 

perception of profi tabili ty I income and adoption and 

negatively correlated with debt. This indicates that 
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as contact with extension agency increases, the perception 

of profitability, tncome and adoption also increase. and 

debt decreases. 

4.9.2.5. Perce-ption of profi tabili ty of technology: 

The mean perception of prof! t,3bili ty score 1s 2.1280 

with a S.D. of 1.3618. The coeft. of variation of 

perception of profitability is 63.9~1o indicating wide 

variability in the perception of profitability of the 

respondents. Profitabili~y is. significantly positively 

correlated (p<..,O.OOl) with eaucation" social 

participationicontact with extension ag~ncYI income and 

adoption. Therefore" it follows that higher the perception 

of profitability, better will be social participation, 

edUcation, contact with extension agency# income and 

adoption. Perception of profitability is significantly 

negatively correlated (p < 0.001) with age and debt. 

As the perception of profitability inproves indebtedness 

decreases. 

4.9.2.6:... Income: 

The mean score for income is 1.8720 with S.D. of 

1.2635. The coeft. of variation is 67.4~1o indicating 

that the level of income varies among the respondents. 
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This variable is significantly positively correlated 

(p <. 0.001) with education, social participation, contact 

with extension agency, perception of profitability and 

adoption. The higher the income" the better is tha 

profitability and thereby better will be the rate of 

adoption. Income is significantly negatively correlated 

(p<. 0.001) with debt. 

4.9.2.7. Debt: 

The mean score for this variable is 2.2480 with a 

S.D. of 1.2930. The coeft. of variation is 57.5;20/0 

indicating that this variable too is a highly dispersed 

one. Debt is significantly negatively correlated 

(p <... 0.001) with education" social participation, contact 

wi th extension agency" perception of profi tabili ty, income 

and adoption. It is significantly positively correlated 

with age" indic~ting that indebtedness is highly 

associated with age. 

4.9.2.8. Adoption: 

The mean score for adoption is 9.4880 with a.S.D. 

of 6.0836. Coeft. of Variation of adoption score is 

64.12% indicating that rate of adoption varies widely 

with the resQOndents. Adoption is significantly 

positively correlated (p< 0.001) with education, social 
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participation; contact with extension agel'X!YI perception 

of profitability and income indicating that they are the 

positive factors responsible for high levels of adoption. 

Adoption is significantly negatively correlated (p ~O.OOl) 

wi th age and debt. This indicates that as age and debt 

advance, adoption rate decreases. 

The multiple regression equation connecting adoption 

with the rest of the seven variables, in this centre is 

Y = 10.6186-1.6603x1 -o.6392X2+O.5424X:3+1.5206X4 

+1.57n,7~-o.034lx6. -o.4185~ 

2 
The coeft. of determination, tl-.. e multiple R I worked out 

to be 0.8668. This indicates that 86.68";; variability 

in the adoptial is explained by the seven variables 

already included in the study. 

The rel ative importance of each variable on adoption 

rate is given below for this centre. 

Variable Relative importal'X!e 

Age 

Education 

Social participation 

Contact wi th extension 
agency 

-0.4017 

-0.1670 

+0.0757 

+0.2738 
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Perception of 
profitability of technoLogy 

Income 

Debt 

0.35-32 

-0.0071 

-0.0889 

The variables which are highly responsible for the 

adoption in Malpe region are perception of profitabili~ 

of technology followed by contact with extension agencies 

and social participation. Age, and debt are retarding 

factors of adoption in this centre. 

The standard error of es tina te is worked out to be 

2.2859 which is well with in reasonable limits. 

Table ~7. Mean score and standard deviation of selected 
variables and adoption in MalRe region 

------~---~------------~--~----------~----------------~ 
Mean Standard 

deviation 

~-------------~---~-~-----------------~----~---------~ 

Xl - Age 

x 2 - Education 

x3 - Social participation 

x4 - Contact wi th 
extensioo agency 

x5 - Perception of 
profitability of 
technology 

x6. - -Income 

~, - Debt 

~ - Adoption 

4.1360 

1.8080 

1.1920 

2.5600 

2.1280 

1.8720 

2.2480 

9.4880 

1.4720 

+ .5898 

0.8491 

1.0954 

1.3618 

1.2635-

1.2930 

6.0836 



Table 68. Matrix of correlation showing the interdependeD::Y of different variables -· 
selected for the study in Malpe region 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~-----
Xl X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X

7 X8 

---------------~-------------------------------------------------~-------~------~-----------
+++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ 

Xl - Age 1.0000 -o.8675~ -o.78a9 -0.7578 -0.7973 -0.7537 0.7151 

+++ +++ +++ +++ +++ 
X2 - Educ ation 1.0000 0.8102 0.7937 0.8310 0.8228 -0.7299 

X - Social +++ +++ +++ +++ 
3 participation 1.0000 0.8026 0.7667 0.7373 -0.6608 

X4 - Contac t wi th +++ +++ +++ extension agency 1.0000 0.7841 0.8679 -0.7024 

X - Perception of 
5 profitability of +++ +++ 

1.0000 0.8017 -0.7357 technology +++ 
X6. - I nco.ue 1.0000 -0.6960 

X7 - Debt 1.0000 

Xa - Adoption 

Xa = 10.6186-1.6603x1-O·6392x2+0.5424x3+1.5206x4+1.5777X5-O·034~6-o·41a5x, 
2 R = 0.8668, Standard error of the estimate = 2.2859, +++ significant at 0.1% level 

+++ 
-0.8639 

+++ 
0.8128 

+++ 
0.8014 

+++ 
0.8396 

+++ 
. 0.8003 

+++ 
0.8636 

+++ 
-0.7373 

1.0000 

I 
N 
~ 
<Xl 
I 
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4.9.3 TutiCorin: 

Table 69 gives the mean and S.D. of scores of each 

variable and Table 70 gives the matriX of correlation of 

the variables under study. The results of the analysis 

of the data are summarised below. 

4.9.3.1. Age: 

The nean score for age is 4.7500 and the S.D. is 

1.3349. The coeft. of variation of rrean score is 28.l~, 

indica ting that age is less dispersed compared to other 

variables. From. the matrix of correlation it follows 

that age is significantly (p<: 0.001) negptively 

correlated with all other variables except debt indicating 

that as age advaoces, education, social participation, 

contact with extension agency, perception of profitability, 

income and adoption decrease. Age is significantly 

:positively correlated with (p <"0.001) debt, indicating 

that age and debt are strongly assoc:J..ated variables. 

4.9.3.2. Education: 

The nean score for education is 1.8000 with a S.D. 

of 1.4884. The coeft. of variation is 82.69%. Education 

is one of the highly dispersed variables in the group. 

Education is significantly positively correlated (p<'O.OOl) 

with social participation" contact with extension agency, 
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perception of profitability, income and adoption. This 

indicates that as the level of education increases, 

better will be the social participation and hence better 

contact with extension a~ncy, perception of profitability 

income and adoption. Education is significantly 

negatively correlated (p < 0.001) with debt, indicating 

that as the level of education increases indebtedness 

decreases. 

4.9.3.3. Social participation: 

The mean sc~e for social partiCipation is 1.2250 

with a S.D. of 0.919~. The coeft. of variation is 

75..06% indicating that this is a highly variable one in 

the group. Social participation is significantly 

positivel.y correlated (p <. 0.001) with education, contact 

wi th extension ageo::y, percept.io n of profi tabili ty, 

income and adoption indicating that with the increase in 

the social participation, contact with extension agency, 

perception of profitability, income and adoption 

increase. Social partiCipation is significantly 

negatively correlated (p"< 0.001) with age and debt. 

4.9.3.4. Contact with extension agency: 

The mean score for contact wi th extension agency 

is 3.0500 with a S.D. of 1.4313. The coeft. of variation 
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is 46.9~". Next to age, contact with extension agency 

is less dispersed arrong the group of variables. Contact 

with extension agency is significantly positively 

correlated (p <. 0.001) with education, social 

participation, perception of profitability, income and 

adoption. This indicates that more the contact with 

extension aqency, better will be the social participation, 

resulting ~n better perception of profitability, income 

and adoption. Contact with extension agency is 

significantly negatively correlated (p < 0.001) with aQe 

and debt. This indicates that contact with extenSion,. 

agency is dissociatea with age and indebtedness :to a 

certain extent. .. 

4.9.3.5. Perception of profitability of teahnology: 

The mean score for perception of profxtahill ty is 

2.6500 with S.b. of 1.4772. TI1e coeft. of variatjQo i~ 

55.74%. This is also one of the highly dispersed 

variables in the yroup. Perception of profi tabili ty 

is significantly p-os~uvely correlatea ~p <- U.U(1) with 

education, social participation, contact with extension 

agency, income and adoption. This indicates that .. 

profitability increases with increase in educati,on, 

social participation, contact with extension agency, 
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income and adoption. Perception of profi tabili ty is 

significantly negatively correlated wi th (p <.,0.001) 

wi th age and debt. 

4.9.3.6. Income: 

The mean score for income is 2.225D with a S.D. of 

1.5104. The coeft. of variation of income is 67.8~~ 

indicating high variability of this variable among the 

grou~ Income is significantly positively correlated 

with education l social participation, contact with 

extension agency, perception of profitability and adoption, 

indicating that better income is associated Nith better 

social participation, contact with extension agency, 

perception of profitability and adoption. This variable 

is significantly negatively correlated wi th (p<. 0.001) 

age and debt. 

4.9.3.7. Debt: 

The mean score for debt is 2.8570 and S.D. is 

1.4882. The coeft. of variation is 52.0~~. This variable 

is found to be negptively correlated with all other 

variables except age. Debt and age are significantly 

positivelY correlated (p<"O.OOl) indicating the strong 

interdependency of the two variables. 
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4.9.3.8. Adoption: 

The mean adoption score J3 8.000 with a S.D. of 

7.3240. The coeft. of variation is 91.55% indicating that 

the rate of adoption varies very much among the 

respondents. Adoption is significantly positively 

correlated wi th educatio~ social participation., contact 
and income. 

with extension agency, perception of profitability' This 

indicates that the rate of adoption increases with 

increase in the level of education, contact wi th extension 

agency, social participation, perception of profitabilitYI 

and incorre. Adoption is significantly negatively 

correlated (p < 0.001) with age and debt indicating that 

as age advances the indebtedness increases and the rate 

of adoption decreases. 

The multiple regreSSion equation connecting adoption 

with the rest of the variables under study for the 

TUticorin region is 

Y = -3.7834+0.4371x1+O.2868x2 -o.1918x3+O.388Qx4 

+O.6352x5+3.545Sx6 -o.4625~! 

The coeft. of determination, multi]iUe R2, worked 

out for this region is 0 .. 9191.. This indicates that 

91.91% of the variability in the data is explained by 

the fitted regression. 
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The relative importance of each of the variables 

on adoption is given below for this region. 

Variable 

Age 

Education 

Social participation 

Contact with 
extension agency 

Perception of 
profitability 

Income 

Debt 

Relative importance 

0.0797 

0.0583 

-0.0158 

0.0758 

0.1281 

0.7312 

-0.0150 

It is evident t..l-:lat income and perceptioo of 

profitability are two major fac tors responsible for 

adoption at this region. 

The standard error of estiIT'ate is 2.2991, indicating 

that the fitted regression is a good fit for the data. 
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Table 69. Mean score and standard deviation of selected 

variables and adoption in Tuticorin region 

-----------------------------------~------------------

Mean StandarLl 
cevia ":io n 

--"""" ---------.--------.----------------------------------

Xl - Age 4.7500 1.3349 

~ - Education 1.8000 1.4884 

x3 - Social participation 1.2250 0.9195 

x 4 - Contact wi til 
extension agancy 3.0500 1.4313 

Xs Perception of 
profitability of 2.6500 1.4772 
technology 

x6 Income 2.2250 1.5104 

x" - Debt 2.85.70 1.4882 

x8_ - AdoptioR_ 8.0000 7.324C 



Table 70. Matrix of correlation showing the interdependency of different variables 
selected for the study in 'I\lticorin region 

-... -----.. -----... -------------~----------------------------~------.---~------------------------
Xl X2 X3 X4 Xs X6 X7 Xa 

-------------------------------------~---------------------------------------------~------
+++ +++ 

Xl - Age 1.0000 -0.7743 -0.7677 

X2 - Education 

X3 - Social 
par tici pa tion 

X - Contact wi th 
4 extension agency 

X 
5 - perception of 

profitability of 
technology 

X6 - Income 

X7 - Debt 

X8 - Adoption 

+++ 
1.0000 0.8206 

1.0000 

+++ 
-0.7716 

+++ 
0.7751 

+++ 
0.7510 

1.0000 

+++ 
-0.7997 

+++ 
0.8187 

+++ 
0.7579 

+++ 
0.8817 

l~OOOO 

+++ 
-0.8616 

+++ 
0.B531 

+++ 
0.8303 

+++ 
0.8605 

+++ 
0.8866 

1.0000 

+++ 
0.7712 

+++ 
0.7S24 

+++ 
-0.7659 

+++ 
-0.8757 

+++ 
-0.8427 

+++ 
-0.8485 

1 .. 0000 

Xs = -3.7834+0.4371X1+0.2868X2-O·1918X3+0.3880x4+0.6352x5+3.S455x6-o.462S~ 
2 . 

R = 0.9191, Standard error of estimate = 2.2991, +++ significant at 0.1% level 

+++ 
-0.8104 

+++ 
0.8350 

+++ 
0.7957 

+++ 
0.8659 

+++ 
0.9!ID3 

+++ 
0.8888 

+++ 
-0.8492 

1.0000 

I 
N 
U1 
0\ 
I 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

STR!' .. TEGY FOR TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER IN 

THE FISH CURIOO INDUS'IRY 

5.1. Technology transfer 

A wide gap exists between the technological 

innovations in fish curing developed at our research 

centres and their actual use by the fish curers. 

Transfer of technology starts after its perfection and 

ends in its utilization by the target group. 

There are four sets of basic activities involved 

in the transfer of technology (Jaiswal and Arya, 1981). 

1) Technology production system or research 

system to evolve technology. 

2) Extension system to transfer the technology 

from research orgpnisations to the actual 

users. 
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~) Technology utilization system or the client 

system which adopts the technology. 

4) Supp::>rt system which supports the technology 

transfer process and provides necessary inRuts 

required for the use of technology and also 

provides facilities for mi'\r'<eti~g of tp.e output. 

5.1.10 Research system: 

':l'he research system takes care of the technology 

production. It consists of various research institutes 

where innovations are created. The main organisations 

conducting research in fish curing technology in the 

country is Central Institute of Fisheries Technology, 

Cochin under the Indian Council of Agricultural Research. 

The Central Food Technological Research Institute, Mysore 

under the Council of Scientific and Industrial Research 

is another organisation where some amount of research in 

fish curing is being carried out. Some of the State 

Fisheries Departments and Agricultural Universities have 

also conducted some research investigations in the fish 

curing technology. 

5.1.2. Extension system: 

The extension system consists of change agents or 

extension personnel belonging to gov8rnment and 
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non-government agenciEls who act as links between the 

research system and client (fish curers) system. In 

additio~ to transfering the new technology to the 

poten tial users, the extension system is also supplying 

the research system with feed back about the field 

problems. The extension workers contact the fish curers 

in person, in groups or through indir~~t media like 

newspap3=s~ ma~pzines, leaflets, radio, television etc. 

Even though a large net work of extenSiOl'1 

institutions have been established in the coun~' for 

the transfer of technology in agriculture, the agencies 

engpged in transfering fish curing technology are very 

limited in nUlTber. Some of the State Fisheries Departments 

and Agricultural Univ~rsities are having extension systems 

for fisheries development. But this system gives priority 

to fish farming. Only minor work is done on fishing or 

fish processing including fish curing. 

Extension work on curing or other aspects of fish 

processing technology is mainly looked after by the 

Central Institute of Fisheries Technology. The Marine 

Products Export Development Authority is also engaged in 

technoLogy transfer related to processed fish for export. 

Export Inspection Agency is undertaking in a very small 
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scale the tec~~ology transfer in fish processing. 

The extension service has not reached the entire 

fish curing community. Some of t.l-}e factors responsible 

for this are administr.ative bottlenecks, lack of effective 

linkage between research and extension, lack of sufficient 

fishermen oriented programmes~ lack of an ~ducational 

approach on effective use of extension methods, lack of 

coordination among various development departments, lack 

of an inte~ated approach, lack of dedication and 

knowledge among extension workers, supervisors and their 

administrators, unmana~eable areas of operation of 

extension workers, lack of suitable transport faci.li ties, 

lack of information, lack of easy, timely and adequate 

availabili ty of imputs, lack of facilities for marketing 

of high quali.ty cured prod~ts, financial limitations, 

lack of sufficient price for high quality cured products 

etc. 

5.1.3. Technology utilization/client system: 

This system consists of the actual users of the 

technology. In the case of fish curing industry, this 

system refers to fish curers. They are scattered all 

along the coastal belt. They mai~ly follow the 

tradi tional methods of curing resulting in the production 

of poor quality cured fish. 
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5.1.4. Support system: 

The support system consists of government as well 

as private agencies dealing with the credit and input 

supplies and marketing such as co-operatives, 

corporations, banks etc. This system also includes 

agencies responsible for the creation and management of 

other infrastructur~like electricity, transport aid 

and other services. 

In the case of fish curing, support system is very 

weak compared to other agricultural fields. Facilities 

for loans, subsidy and other inauts are very limited. 

Potable water, ice and quality salt are not supplied to 

fish curers. Marketing facilities for securing a higher 

price for cured fish produced by improved methods are 

also not existing at present. The administration and 

management with reg.ard to the fish curing industry are 

also not properly co-ordinated at any level. 

5.2.Strategy for technology transfer in the fish 

curing industry 

Taking into consideration all the existing factors, 

a new strategy is proposed for technology transfer in 

the fish curing industry. Figure 23 shows the proposed 

model of technology transfer related to fish curing. 



FIG.23. MODEL OF TRANSFER OF TECHNOLOGY IN 
FISH CURING INDUSTRY 

III II 

C 1FT 8 
~ ____ ~OTHERRESEARCH 

ORGANISATIONS 
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Description of figure 23 

I: CIFT and other research institutes 

II: Sub jE:C t Matter Specialists of Departments 
of State Fisheries 

11-1: Ex~nsion Officers, Assistant F~tension Officers, 
Inspectors and Sub-Inspectors of Fisheries Depts. 

11-2: Village Level Workers of State Fisheries 
Departrnen ts 

III: Subject Matter Specialists of Agricultural 
Universities 

111-1: Bxtension Officers and Assistant Extension 
Officers of Acgricul.tural Universi tieS 

111-2: Village Level Workers ot Ag,ricul rural 
Uni versi ties 

~: Marine Products Export Development Authori ty 

V: Export Inspection Agency 

VI: Market sy s tern 

VII: In:gut system 

VIII: Fish curers 
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There are several improved practices in fish 

curing developed by the Central Institute of Fisheries 

Technology and a few other research organisations like 

Central Food Technolog,ical Research Institute. At the 

first stage, the S~ject Matter Specialists of the 

Departments of Fisheries (II) and Agricultural 

Universities (III) shall be trained by the above research 

institutes (I) in the improved fish curing practices. 

The Subject Matter Specialists should transmit this 

knowledge to the Extension Officers, Assistant Extension 

Officer~ Inspectors and Sub-Inspectors of Fisheries 

(11-1 and 111-1) working in Fisheries Departments/ 

Agricultural Universities. They, in turn, shall train 

the Village Level Workers (11-2 and III-2) of Fisheries 

Departments/Agricultural Universities if such category 

of officials is available. The Village Level Workers 

are to ultimately train the fish curers (VIII) in the 

improved practices of fish curing. In the absence of 

Village Level Workers, the Extension officers and other 

Officials (11-1 and 111-1) shall directly train the fish 

curers. The research ins ti tu tes (I) shall also train 

the intermediate agencies under groups 11-1, 11-2, 

III-1 and III-2 if and when necessity arises. 
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Another channel of technology transfer shall be 

through. the Marine Produ:::ts Export Development Authority 

(IV) and or Export Inspection Agency (V). The Q"aal.ity 

Supervisors and Technical Officers of these Departments 

shall be trained in improved fish curing practices by 

the research institutes. After training, these off.icials 

can train the fish curers .in their respective locall ties 

in the improved practices. 

The technical personnel, if any, of the marketing 

(n) and input (VII) sytStelTl6 such as co-operatives and 

other orqanisations shall also be tra.ined by the research 

.institutes in the new methodology so that these personnel 

can also give sufficient training to the fish curers. 

There soould be provis1.ons for the research 
I 

institutes (I) to directly transfer the new technology 

to the fish curers (VIII) wherever possible and 

essential. 

Thus the improved technology should flow from 

research system (I) to the fish curers (VIII) through 

13 different channels as shown in the model. 'Ihe 

problems of fish curers shall be transmitted back to 

the research institutes through the same channels. 
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5.2.1. Channels for technology transfer: 

The flow of technology related to fish curing 

through different proposed channels is given below: 

r--~--------------------~-----------------,. 
I 

1. : 
I 

CIFT and other research Institutes 
I 
I 
I 
J 

L-------------------~I-------------------~ 

r---------------~-----------~---, 
Subject Matter Specialists of 
DeQartments of State Fi.sheries 

I 
I 
[ 

I 
I , 

L----------------T----------------L 

r-------------------~-------------------i I I 

~ Extension Officersl Asst. Extension ~ 
1 Officers, Inspectors and Sub-Inspe- t 
: ctors of Fisheries Departrrents ~ 
I , L ___________________ • ____________________ ~ 

J r----------------!'---------------, 
I a 
: Village Level Workers of State l 
: F±Sheries Departments ~ 
t I L---------________________________ ~ 

r---~-----Jlc--------, I • , Fish curers 
I I 
L _____ ~ _____________ l 
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----------------------------------~----~--, 

2. L __ ~~~~_:~~:~:_:::::~_~:~~:e~_J 
I 
i 

I 

r------------------------~----------------------

l Extension Officers l Asst. Extension Officers 
Inspectors and Sub-Inspectors of Fisheries 

Departm=nts 

-----------------------1------------------------

[-~~~~:~~:;:~~::~:~-:;-~:::.-;~:~::~-J 
Departments 

-------------------~----------------

[--;::-:~::-J 

3. r--~;;;-::~-:::::-::::::~-~:::~:::::---J 
---------------1------------------

-------~-- ----- ----------------------
Extension Officers, Asst. ExtenSion Officers~ 
Inspectors and Sub-Inspectors of Fisheries 

Departmen ts 
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f. ------------------------------------------] 

4. ! CIFT and o~_,-;~",:" reS82::'r:h institutes 

-------------------,-----------------------
I 

~! 

[--~~~~:::-~~:~-~~~:~:-:~~::::-J -------~~:~::~::-~~~:::~-----
I 
I 

~ 

[---;~~-~:~:~:----J -------------------

5. 

~---------------- -------------------
Subject Matter Specialists of 

r------------------------~---------------------------] 
Extension Officers and Asst. Extension Officers l ____________ ~~_~~:~~~~:~-~:~:::~~~~ __________ _ 

I 

r---~~;:-~~:~-;::~::-:~-~~:~~~---l 
-----------------~:~::~:~~::--------------~ I 

-----------~------J l ___ ~::~_~u:::~ __ _ 



6. 
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r-------------~----------------------__r 
I C-;'""?T "'~d ,..:-'-.-:'- l.·e<'p·,---·'h inst-ltutE.S i ~ ._~. u. •• A' ....... 1 __ ~ '" _-c1 ..•• ~_ ....._ 

Sl~.f':P~·'..-----------------_-----____________ · 

[-~::~:~~-~;;:~:::-::~~:::~-;::::::::-~;:::::-] of Agricultural Universities 

-------------------------------------~----------I 

[=:~~:~::~i~~~~~::~=~] 
-------~------J 
L_~:.~::::.-
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8. [---~~;;-::~-::~:~-.~::::::~-~:::~:::::---J 
-----------------~----------------------

[~~~::~~:::~~~:~:~~~~~~~:~:~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

9. 

10. 

I 
~----------~j(------------
I Fish curers J 
! -----------------------

r----~~;;-:~-::~:-:::::::~-:~::~::::----l-
, , 
• I 

-------------------~~~~-~~-----~~----------____ --__________ Jl _______________ ~ 
~ ExllOrt Inspection Agency I 
~------~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--------

L __ ~~:~ __ :~::: __ l 
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11. r------~~;;-::;-::::;-:::::::~-~:~:u--O::------J 
-----------------------.------------------~--, 

j 

,J/ 
r----·------~-~-------l 
I Market system I 
t. ' -----------------------j 

12. 
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Considering the facilities eXisting at present, 

it is suggested that the technology transfer shall be 

carried out by different agencies to the extent as 

given below: 

Agency 

Department of Fisheries 

Agricultural University 

Research Institutes 

Marine Products Ex~rt 
Development Authority 

EXQOrt Inspection Agency 

Input system 

Marketing system 

Percentage of 

technology 

transfer 

50 

20 

10 

5 

The division of responsibility of technology 

transfer pmposed here is only approximate. As the 

existing man power and the technical skill of the 

officials vary from state to state, the extent of 

assiqnm~nt of duties to the officials related to 

technology transfer in fish curing s hall also vary with-

1n reasonable range. 
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5.2.2. State Fisheries Departments: 

At present, state fisheries departments are having 

large teams of fisheries officials covering the entire 

coastal areas. Inspectors, Sub-Inspectors, Extension 

Officers, Assistant Extension Officers and Village Level 

Workers are posted in these areas to look after various 

aspects of fisheries. These officials should be given 

training in improved methods of fish curing technology 

and they should be assigned with the duty of transfering 

the new and imgroved fish curing technology in their 

respective areas. They should be trained by research 

institutes where the improved technologies are available. 

They should also be trained in extension methods to 

equip themselves for effective extension work. These exte 

workers, after training, should conduct demonstrations, 

discussionswith fish curers, film shows, exhibitions, 

distribution of technical leaflets etc. to persuade fish 

curers to adopt improved practices. 

Reasonable targets of extension work for adoption 

of improved fish curing ~ract1ces should be fixed for 

each extension worker and the performance of the 

individual extension worker should be assessed. 

Regular and frequent visits of extension workers 

to fish curing yards, combined with their sound advice 
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on problems needing immediate attention will create very 

good impact on fish curers. Adoption of improved fish 

curing practices, particularly non-rronetary type, will 

receive good res:gonse from the fish curers. Effective 

supervision and technical support should be extended to 

grass root extension workers. 

Close links should be established among research l 

fish curing and extension so that the problems of fish 

curers are fed back for soLution. 

The extension workers should have appropriate 

training, recognition, incentives and opportunities for 

advancements. If required, more extension workers should 

be recruited by the Departrrents to cover the entire area 

of fish curing under their jurisdiction. 

More fisherrren training centres should be 

estalished. These centres should include fish curing 

in the syllabus and teach fishennen on improved methods 

of fish curing and persuade them to cure fish by 

scientific methods. The fisherwomen and fisheryouth 

should be encouraged and trained to take up fish curing 

instead of selling the fresh fish to middle men at very 

low :erice. Po~lar and technical articles should be 

prepared in regional languages and widely distributed 
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to the fish curers. Film shows on scientific methods 

of fish curing should be organised in each fishing 

village. ImQortance of scientific methods of fish curing 

should be projected through radio, television and 

newspapers. Model fish curing yards should be constructed 

and given on lease to the fish curers for production of 

cured fish in modern way. 

Fj.;sheries Departmenu, should have the overall 

responsibili ty of ext.ension work l developmental task, 

regulatory function and ensuring supplies and services in 

th~ field of fish during. The Departments should study 

field problems and convey to the research organisations, 

conduct field trials and demonstrations and organise 

training pro~ammes for field workers and fish curers. 

These departments should establishan information cell 

•. &ctinq in collaboration with the research institutes 

and maintain up-to-date data on the development of 

fisheries. The Departrrents should pr:>perly plan, 

monitor and evaluate various 2rogrammes in fish curing. 

5.2.3. Agricultural Universities: 

AS mentioned earlier, at present the extension 

work carried out by Agricultural Universities with 

respect to fisheries is mainly confined to fish farming 
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and only a very limdted fisheries extension workers 

have been appointed in the Universities. More fisheries 

extension workers of different status shall be appointed 

by the Universities to carry out extens~on work related 

to fish curing and the technology transfer should be 

effected in the sarre manner as it is suggested for the 

Fisheries Departments. 

5.2.4. Marine Products Export Development Authority: 

MPEDA has posted Quali ty Supervisors and Technical 

Officers to look after the quality of processed fish 

for export. These personnel should be allotted some 

specific extension work for the transfer of fish curing 

technology. They may be regularly trained by research 

organisations in the im2roved practices of fish curing 

technology so that they will be able to transfer such 

technologies to fish curers. MPEDA can help the State 

Fisheries Departments in publication and distribution of 

popular and technical leaflets I organisation of film 

shows, exhibitions and other mass media programmes 

pertaining to fish curing. 

5.2.5. Exp:>rt Inspection Agency: 

This agency is the authority to certify the 

quality of processed fish including cured fish for 
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exeort. The j",gency has got large nunber of Technical 

Officers in all the centres from where processed fish 

is exported. These personnel can be trained by the 

research organisations in improved nethods of fish 

curing technology and it should be a part of their 

duty to transfer this technology to the fish curers in 

their respective areas. 

5.2.6. Research Organisations: 

Apart from the research activities, research 

organisations should conduct training programmes and 

other extension activities to·transfer the technology 

di·rec tly to the fish curers or through extension workers 

in other departments. 

The Central Insti tute of ,Fisheries Technology and 

other research organisations should further mobilise 

their extension activities in fish curing. They should 

train the extension workers in other departments in 

improved fish curing prac tices and extension met:.hc>ds so 

that these workers can effectively transfer the technology 

to the actual users. 

In addition to giving training to the change 

agents in other departments, research organisations 
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shoul.d directly transfer the improved technologies to 

the fish curers in various states in collaboration wi th 

the r~spective State Fisheries Departments. 

5.2.7. Input supply and services: 

At present, this system has not provided facilities 

to any considerable extent to the fish curing industry. 

Banks and other financial agencies should provide 

cercain quota of loans and subsidy for the development 

of fish curing. Technical Officers in the Banks should 

also be exposed to fish curing technology so that they 

can transfer this knowledge to the fish curers in a 

limi ted way. 

Marine Produc ts Bxport Development Au thority and the 

State Fisheries Departments, though included in the 

extension system, have to play a duel role of extension 

system as well as support system to help the fish 

curing industry. Loans and subsidy should be provided 

by MPEDA for construction of improved fish wring sheds 

and raised platforms for dryihg fish. Provision for 

good quality ice, salt, chemicals, packing materials 

etc. should be made by MPEDA. Community drying centres 

with tunnel dryers, and proper storage rooms should be 

constructed for providing to the fish curers for their 
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use on nominal charges. The State Fisheries Departrrents 

also shuuld share the responsibility of providing the 

above facilities to fish curers. 

The fishermen co-operative societies also should 

make arrangements for supplying necessary inputs for 

fish curing by improved methods. They should also 

contribute to the technology transfer utilising all the 

f ac ili ties avai lable. 

5.2.8. Marketing facilities: 

Marketing facilities should be developed.. The 

fishermen co-operative societies and/or marketing 

federations should take the responsibility of marketing 

the cured fish produced by the individual fish curers. 

These societies should be in a pasi lion to pay advances 

to the individual fish curers on the basis of quantity 

and quality of cured fish taken by the society for 

marketin<:ll. The agencies can play active role in 

persuading the fish curers to take up improved method 

of fish curing;. 

5.2.9. Administration and management: 

There should be proper co-ordi nation of the 

aQroinistratian and extension efforts of all the concerned 
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organisations as to make the technology transfer more 

effective. 

I t is proposed to strengthen the administrative 

se~ u~ in different levels with the assignment of 

responsibili ty t.o senior technical personnel. There 

should be decentralisation of authority responsibility, 

planning and monitoring as much as possible. Linkages 

betir!een ~larious agencies involved should be strengthened. 

The intercepartmental co-ordination and linkages 

among extension, research, inW-! t and other supporting 

agencies, fish curers and local authorities should be 

ensured at appropriate levels • Committees should be set 

up at various levels to ensure adequate co-ordina~ion 

between official agencies and autonomous bodies connected 

with fisherie development 

The extension machinery should be reorganised in 

such a way that extension workers ar8 available to meet 

the fish curers often and identify their problems and 

to guide and train them for wide adoption of fish 

curing technology 

The fishermen co-operative soc·ieties should be 

established where they are not eXisting and those which 
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are already existing should be mobilised. 

Some legislation on quality should be enforced in 

fish curing sheds and cured fish markets so that the 

quali'l:y of cured fis.1 Can be improved. The curing 

sheds, cured fish, packaging materials! salt, storage 

rooms, cured fish markets etc. should be frequently 

inspscted by the authorised agencies. License should 

be issned to fish curing sheds maintained in proper 

condi tions and fish curing should be allowed only in 

such sheds. Poor quality cured fish should not be 

allowed to be sold and such products should be immediately 

removed from godowns, markets etc. 

5.2.10. Fish curers: 

Fish curers are the ultimate users of the technology~ 

They should analyse their situations, identify their 

problems and organise themselves to solve such problems 

with the assistance from other three systems - research, 

extension and support systems. They should try to 

improve their socio-economic conditions and develop 

themselves by making use of the appropriate technologies 

and other facili ties available to them. The other 

three systems can only provide favourable situations to 

transfer the improved technology. The fish curers should be 

mentally prepared to adopt such technologies for their own 

benefits. They should Show a receptive mind to the 

other systems. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

SUfvlMARY 

Cured fish industry and export tr~de have been 

important aspectsof the economic life of the people 

since the ancient time allover the world. In India" 

curing waS the only method of processing of fish till 

1953. In earlier days India exported large quantities 

of cured fish to Sri Lanka, Burma, Malaysia, Singapore 

and Hong Kong. But the post war development adversely 

affected our marine products export. Still, about 20'10 

of fish landed in India is cured. Curing is the largest 

single method of fish processing in India and it is 

likely to remain as such for many years to come. 

Fish curing industry has not shown mt.'ch improvements 

from its primitive nature because this industry has 
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been mainly handled by illiterate and less educated 

fishermen/fisherwomen. The cured fish produ:::ed by them 

is unhygienic and poor in quality. Such products spoil 

quickly leading to huge national loss of this protein 

rich food. This situation demands urgent steps to be 

taken for rectifying the defects of the fish curing 

industry and for adopting modern methods to ~void the 

wastage and improve the quality of cured fish. Therefore, 

transfer of new technology to the fish curing industry 

is the solution of the problems existing in this industry. 

'!he Central and State agencies have already made 

considerable efforts to transfer the improved methods to 

the fish curing industry by way of training courses, 

demonstrations, Lab-to-Land programmes, film shows, 

exhibitions, replies to technical queries, personal 

discussion etc. AS the result of these efforts, fish 

curers have started adopting the improved practices in 

fish curing. Still there is a considerable gap between 

the technology available and the technology adopted 

in this field. A comprehensj,ve study on the extent of 

adoption of improved practices in fish curing industry 

is lacking at present. 
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The following are the objectives of the present study: 

1. To identify the technological ~ap in terms of 

knowledge of fish curing technology among fish 

curers and fisheries extension workers. 

2. To identify the technological gap in terms of 

adoption of fish curing technology amo!1g fish 

curers. 

3. To study the reasons for partial adoption or 

non-adoption of improved fish curing practices 

by fish curers. 

4. To evolve a strategy for effective transfer of 

technology related to fish curing. 

Three import.ant fishing regions" namely I Calicut 

in Kerala, Malpe in Karnataka and Tuticorin in Tamil 

Nadu were selected for tile present study. Total 

population of active fish curers in all the three regions 

were taken as t"fle respondents. CaJ.icut region had 140, 

Malpe had 125 and Tuticorin region had 40 fish curers 

actively eng,aged in fish curing industry. Seven 

independent variables namely, age, education, social 

par ticipa tion I contact wi th extension agency I perception 

of profitability of the technology, incowe and debts of 

the respondents were selected for ~~is study. The 
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following six majo~ improved practices comprising of 28 

sub-practices were taken up to study the adoption gap. 

6.1. Con'3t!J:l:<2.!:ion of .1.mproved fish cur~ ng shed 

1. Construction of shed 

2. Provision of drainage facilities 

3. Provision of tables/platforms for derssing fish 

6.2. £.!~ing and maintenance of hygiene in f..ish curing shed 

4. Use of potable water in the shed 

5. Use of detergents and disinfectants 

6. Adoption of cleaning schedule 

7. Regular washing of mat used for drying fish 

6.3. H~ndlin9 and pre-processing of fie.b 

8. Use of fresh fish 

9. Proper washing of fresh fish 

10. Proper dressing and evisceration of fish 

11. Proper Washing of gutted fish 

12. Use of ice for preserving fish 

6.4. Salting of fiSh 

13. Use of sufficient good salt 

14. Salting of fish in cement tanks or other 

suitable containers 
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15. Sufficient salting period 

16. Convering of salted fish to avoid flies 

17. Rinsing of salted fish in freshly prepared 

salt water 

18. Removal of urea by desal ting 

19. Rerroval of self~rinc and addition of 

saturated brine in the case of pickling 

20. Covering of fish with sufficient quantity 

of brine in the case of pickling 

Drying of salted fish. 

21. Allowance of sufficient dryimg of fish 

22. Drying of fish on mat 

23. Drying of fish on raised platform 

24. Drying of fish in tunnel dryer 

6.6. Packing and storage of cured fish 

25. Use of chemical preservatives 1n cured fish 

26. Retail packing of cured fish in polythene 

bags 

27. Bulk packing of cured fish in improved 

containers 

28. Proper storage of cured fish 

The results showed that Calicut region has a higher 

percentage of younger fi sh curers compared to the other 
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two regions. Calicut region registered the highest 

level of ed~ation among the three regions under study. 

The lev~l of social participation and contact with 

extension agency do not make any marked difference from 

region to region. A comparatively high percentage of 

fish curers at Calicut region perceived that the improved 

fish curing practices are profitable. The fish curers 

in CaJ.'::"::!ut region showed a higher level of income 

com?a:ccd to the other two regions. As the result of this 

situation, Calicut region shows minimum percent..?ge of 

fish curers having d~bts. The average knowledge gap was 

found to be minimum in Calicut and maximum in Malpe. 

The average adoption gap was observed to be minimum in 

Calicut and maximum in Tuticorin. Thus the fish curers 

in Calicut region have comparatively less knowledge gap 

and adoption gap. It is generally concluded that 

increase in knowledge lead to higher rate of adoption. 

Among the 6 major prcctices, the maximum adoption qap 

was observed in packing and storage of cured fish and 

in the construction of improved fish curing shed in all 

the three regions while adoption gap is comparatively 

less in salting and drying of fish. 

It is seen that about 1/3rd of tte extension 

workers had full knowledge about the improved fish 
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curing practices while 1/5th of them had no knowledge 

about the improved technology. 

Statistical analysis reveals the following 

situation in general. 

6.7. Age 

Age and debt of fish curers are found to be 

pos! tively c arrelated. As the age of the fish curers 

increases, their level of education, sccial part.icipa tion, 

contact with extension agency, perception of profitability, 

income, adoption etc. are found to be decreasing. 

6.8. Education 

Education is found to be negatively correlated 

with debt. AS tpe l~vel of education increases, more 

will be the degree of adoption, social participation, 

contact wi th extension agency, perception of 

profitability and income. 

6.9. Social participation 

The more social participation among respondents, 

the 1 ESS will be the debt. Social participation is found 

positively correlated with the level of contact with 

extension agency, perception of profitability, income 

and adoption. 
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6.10. Contact with ex_tension agency 

This variable is positively correlated with 

income, perception of profitability, level of education, 

social particip,""1-1--ion etc. This is negatively correlated 

with age and debt. 

6 .11. ~:tceE...tion .o~~~"!)rofi tabil.\1":-Y of techngJgg;t 

r::-his variable is pasi ti\"cJ.y correlated with 

educat~on, social participation, contact with extension 

agency I income and adoption. This variable is negatively 

correlated with age and debt. 

6.12. Income 

Income is Qositively correlated with education, 

sociaL participation, contact with extension agency, 

perception of profitability and adoption. Income is 

negatively correlated with age and debt. 

6.13. ~ 

Debt is negatively correlated with all the 

variables except age. 

On the basis of the observations made during this 

study, the following strategy of technology transfer 

is suggested in four systems to the fish curing industry. 
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Research system~ 

it 

The research organisations should evolve training 

pIogram11es on syst.ematic basis to train extension workers 

from other departments as well as the fish curers. 

Extension system: 

The State Fisheries Depart.rnents and t.:.18 other 

organise.tions relcted with fish8ries should be brought 

unde~ this system. The extension workers in these 

organisations should be trained in improved fish curing 

practices and extension methods. After this training, 

they should conduct demonstration, training, technical 

discussion, film shows etc. and distribute technical 

Rublications for the benefit of the fish curers A 

Reasonable target of extension work for adopting fish 

curing practices should be fixed for the extension 

workers and the performance of the individual workers 

should be assessed. 

Effective supervision and technical support should 

be extended to grass root extension workers. Fishermen 

training centres should inc lude fish curing as om~ of 

the subjects and teach the same with due importance. 

State Fisheries Departments ;:;,nd or other development 

agencies should construct model fish curing yards and 
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community fish curing centres and provide these facilities 

to the fish curers on nominalcharges. State Fisheries 

Departments should have the over all responsibility of 

extension work, developmental task, regulatory functions 

and ensuring supplies and services in the field of fish 

curing. The Fisheries Departments should properly plan, 

monitor and evaluate various developmental programmes 

in fish curing. 

In add! tion to State' Fisheries Departments, Marine 

Products Export Development Authority, Export Inspection 

Agency and voluntary organisations should share the 

above responsibility of providing facilities to the fish 

curing industry. 

Client syst.em: 

The fish curers should analyse their situations, 

identify their problems and organise themselves to solve 

such problems with the assistance from the other three 

systems (research, extension and support systems). 

Support system: 

Support system should include Fisheries Departments 

and voluntary organisations which can support fish curing 

industry by supplying inputs and mun~etin~ the cured fish 

products. Loans and subsidy should be provided to the 
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fish curing industry. Basic requirements like protected 

watsr supply, electricity, good quality salt, ice, 

chemicals, packaging materials etc. should be provided. 

Co-operative societies, marketing federations or other 

agencies should take the entire quantity of cured fish 

prepared by improved methods and market them • 

.='here should be proper co-ordi nation of the 

administration and extension efforts of all the concerned 

organisations so as to make the technology transfer more 

effective. Linkage among various agencies involved 

should be strengthened. 

The interdepartmental coordination and linkages 

among extension, research, input and other supporting 

agencies, fish curers and local authorities should be 

ensur~d at appro}2riate levels. Comnittees should be set 

up at various levels to ensure adequate co-ordination 

among offiCials, agencies and autonomous bodies connected 

with fisheries development. Some legislat~on on 

quality should be enforced in fish curing sheds and 

cured fish markets so that the quality of cured fish 

c an be improved. 



1. a~ iJ r>.':11e 

b) HO'_lse Name 

c) EO\lse No. 

d~ V~.11age 

c~ ~ 3:"oc}< 

.c \ D.i r~t:cict. 
9) ~)tate 

2. Age 

3. Educ a tio nal 
qua11fic atio m 

4. Annual i:1Come 

5. Debt. 

6. From where do you 
get 10F.in when 
you need? 

7. a) Are you getting 
a11'j subsidy/ 
grant/other 
benefits 
( specify) 

b) If yes, from 
where and to 
what extent? 
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Illiterate/can read only/ 
Can read and write/primary 
schooi/middle school/high 
school/college education. 

Re la ti ves/fr'iend s/money 
lenders/co-operative 
societies/commercial 
banks/Land mortgage banks/ 
0·\:.~8:CS ~ specify) 

Yes/No 
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8. a) Do you find difficulties 
in getting 10a~7 

b) If yes.. please give 
details. 

9. So-::ial participation 

a) No membershi.p in 
any organisation. 

b) =':=~IT'.'Jershi:9 :tn one 
o~_·~anisatioi:l. 

c) 'i.crribersW:::::: in m~r8 
than one orga:1':.siJ.tion. 

d) Office bearer in one 
organisatio.n. 

e) Office bearer in 
more than one 
organisation • 

f) Distinctive features 
( YiLA , MP etc.) 

10. Contact with extension 
agency. 

a. weekly 

b. fortnightly 

c. Ironthly 

d. once in two Ironths 

e. once in three rronths 

f. once in six months 

Yes/No 

s 
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11. Profitability of 
improved fish curing 
technology as 
perceived by the fish 
curer. 

a) Most profitable 

b) Very profitable 

c) Profitable 

d) Marginally 
pro;;itab le 

e) Least profitable 

f) Not profitable 

12. Please give the following particulars of your fish 
curing shed: 

a) Size Length width _ height_ 

h) Ceiling: tiled/concrete/thatched 

c) Side wall: fUll/half/no side wall 

d) Floors concrete/other type (specify) 

---~----------~----~-~----~-~----------~~~----~-------
Item No. Total 

capacity 

----------------------------------------------.-------~-(1) ( 2) (3) 

e) Salting tank 

f) Ice storage tank 

g) Salt storage room. 

h) Fresh fish storage room-

i) Storage room for utensils et~. 

j) Raw material receiving room 

k) Tables/platforms for 
dressing fish 

1) Office room 

m) Res ting room 

n) Cured fish storage room 

0) Water storage tank 

p) Fly proof netting 

q) Lighting arrangements 

full/partial/nil 

electrified/others 
( specify) 
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r) La¥atory facili tie s 
s) Other spaces available and 

the purQCse. 

13. Particulars of utensils, tables etc. in the curing 
yard. 

-------------------------------------------------------
Sl. 
No. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Tables 

Basins 

Drums 

Total number available To·cal. 
-------------------~---- capa-Alu- GI Pla
mi- stic 
ni-
urn 

Con- Woed-city 
cre- en 
te 

Ifaskets 

Others 
( specify) 

Life Total 
cost 

------------------------~-----------------------------

14. Who owns the curing 
yard and the land7 

15. How long you have 
been engaged in 
fish curing7 

16. a) Are you using 
detergents and 
disinfectants 
in your fish 
curing shed? 

Fish cu~er/others (specify) 

Yes/No 
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b) Please describe 
briefly the 
method of 
cleaning adopted 
in the curing shed. 

17. a) Are you using ice 
in the handling, 
tr ansportation 
etc. during 

curing process7 

b) If yes, at what 
stage/57 

18. What is the source 
of water used in 
the curing yard7 

19. Do you chlorinate! 
JPUrify water 
hefore use7 

20. What is the general 
quality and condition 
of fish available 
for curing? 

21. Do you properly dress 
and eviscerate fish 
for curing 

Yes/No 

a) During transportation 
from landing centre 
to curing yard. 

b) During handling up to 
salting stage. 

c) Only during initial 
storage in the curing 
yard. 

d) Only after dressing 
and washing. 

Tap water/wel1 water/ 
bore well water/pond 
water/others (specify) 

Ye5/No 

a) Fresh fish - irrInediatel, 
after landing. . 

h) Fresh fish - with ice", 

c) Fish without ice. 

d) Somewhat s~iled fis1\, 
e) Sp:liled fish. 

Yes/No 
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22. When do YOlL. wash fish 
in the curing yard. 

23. W~':;r~ are you, 
p'.lrchasing salt 
from? 

24. a) Are you getting 
subsidy for 
sal.t? 

b) :f yes, please 
']"ive details? 

25. Type of curing 
followed. 

26. Salting method followed 

(a) Dry salting 

a) Before dressing. 

b) After dressing 
and Qvisceration. 

c) After salting 

Yes/No 

a. Sun drying 

b. Dry salting 

c. Wet salting 

d .. Pickling 

e. Others (specify) 

------------------------------------~-----------
Size of fish Large 

fish 
Medium 
fish 

Small 
fish 

---------------------------------------------------
Salt ratio 

Period of 
salting 
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(b) Wet salting 

---------------------------------~~-----------~-~---Size of fish Large fish Medium fish Small fish 
-------------------~-~--.-------~------------------~ 
Salt ratio 

Period of storage 
in salt 

(c) Pickling 

-.-------_-.._--.. ----------------------._--------------
Large fish Medi'l..'m. fish Small fish 

----------------------------------------------------
Concentration 
of prine 

Period of 
storage in brine 

27. Please describe briefly the general methods 
employed for 

a) Sun drying 

b) Dry salting 

c) Wet salting 

d) Pickling 
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28. Do you remove the self-brine 
and add saturated brine in 
the case of pickling7 

29. Do you cover the pickled 
fis~ with sufficient 
brine7 

30. Where do you salt fish 

31. Is the fish covered 
wi th salt/sal t solution 
during salting period. 

32. I:o you cover the salted 
fish tClnkS to avo:ld flies 

33. a) Are you rinsing the 
salted fish before 
drying7 

b) If yes l with what7 

34. a) Do you remove urea from 
shark and other 
elasmobanch fishes by 
desalting method or 

35. 

any other way7 

b) I f yes, please explain 
the rrethod. 

Where do you dry the 
fish7 

Yes/No 

Yes/No 

Cement tanks/ 
others (specify) 

Yes/No 

Yes/No 

Yes/No 

Self-brine/water/ 
freshly prepared 
salt water/others 
( s~cify) 

Yes/No 

a) In the premises 
of the curing 
yard. 

b) In the beach 

c) Other places 
( specify) 
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36. a) What 1s the mode of 
drying followed: 

b) If sun drying, is 
the fish d rieo on 
raised platform, on 
t.he ground or both 
W2.yS. 

c) If on ground,are 
you using any mat 
or other spread 
to prevent contact 
of the fish with 
'::he soil. 

d) If yes, what t::·pe of 
s pre ad7 

e) If raised ~at£orm, 
what type is used? 

f) If artificial 
drying, please 
indicate the type 
of dryer. 

g) If mat is used, how 
frequently and 
hygienically is it 
wash€;d7 

37. Period of sun drying 

a) Unsal ted fish 

Sun drying/ 
artificial drying. 

Yes/No 

Bamboo mat/coir mati 
palmirah mat/oth'2rs 

( specify) 

a) Cement Rlatfarm. 
b;.) Steel frarres. 

c) Wooden platform. 

d) Others (specify) 

-~---~-~-----------------------------------------~--Species of fish 

---~--------~----------~---------------------------

Period of 
drying 
(in hours) 

During 
summer 
season 

---------------------------~----During 
rainy 
season 

----------~----------------------------------------
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h) Salted fish 

--~----------.. --.. -------.. --- .... ----.. ---- .. -------------
Species of fish 
:r-: ..... -----------.. c. .• -------------... ----.... --------------

During 
srmlI":1er 
season P~~riod of 

dryi~g 

(in hou::7s) -------------------------------
During 
rainy 
season 

__ •. ·~_ .. - .... _S_ _ _"""'.I ... ________ -_--__ ---____ -_-_______ ._ ___ _._._ 

38. r' j_,~ase descri.be briefly 
':hE'! roc::thod of packing 
cured fish. 

39. Where do you store the t 

the cured fish. 

40. Please describe the 
me~hod followed by 
you for storing 
cured fish? 

41. What is the normal 
period of storage of 
cured fish before 
marketing? 

a) Sun dried 

In the curing yard/ 
other places (specify) 

b) Dry salted ............................. . 

c) Wet sal ted 

d) Pickled ................................. 
e) Others 

( specify) 
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42. Please give details of chemical treatment in ·fi·sh 
followed by you. 

----------------------------------------~ .. ---.. .--.-........ -
Stage Name of Method of 

chemioal treatment 
---------~-------------~------~------~-----~---~---

Handling 

Preservation 

Salting 

Drying 

Packinq, 

Storage 

43. Do you pack dried fish in 
polythene bags as consumer 
pac~s? 

44. a) Do you follow bulk 
packing of cured fish 
in improved containers. 

b) If yes, please give 
details. 

45. How are you selling the 
cured fish? 

Yes/No 

Yes/No 

a) By taking to the 
market. 

b) Merc han ts come 
to the yard and 
take it. 

c) Both ways. 
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46. What are the oonstraints in different stages of 
fish curing faced by you? 

-------------------------~-------------------------~--~ 
51. 
No. Stage Constraints 

-------.---.---------... _-----------------------------------
1. Handling and transportation 

2. Sun drying 

3. ?I--:-essing 

4. Dry salting, 

5. Wet saltins. 

6. Pickling, 

7. Storage 

8. Packing, 

9. Marketing 

lO. Others (specify) 

------------------------------------------------------------
47. What are the reasons for partial adoption or 

non-adoption of the improved fish curing practices? 

Please (V) mark the following reasons wherever 

applic able. 

a) Lack of credit facili ties 
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b) Lack of subsidy; incentives etc. 

c) Lack of organised set up. for marketing 
cured fish. 

d) Lack of ownership of the land where fish 
curing. s~ed is built. 

e) Lack of input supply. 

f) High cost of'equimments, utensils etc. 

g) High labour charge. 

h) Non-availability of electricity. 

i) Non-availability of potable water. 

i) Inadequate technical assistance. 

k) Others (specify) 
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PART - II 

1. According to you what are 
the facilities required 
fo~ a modern fish curing 
yard? 

2. (a) Have you heard of 
any improved method 
of cleaning. 

(b) If yes, what is it? 

3. 00 you know that potable 
water should be used for 
washing fish? If yes, 
please explain it. 

4. (a) Do you., know that 
water should be 
c hlori rla ted? 

(b) If yes, please give 
details. 

(c) What is the optimum 
quantity of water to 
be used for curing 
one tonne of fish? 

5. a) What is the im]20rtance 
of using detergents 
and disinfectants in 
fish curing yard? 

h) Have ycu heard of any 
sue h i terns to be used? 

c) If yes, please explain 

: Yes~o 

* 

t 

Yes/No 
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6. a) Have you heard of 
improved method of 
cleaning? 

b) If yes, what is it? 
Do yow follow it? 
If no, why? 

7. a) Why do you wash 
hygienically and 
frequE::nUy -i:he 
mat used for drying 
fish? 

b) Tia.t:'S the optimum 
f:.:-cquency of s'l---:h 
washing? 

8. What is the importance 
of using fresh fish for 
curing? 

9. a) According to you 
what is the maximum 
time lapse admissible 
between landing and 
curin<;, of fish 

b) How should the fish 
be stored during 
this period? 

10. Fish cannot be exposed 
with out ice before 
curing ~ why? 

11. What is the normal 
period of ice storage 
of fish? 

12. a) Do you.:know the 
optimum ratio of 
fish:ice for storage? 

b) If yes, what is it? 

Yes/No 

Yes/No 

Yes/r~o 
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13. a) Do you know about 
proper washing of 
fresh fish? 

b) If yes, how is it? 

14. Wh~t is the optimum 
rl'.rnber of wrlshing of 
fish at diff~rent 
st3.c;!es of !"land.ling 
e'~'.J pre-processing? 

15. l~hy do ",e properly 
dr-: .. ss and ~v iscerate 
:i':i.sh for curing? 

16. ~tJhat is thE: 
i~portance of washing 
gutted fish before 
salting7 

17. Dressing of fish 
should be done on 
clean table, why? 

18 .. What is the quantity 
02- good salt to be 
U28d for different 
sizes of fish and 
for different methods 
of curing? 

19. 'V'lha t is the optimum 
period for different 
types of salting'? 

20. a) Is it necessary to 
salt fish in cement 
tanks or any other 
suitable 
containers? 

b) If yes l why? 

Yes/No 

Yes/No 
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21. Why do we cover sal ted 
fish to avold flies? 

22. What is t11e importance 
of rerroving self-brine 
from salted fish and 
3.d~ing fresh saturated 
bJ':"ine in pickling? 

23. a) Is it necessary to 
cover salted fish 
~rli th sufficient 
quantJ.ty of brine in 
th~ CaS-8 Gf 2ickling. 

b) ::::f yes, why? 

24. a) Do you know any 
method for removal 
of urea from shark 
and other 
elasmobranch fish. 

b) If yes, please 
explaim. 

25. What will happen if 
salted fish is not 
rinsed before drying? 
How 1s it to be 
rinsed? 

26_. What are the merits 
and demerits of drying 
fish on ground, mat, 
raised platform and 
artificial dryer? 

27. What 1s the optimum 
period of drying for 
different tyr:;es of 
salted fish? What 
will happen if salted 
fish is nut dried to 
the optinrum level of 
rroisture7 

Yes/No 

Yes/No 
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28. a) Do you know the 
defects, if 
platforms are not 
washed? 

b) If yes, what are they?: 

29. a) Have you hea-r.d of 
some chemicals which 
can be used 1n 
curing of fish? 

b) If yes, p.lease give 
details about the 
r~ h8mic als I L"1e 
pu=gose and me~hod 
of their use. 

30. a) Do you know about 
packing of cured 
fish in improved 
containers and 
retail packs? 

b) If yes, ~ease 
ex~ain. 

31. a) What is the 
importance of 
proper s toraoe of 
cured fish? 

b) What are the 
improved methods 
of storage? 

Yes/No 

Yes/No 

Yes/No 
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